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Jolanta Mazur

Editorial

Welcome to the fourth issue of our quarterly IJME. Our publishing house particularly welcomes the works in the form of comparative cross-national studies. Next best
topic for us will be an analysis focused on a certain country, but carried out with consideration of its international environment. We are open to accept the works describing the
proposals of new theoretical concepts and models or discussing the concepts and models designed recently by authors in the international economic, financial or managerial
literature. The authors are encouraged to empirically verify new concepts and models
in the empirical research papers. We are happy to publish articles which we consider
valuable for their methodological attributes. The disciplines we want to cover are: economics, finance, management, and business administration. We would like to remind
the potential authors to check our editorial standards, especially the ones concerning
abstract, available on http://www.sgh.waw.pl/ijme/.
In the current issue the cross-national analyses are presented in three articles which
concern various aspects of the EU functioning. We believe that the papers on the actual
position, problems and future of European Union are especially relevant and important
not only for the member states.
The issue starts with the article by Taušer, Žamberský and Čajka from University of
Economics, Prague. The article “Comparative price levels of new EU member countries”
analyses the comparative price levels of 10 new member states of the European Union
vs. the average price level in EU27. Next a comparison of relative GDP per capita in purchasing power parities is presented. After having found the average price level in EU27
significantly higher than those identified in the countries from Central, East, and SouthEast Europe, they discussed the reasons of these differences. In their opinion, they were
the consequence of such factors characterizing the new member states as lower labor
productivity in the sector of tradable goods (B-S effect), and lower non-price competitiveness of domestic companies on international markets due to gaps in technical and
marketing knowledge and abilities.
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The second article by Czyżewska from Poznań University of Economics titled “Empirical evidence and first assessment of the competitiveness clusters policy in France”
covers an important topic of competitiveness. The paper focuses on one of the policy
measures enhancing the country competitiveness, i.e. clusters policy as a key element of
the new French industrial policy. Basing on the reports evaluating the mentioned policy
effectiveness, the author concluded that numerous goals, concerning innovations, commercialization, patent applications, etc., were not met in spite of large sums being spent
by the state budget. French policy was found less effective and efficient than clusters’
policies of countries, where private capital had much bigger share in financing them.
Moreover the large number of competitive clusters in France resulted in their industry
diversification and inability to concentrate on the key high tech sector. The lesson from
the analysis is that spending large sums by the state budget is not sufficient to attain the
expected objectives.
The next article by Mazur and Zaborek from Institute of International Management
and Marketing at Warsaw School of Economics is titled: ”Exploring links between cooperation, internationalization and profitability: a study of Polish manufacturing companies”. The authors focused on developing a predictive, statistical model depicting the
relationships among companies’ involvement in internationalization, engagement in cooperation with business partners and their financial performance. The aim of the exploratory study was to determine the major drivers of the financial performance of internationalized Polish SMEs resulting from their cooperation with local and foreign partners.
Therefore two research questions were formulated: (1) What aspects of involvement in
cooperation are the strongest predictors of profit margins controlling for other salient
dimensions of cooperation and internationalization?, (2) What facets of internationalization are the strongest predictors of profit margins allowing for other vital dimensions of cooperation and internationalization? Authors suggested that cooperation with
some partners (foreign suppliers) increased profit margins, while relations with others
(domestic intermediaries) decreased them. They also claimed that the scope of foreign
operations could be a factor in achieving higher profitability ratios. A synergy effect between different modes of internationalization that supported each other to foster higher
profit ratios was registered.
The article by Runiewicz-Wardyn from Kozminski University discusses “The role of
knowledge absorption and innovation capability in the technological change and economic growth of EU regions”. The objective of the article is to contribute to the literature,
both empirical and conceptual on the inter-linkages between knowledge absorption,
innovation capability, determined technological changes, and economic growth of EU
regions. The author pointed out that although three decades after the accession of the
southern Member States to the EU and almost a decade after the accession of the Central
and East European countries to the EU have passed, there are still big wealth disparities
observed. Regions with high GDP per capita are characterized by high technological and
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innovative potential vs. poorer regions. Author pointed out that technological change in
the EU regions would depended on social capital and the availability of high-tech knowledge-intensive services. She suggested that the primary objectives of regional economic
policy in an enlarged EU should be the promotion of tertiary education and lifelong
learning, as well as innovation management training and joining global innovation and
production networks.
The discipline of finance is represented by the fifth article by Konieczka and Szyszka from Department of Capital Markets, Warsaw School of Economics. The empirical
study “Do investor preferences drive corporate dividend policy?“ is focused on assessing
whether managers adapt their dividend policies to the changing preferences of investors, as predicted by the catering theory of dividends. The empirical data drawn from
the sample of American market companies demonstrated a systematic decline in the
proportion of dividend-paying subjects. The authors suggested that the periodic fluctuations in the level of investor mood with regard to the perception of dividend-paying
companies result in varying levels of dividend premiums. A statistically significant relationship was shown between the change in the dividend premiums in a given year and
the proportion of companies paying out dividends in the following year. They claimed
that in the years of market downturn managers are inclined to compensate shareholders
poorer stock price performance with more dividend payments, while investors do not
particularly like dividends in times of bad market conditions.
The study prepared by Romaniuk, Warsaw School of Economics is titled “Subjective and objective health of the population aged 50+ and the welfare state regimes in 16
European countries “. The process of aging of the EU population calls for analyzing this
topic in order to support governments in undertaking the measures reducing its negative consequences. The author aimed at determining whether the type of welfare regime
influenced the subjective and objective health measures of the researched population of
16 European countries, classified into four models of welfare regimes (social democratic,
post-socialist, conservative-corporatist and Mediterranean). The empirical results based
on the hierarchical logistic regression models indicated that the type of welfare regime
helps to explain the variations in the subjective health between countries and the differences between individuals, but it is not explaining the differences in objective health
measures with analysis covering all socioeconomic groups together. The different results
of analyses obtained for subjective and objective health measures in post-socialist and
Mediterranean countries indicated that these two types of measurement should not be
used interchangeably.
The last article by Leszczyński, Warsaw School of Economics, is focused on women
entrepreneurship, as an object of scientific inquiries. “The investigation into motivations, success factors and barriers among women small business owners: an overview of
extant literature” is an attempt to bridge the gap in knowledge on female business owners
vs. the knowledge on businessmen. The literature review includes the following topics:
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“the motivation of women to establish firms; a variety of definitions of favorable performance applied in studies; the most important determinants of success in business, and
the barriers encountered by businesswomen in the process of setting up as well as running their respective companies”. Author suggested that the “growth in the numbers of
female small business owners and entrepreneurs around the world should be viewed as
a dynamic social and economic phenomenon that contributes towards the development
of individual nations as well as the whole world economy”. In this context the academics should abandon the old theories and revise their thinking on self-employed women
as an object of scientific enquiries which would lead to better describing the complex
nature of the phenomenon.
For many years the World Economy Institute of Warsaw School of Economics has
been hosting the international conferences devoted to the relevant factors influencing
countries’ competitiveness. In 2013 the major theme was “Fostering innovation and
competitiveness in the EU at national and regional level”. Each year the conference is the
occasion to publish a report on Poland’s competitiveness. The current issue of IJME ends
with the information on the conference prepared by Sońta-Drączkowska.
We hope you will enjoy reading these varied and interesting papers.
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Comparative price levels
of new EU member countries
Abstract
This article analyzes comparative price levels of 10 new EU member countries from
Central, East, and South-East Europe and discusses their main determinants. A comparison of comparative price levels is logically followed by a comparison of relative
GDP per capita in purchasing power parities. Further, the Balassa-Samuelson effect is
theoretically explained and empirically tested using a sample of EU27 countries (excluding Luxemburg). The results of simple regression analysis confirm that differences in
comparative price levels can be explained by the differences in relative GDP per capita
in purchasing power parities. Besides the Balassa-Samuelson effect there are, however,
many other factors that have an impact on comparative price levels. They are related to
the lower competitiveness of domestic companies on international markets as the result
of such factors as a lower quality of production, inefficient organizational structures and
management styles, insufficient marketing and business skills, or a poor approach to
international distribution channels.
Keywords: Price convergence, comparative price levels, European Union, Balassa-Samuelson effect
JEL: F15, F31

Introduction
It has already been nine years since the Czech Republic, together with nine other
countries, joined the European Union, while three other states from the region have
joined the EU since then. The different levels of comparative prices and real GDP per
capita of these 10 countries with respect to the EU average were one of the most important issues in the process of EU enlargement. It was generally assumed that membership
in European Union would significantly accelerate the convergence processes. This as-
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sumption was empirically tested for instance by Dreger et al. [2008] and Matei [2009].
The convergence process itself was then analyzed from different perspectives, for example by Žďárek [2009 and 2011].
This article looks at the current situation in order (1) to investigate the comparative
price levels of 10 new EU member countries from Central, East, and Southeast Europe
in 20111 (hereinafter “10 new EU countries”), and (2) to analyze its main determinants.

Basic comparison
Despite a long period of complicated economic transformation, the 10 new EU
member countries are still not competitive enough in comparison with old member
countries. Organizational structures and management styles are not efficient, quality of
production and labor productivity are significantly lower, and formal and informal relations on world markets have yet to be created.
As a result, purchasing power parity2 may not hold in the new member countries
because these economies would not be competitive if the exchange rates were equal to
the ratio of domestic and foreign aggregate price levels. In a hypothetical case, exports
would fall and consequently the domestic currency would depreciate. Thus, under the
specific conditions of economic transformation, equilibrium exchange rates are systematically undervalued in relation to purchasing power parity.
Undervaluation of domestic currency in relation to parity creates a shield for domestic companies that may sell their products for cheaper prices than foreign competition
while realizing the same level of relative profit. If the exchange rate is higher than parity (direct quotation), the domestic comparative price level is lower than the price level
in a more advanced economy. A lower comparative price level implies a lower level of
relative costs. Thus, domestic companies may sell their products on the world markets
cheaper in comparison with foreign competitors.
Lower comparative price levels of new member countries are an equilibrium situation that coincides with the external economic balance under the conditions of lower
competitiveness. In the graph below, the comparative price levels of the 10 new member
countries are illustrated. Graph 1 is based on official data provided by Eurostat (May
2013). Comparative price levels are measured as the ratio between purchasing power
parities for final consumption by private households including indirect taxes and the
market exchange rate for each country. The comparative price levels are shown in relation to the EU average (EU27 equals 100).
The comparative price level of all 10 analyzed countries in transition is still significantly lower than the EU27 average. Only Slovenia reaches more than 80% of average price level in EU27. Four countries (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, and Slovakia) have comparative price level between 70% and 80% of the average price level
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GRAPH 1. Comparative price level of selected new member countries in 2011 (EU27 = 100)

S o u r c e: Eurostat (May 2013).

in EU27. The comparative price level of other four countries (Hungary, Lithuania,
Poland, and Romania) lies between 60% and 70% of average price level in EU27. The
comparative price level of Bulgaria then equals only about 50% of average price level
in EU27.
In the table below, the countries are grouped into four rows. The first row holds
countries with a comparative price level of more than 80% of the average price level in
EU27. In the second row there are countries whose comparative price level reaches 70%80% of the average price level in EU27. The third row shows countries with comparative
price levels between 60% and 69.9% of the average price level in EU27. The last row
indicates a comparative price level lower than 60% of the average price level in EU27.
TABLE 1. Comparative price level of selected new member countries in 2011
Comparative price level

Countries

More than 80% of EU27 average

Slovenia

70%-80% of EU27 average

Latvia, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Estonia

60%-69.9% of EU27 average

Hungary, Lithuania, Romania, Poland

Less than 60% of EU27 average

Bulgaria

S o u r c e: Eurostat (May 2013).
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On average the comparative price level of selected countries reaches about 69% of
the average price level in EU27, which implies a strong undervaluation of new members’
currencies. This indicates insufficient competitiveness of these economies, as is implied
by a number of real economic factors. Among all real economic variables, the differences
in labor productivity are emphasized in most international comparative studies. New
member countries display a lower level of labor productivity than the advanced economies; lower labor productivity implies a lower comparative price level.

Balassa-Samuelson Effect
The relation between the relative labor productivity and the comparative price level
is usually explained by the Balassa [1964] and Samuelson [1964] effect (hereinafter “B-S
effect”), which has been precisely summed up by Pilbeam [1998]. The key assumptions
of the model are:
•• The consumer basket is made up of non-tradable goods (such as services) and tradable goods.
•• Tradable goods have the same price everywhere due to arbitrages.
•• Workers in more advanced countries have higher productivity in the sector of tradable goods whereas labor productivities are equal in the sector of non-tradable goods.
•• Local wage levels between tradable and non-tradable goods sectors are equalized
(so-called wage contagion).
•• Prices are set with respect to the ratio of nominal wages and labor productivity.
Taking these assumptions into consideration, we can assume that the new member
countries should have lower comparative price levels than the more advanced economies. Less developed countries have lower labor productivity in the sector of tradable
goods. Since the prices of tradable goods are generally the same everywhere, countries
with lower labor productivity will have lower wage levels in this sector as well. Because
of wage contagion, the wages of less developed countries are also comparatively lower
in the sector of non-tradable goods. However, labor productivities in the sector of nontradable goods are equal for all the countries, which ultimately results in comparatively
lower price levels of non-tradable goods in less developed countries. Based on the ratio of non-tradable goods in the total consumer basket, overall comparative price levels
of less developed countries are, then, lower in comparison to more advanced ones. Of
course, this basic idea has been subjected to many empirical tests (for instance [Čihák
and Holub, 2005]; [Zhou, 2011]) and also to various extensions (see for example [Borgersen and King, 2011]).
Labor productivity usually correlates with the relative GDP (gross domestic product)
per capita in purchasing power parity. The graph below shows the relative GDP of the 10
selected countries in transition expressed in relation to the EU average.
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GRAPH 2. Relative GDP per capita in purchasing power parity in 2011 (EU27 = 100)

S o u r c e: Eurostat (May 2013).

The relative GDP per capita of selected new member countries is markedly lower
than the average GDP per capita in the entire EU. Two countries (Slovenia and the Czech
Republic) have a GDP per capita higher than 80% of the EU27 average. The GDP per
capita of Slovakia is slightly more than 70% of the EU27 average. The GDP per capita of
Hungary, Estonia, Poland and Lithuania lies between 60% and 70% of the EU27 average.
The GDP per capita of Latvia is slightly less than 60% of the EU27 average. Bulgaria and
Romania have the lowest GDP per capita, lower than 50% of the EU27 average.
TABLE 2. Relative GDP per capita in purchasing power parity in 2004
Relative GDP level

Countries

More than 80% of EU27 average

Slovenia, Czech Republic

70% - 79.9% of EU27 average

Slovakia

55% - 69.9% of EU27 average

Hungary, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia

Less than 55% of EU27 average

Romania, Bulgaria

S o u r c e: Eurostat (May 2013).

The average relative GDP per capita of the 10 selected countries reaches only about
65% of EU27 average. This real economic backwardness is implied by the lower comparative price level as postulated by the B-S effect.
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Model
If we take into account the data on comparative price levels and relative GDP per
3
capita for all EU countries (excluded Luxembourg) provided by Eurostat (May 2013),
the correlation coefficient between both variables is 0.911, indicating a relatively strong
relationship between the variables.
When conducting simple regression analysis, we will use the natural logarithms of
both variables in order to obtain the coefficient of elasticity as the regression coefficient.
The results of the analysis are contained in the table 3.

TABLE 3. Simple regression analysis
Coefficients

Estimate

Standard Error

T-Statistic

P-Value

Intercept
Slope

0,937116
0,79253

0,288323
0,064214

3,25
12,34

0,0034
0,0000

F-Ratio

152,3249

P-Value

0,0000

Correlation
R-squared

0,9114
86,39%

S o u r c e: Own analysis based on data by Eurostat (May 2013) and conducted via Gretl.

The analysis shows the results of fitting a linear model to describe the relationship
between the natural logarithm of comparative price level ln (CPL) and the natural logarithm of relative GDP per capita ln (GDP). The equation of the fitted model is:
ln(CPL) = 0.937116 + 0.79253 · ln(GDP)
Since the P-value in the analysis is less than 0.01, there is a statistically significant
relationship between the natural logarithm of comparative price level and the natural
logarithm of relative GDP per capita at the 99% confidence level.
The R-Squared statistic indicates that the model explains about 86% of the variability in
comparative price levels. The slope of fitted regression line equals 0.79 indicating that growth
in relative GDP by 1% corresponds with the growth in comparative price level by 0.79%.
As for the diagnostic control of the model, we have applied the White test to investigate whether the variance of residuals of a variable in a regression model is constant.
Since the P-value equals 0.83, we do not reject the homoscedasticity. Furthermore, we
have employed the Jarque-Bera test to check the normality of the residuals. Since the Pvalue equals 0.44, we do not reject the normality. Finally, we have used the Augmented
Dickey-Fuller test to find out whether there is a significant serial autocorrelation of the
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residuals. Since the P-value equals 0.004, we confirm the stationarity of the residuals.
Graph 3 shows the fitted regression line.
GRAPH 3. Simple regression analysis – fitted regression line for 2011

S o u r c e: Own analysis based on data by Eurostat (May 2013).

Discussion of other factors
Apart from the B-S effect, there are many other reasons that the comparative price
levels of new member countries are lower in relation to the comparative price levels of
more advanced economies. The B-S effect postulates the prices of tradable goods are
equal if measured in the same currency. However, in reality, the new member countries
usually reach lower comparative prices of their internationally traded products on world
markets [Nešvera, 2006]. This is common, since the exports of new member countries
are either of worse quality or limited by institutional barriers in international trade such
as different access to world distribution channels, differences in consumer preferences,
and a lower quality of business and marketing activities.
Since the comparative export prices of new member countries are lower, the relative
cost expressed in terms of domestic comparative price levels will be lower as well, so
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that the domestic companies are able to produce and export their goods. If the domestic
comparative price levels were hypothetically identical, the domestic companies would
not be competitive enough because they would have to increase their prices in order to
maintain the required rate of return. Consequently exports would fall and the exchange
rate would depreciate.
Thus, a lower domestic comparative level not only corresponds to the lower relative
GDP per capita but also reflects the lower level of comparative export prices which is due
to a number of factors such as lower quality of domestic production, insufficient business
capacities, and lack of formal and informal relations with the companies on world markets.

Summary
The comparative price levels of 10 new member states of the European Union are
significantly lower than the average price level in the EU27. The lower comparative price
level is a consequence of many different aspects that are connected with (1) lower labor
productivity in the sector of tradable goods (B-S effect), and (2) lower non-price competitiveness of domestic companies on international markets due to the lower quality
of the production, inefficient organizational structures and management styles, insufficient marketing and business skills, and a poor approach to international distribution
channels.
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Notes
1
On May 1, 2004 eight Central and Eastern European countries (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia) plus two Mediterranean countries (Malta and Cyprus) joined the European Union. Romania and Bulgaria accessed the European Union on Jan. 1, 2007, and Croatia
joined on July 1, 2013. The presented analysis focuses, however, only on former communist countries, i.e. it
excludes Malta and Cyprus. The research was completed before Croatia joined the EU.
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2
3
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For more details see for example Cassel [1918], Blanchard [2000] or Krugman and Obstfeld [2008].

Luxembourg represents a very specific economy with a very high share of financial services in the GDP
and with many foreign workers. From the statistical point of view, therefore, it is more accurate to exclude
Luxemburg from the analysis.
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Empirical evidence and first assessment
of the competitiveness clusters policy in France
Abstract
The paper is an attempt to show the competitiveness clusters policy as a key element
of the new French industrial policy using recent evaluation results of this policy. The
aim of the paper is threefold. Firstly, objectives of the competitiveness clusters policy as
well as their characteristics, spatial distribution across the country, selected statistical
data concerning their functioning are overviewed. Secondly, evaluation results of the
French competitiveness clusters policy and a comparison of this instrument to similar
ones existing in leading EU countries are provided. Thirdly, some crucial challenges resulting from the evaluation and policy orientations are proposed in order to increase the
effectiveness of the competitiveness clusters policy in France. The descriptive analysis
has been used in the paper as research method.
The competitiveness clusters policy was launched in 2005 to raise the international profile of French technology clusters and promote growth and job-creation in high
value-added industries, anchoring these industries in a regional context. Apart from selected positive effects of the competitiveness clusters policy, some not very promising
conclusions concerning this policy can therefore be drawn in terms of the number of
innovation or patent applications. In order to improve the effectiveness of this industrial
policy measure, some structural changes presented in the paper need to be implemented
in this field.
Keywords: competitiveness cluster, France, industrial policy, assessment
JEL: L52, F59, O52
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Introduction
Nowadays international competition is exacerbated by globalization, economic and
financial crisis and developed countries have witnessed a growing trend for their production and their R&D capacities to delocalize towards emerging countries. In this context the success of a number of spontaneously developing clusters, has prompted governments at national and regional levels to support the emergence and development of
clusters. In the French case, these arguments are reinforced by the fact that the country’s
deceiving export performance and the decreasing industrial competitiveness are often
explained by the lack of medium size exporters, as well as by the lack of cooperation
between universities, research centers and industrial firms [Fontagné, Koenig, Mayneris,
Poncet, 2010, p. 7]. The competitiveness clusters policy launched by the French State
in 2005 can be understood as a translation of such an attitude of national authorities.
The key objective of competitiveness clusters is to increase research excellence and give
a new impetus to industrial policy through a better articulation between the innovation,
territorial and industrial policies.
The competitiveness cluster policy is a French response to cluster policy promoted
by the OECD and the EU. A cluster is defined by its most known propagator M. Porter
as “a geographical proximate group of interconnected companies and associated institutions in a particular field, linked by commonalities and externalities” [Porter, 1998, p. 215].
National and regional level initiatives to support clusters originate from one of three main
policy families: regional policy, science and technology policy or industrial/enterprise policy. The economic rationale for government to support clusters serves to define the different
choices regarding program targets. Those targets may be places (leading regions, lagging
regions), sectors (dynamic, exposed, strategic, of social significance) or specific actors or
groups of actors (SMEs, multinationals). They could also be a combination of these different target categories. The approach to clusters at national or regional level can be top-down,
bottom-up or a combination of these two. The French government and regional authorities
use a top-down approach targeting clusters with a critical mass in terms of innovation or
industrial base to be competitive internationally [OECD, 2007, pp. 13, 184–186]. This approach differs from the bottom-up approach implemented in most developed economies.
The paper is an attempt to show the competitiveness clusters policy as a key element
of the new French industrial policy. The aim of the paper is threefold. Firstly, objectives
of the competitiveness clusters policy as well as their characteristics, spatial distribution across the country, and selected statistical data concerning their functioning are
overviewed. Secondly, evaluation results of the French competitiveness clusters policy
and a comparison of this instrument to similar ones existing in leading EU countries
are provided. Thirdly, some crucial challenges resulting from the evaluation and policy
orientations are proposed in order to increase the effectiveness of the competitiveness
clusters policy in France.
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Competitiveness clusters in the new French industrial policy
According to an official definition “A competitiveness cluster brings together large
and small firms, research laboratories and educational establishments, all working together in a specific region to develop synergies and cooperative efforts. Other partners
may be brought in, such as public authorities, either local or national, as well as firms
providing business services. The goal of competitiveness clusters is to build on synergies and innovative, collaborative projects in order to give partner firms the chance to
become the first in their fields, both in France and abroad” [Competitiveness clusters in
France, p. 2]. Each competitiveness cluster is specialized in scientific and technological
fields; some competitiveness clusters cover the same field. The competitiveness clusters
are ranked nationally according to the perimeter they are able to compete (there are
global competitiveness clusters, globally-oriented competitiveness clusters and national
competitiveness clusters) [Czyżewska 2013, pp. 74–75].
The key objectives of the competitiveness clusters are to boost the competitiveness of
the French economy and to help to develop growth and jobs in key markets by:
•• Accelerating innovation efforts
•• Providing support for high-tech and creative activities, primarily industrial activities, in the French regions
•• Improving the attractiveness of the French economy via greater international visibility.
The priorities and status of each cluster are defined in individual contracts between
the different parties involved (State, local authorities, universities, research laboratories,
training centers and enterprises). Each competitiveness cluster implements a five-year
strategic plan based on the shared vision of various participants. This allows the competitiveness cluster to:
•• Establish partnerships between participants;
•• Set up collaborative R&D projects, as well as structuring projects such as innovation
platforms that can benefit from public subsidies;
•• Promote an overall environment, that enhances both innovation and growth among
the competitiveness cluster’s members [Competitiveness clusters in France, p. 2].
France is committed to creating a conducive environment for firms and innovation.
In this respect it offers assistance for cluster-based research and development, particularly
via the Single Inter-ministerial Fund (FUI), which provides support for cluster policy and
for the forward-looking investments that are part of France’s National Loan Program.
The support provided by the State for cluster development, at both national and regional levels, is the following:
1
•• Allocation of financial aid to the best R&D projects and innovation platforms ,
through calls for projects from the Single Inter-ministerial Fund and the Investments
2
for the Future Program ,
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•• Partial financing of cluster governance structures,
•• Provision of financial aid for theme-based collective actions, through the intermediary of decentralized government departments,
•• Help for competitiveness clusters and their member firms in finding the best international partners and in setting up technological partnerships with them focused on
value creation [Competitiveness clusters in France, p. 3].
The competitiveness clusters policy being part of the new French industrial policy was launched by the French Prime Minister in 2004 as a call for proposals entitled
“growth ecosystems”. In this context it was decided to implement structures to reinforce
innovation, particularly in relation to research units. As a result of the call for projects, the authorities in the regions received 105 competitiveness clusters applications
[Czyżewska, 2012]. This was an unexpected high number of applications that forced the
government to double the available funding from €750m to €1,5b for the 2006–2008
period (of which 55% from the Single Inter-ministerial Fund (FUI); 35% from Agencies;
11% in tax breaks).
What is a statistical portrait of the competitiveness clusters performance? According
to the data from 2012, 71 competitiveness clusters have comprised more than 7,500 firms
and 1,186 innovation projects have been financed by the Single Inter-ministerial Fund
(FUI) between 2005 and 2012 [DGCIS 2013, p. 1]. With regard to R&D statistics, in the
period 2008–2011 R&D projects have generated 2,500 innovations (more than 1,800 being product or process innovations). R&D projects have also generated more than 1,000
patent applications particularly in the field of ICT, biotechnology and energy and 6,349
scientific publications (including 2,504 peer reviewed publications). Moreover, 93 startups have been set up by competitiveness clusters members [Erdyn, Technopolis France,
BearingPoint, 2012, pp. 118–123].

Empirical assessment of the competitiveness clusters policy
Since Marshall [1920] it has been apparent that geographical concentrations of
firms and economic actors, known as districts or clusters, can generate positive effects on economic growth in specific territories. Numerous studies confirm positive
effects generated by such structures. In the 1990s, national and regional authorities
in many countries were prompted by the proven success of the clusters. They decided
to introduce cluster policies designed to encourage the creation of synergies observed
in such spontaneously evolving clusters and to generate sources of competitiveness in
their territories [Saublens, 2007, quoted by: Gallié, Glaser, Pallez, 2010, p. 3]. Cluster
policy need to be evaluated regularly in order to assess its economic effects. In this
paragraph selected evaluation results of the French competitiveness clusters policy are
highlighted.
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The first phase of the competitiveness clusters policy ran from 2005 to 2008. The
policy was renewed in 2008 for 3 years, after the evaluation of all the individual clusters.
The general conclusion of the evaluation was that the “organization of competitiveness
clusters seems to be sufficiently promising to warrant a continuation of the general outlines of the policy” [Gallié, Glaser, Pallez, 2010, p. 11]. In terms of the evaluation of the
individual clusters, the evaluation from 2008 recommended a three-tier classification
based on three key areas (strategy, governance, and the capacity to develop R&D projects). From the total number of 71 competitiveness clusters:
•• 39 competitiveness clusters had “attained the objectives of the cluster policy”;
•• 19 competitiveness clusters “had partially attained the objectives of the cluster policy, and which must focus on making improvements in certain areas”;
•• 13 competitiveness clusters “could benefit from making thoroughgoing changes”
[Gallié, Glaser, Pallez, 2010, p. 11].
The competitiveness cluster 2.0 for the period 2009–2011 meant to widen the scope
of competitiveness clusters activities. The evaluation report of the French competitiveness clusters policy, conducted in consortium of BearingPoint, Erdyn and Technopolis
France, was published on 19 June 2012. The study was contracted by the Directorate
General for Competitiveness Industry and Services (DGCIS) and Directorate for Territorial Cohesion and Regional Competitiveness (DATAR). The evaluation addressed
the 2009–2012 implementation period, i.e. the second phase of this major innovation
support policy in France (2,7b of public expenditures over the period). Its aim was to
assess the relevance, coherence, efficiency and impact of the national policy as well as
each of the 71 competitiveness clusters. The study concluded that the policy should be
continued over the 2014–2020 period and recommended to increase the lead of regions
in the governance of the cluster policy, as well as to reinforce the role of clusters and their
impact on the SMEs innovation development.
In April 2013 the DGCIS in conjunction with the French statistical office INSEE has
published the results of an econometric evaluation concerning the economic impact of the
competitiveness clusters policy on the participating companies (Table 1). The study has two
components: firstly, it concerns all 1,520 SMEs and mid-sized companies3 being competitiveness clusters members, independent of multinational companies and that are not very
specialized in R&D; secondly, it concerns SMEs and mid-sized companies (approximately
500 entities) that have been provided funds for collaborative R&D projects from the FUI4.
The second component of the evaluation is therefore comprised in the first component of
the study. These companies are the main beneficiaries of the innovation support measures
proposed by the French government because of their higher sensitivity to the R&D market
failure. The evaluation gives the possibility to assess the impact of the competitiveness clusters policy on participating companies in terms of R&D expenditure, R&D employment
and turnover. Estimated impacts are average annual for companies in the period 2006–2009
in comparison with companies operating outside the competitiveness clusters.
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TABLE 1. Economic impact of the competitiveness clusters policy

Average annual effect between
2006 and 2009

SMEs and mid-sized companies
in the competitiveness clusters
Average annual
effect by
company

Relative effect
compared with
2005

SMEs and mid-sized companies
in the competitiveness clusters,
with collaborative R&D projects
financed by the FUI
Average annual
effect by
company

Relative effect
compared with
2005

Total R&D expenditure
(EUR thousands)

76.1

4.3%

100.4

3.3%

Direct R&D public funds
(EUR thousands)

29.6

22.1%

44.5

14.7%

R&D private funds
(EUR thousands)

47.6

2.9%

57.1

2.1%

Research tax credit
(EUR thousands)

32.6

4.7%

41.5

5.5%

Use of research tax credit
(percentage points)

10.9

4.6%

5

6.2%

HRST (annual, in FTE)

0.7

237%

1.3

21.7%

Researchers in FTE

0.4

19.1%

0.9

7.7%

287.7

0.7%

963.9

2%

0.1

4.5%

0.2

8%

Net turnover
(EUR thousands)
Number of patent applications
S o u r c e: DGCIS 2013, p. 3.

According to the results of the study, total annual R&D expenditure of the SMEs and
mid-sized companies being competitiveness clusters members is in average 76,000 EUR
higher than the expenditure of companies operating outside the competitiveness clusters
in the period 2006–2009. It represents an annual expenditure of 4.3 percent higher than
the total R&D expenditure in 2005. When it comes to SMEs and mid-sized companies in
the competitiveness clusters, with collaborative R&D projects financed by the FUI, their
total annual R&D expenditure is in average 100,000 EUR higher than the expenditure
of companies operating outside the competitiveness clusters in the period 2006–2009. It
accounts for an annual expenditure of 3.3 percent higher than the total R&D expenditure in 2005. The total R&D expenditure of the analyzed companies would account for
410m EUR, including 160m EUR resulting from the collaborative R&D projects funded
by the FUI. The increase of the total R&D expenditure corresponds to the direct public
funds of 29,600 EUR for the SMEs and mid-sized companies being competitiveness clus-
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ters members and of 44,500 EUR for the SMEs and mid-sized companies in the competitiveness clusters, with collaborative R&D projects financed by the FUI. Regarding R&D
private funds, they account for 47,600 EUR for the SMEs and mid-sized companies being competitiveness clusters members and for 57,100 EUR for the SMEs and mid-sized
companies in the competitiveness clusters, with collaborative R&D projects financed by
the FUI. It means that a leverage effect of the R&D expenditure is greater than 2:1 for the
SMEs and mid-sized companies in the competitiveness clusters, with collaborative R&D
projects financed by the FUI which seems to be a particularly positive result.
The SMEs and mid-sized companies being competitiveness clusters members have
employed in average 0.7 more personnel in R&D, including 0.4 more researchers per
year as compared to the companies operating outside the competitiveness clusters. For
the SMEs and mid-sized companies in the competitiveness clusters, with collaborative
R&D projects financed by the FUI the data are respectively 1.3 and 0.9. In total, approximately 1,000 HRST have been employed in the companies operating in the competitiveness clusters. Moreover, the net turnover of the SMEs and mid-sized companies
in the competitiveness clusters, with collaborative R&D projects financed by the FUI has
increased of 963,900 EUR per year in comparison with the companies operating outside
the competitiveness clusters. For all 1,520 analyzed companies the net annual turnover
has increased of 287,700 EUR in the period 2006-2009 in comparison with the companies operating outside the competitiveness clusters. The last indicator taken into account
in the study is the number of patent applications which has not increased significantly
in the SMEs and mid-sized companies in the competitiveness clusters (annual growth
of 0.1 higher in comparison with the companies operating outside the competitiveness
clusters in the period 2006–2009). One of the probable explanations of this situation is
a short period of analysis taken into account. Summing up, it is worth highlighting an
important increase of the private R&D expenditures observed in the SMEs and midsized companies operating in the competitiveness clusters. However the results of patent
applications as an example of innovation output are rather deceiving in the companies
taken into account in the evaluation.

Crucial challenges and future orientations
of the competitiveness cluster policy
The competitiveness clusters policy was launched in 2005 to raise the international profile of French technology clusters and promote growth and job-creation in high
value-added industries, anchoring these industries in a regional context. The vision of
the French initiative is in keeping with that of the Europe 2020 strategy, which calls for,
among other things, an increase in investment in research and development (R&D) by
industry and the lifting of barriers obstructing public-private partnerships.
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Apart from selected positive effects of the competitiveness clusters policy highlighted particularly in the aforementioned evaluation reports and the evaluation study
conducted by the DGCIS and the INSEE, some not very promising conclusions concerning the competitiveness clusters policy can be drawn. As pointed out by Cordoba
and Lucazeau [2012, pp. 23–24], although competitiveness clusters have received EUR
1.5b from the State for their functioning in the period 2006–2008, their performance
indicators are rather discouraging: only 25 percent of competitiveness clusters’ projects generate an innovation, the number of patent applications from competitiveness
clusters is about 1.5 percent and R&D expenditure of 4.5 percent (France = 100 percent). When comparing French competitiveness clusters to similar cluster structures
functioning in leading EU countries, some crucial differences between them are visible (Table 2). Firstly, the most important of them concerns the financing structure of
the cluster. In Germany, United Kingdom and Finland private sources are much more
important than public ones. Secondly, French competitiveness clusters are much more
numerous than the compared ones. Consequently, they are not concentrated on key
industries but operate in a wide range of industries. As pointed out by Cordoba and
Lucazeau, lack of competitiveness clusters performance in comparison with clusters
in other EU countries results from three principal weaknesses of the competitiveness
clusters model:
1. Too large number of competitiveness clusters which are not aligned with the key
technologies of the future.
2. An excessive orientation of competitiveness clusters on R&D (innovation input) and
a weak capability to support and commercialize innovation (innovation output).
3. Domination of the public sector in the financing structure and in competitiveness
clusters governance [Cordoba, Lucazeau, 2012, p. 24].
TABLE 2. French competitiveness clusters vs. similar measures in leading EU countries
Specification

France

Germany

Name of the
measure

Pôle de
compétitivité

Spitzencluster

TIC

SHOK

Financing structure
of the cluster

Public, regional

Private, regional,
public

Private, public

Public, private

Number of clusters

71

15

United Kingdom

7

Finland

6

S o u r c e: own elaboration based on: Cordoba, Lucazeau 2012.

In order to face the enumerated challenges, some structural orientations are necessary. The most important step is to reduce the number of competitiveness clusters by
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merging them into bigger structures and by concentrating their activity on the technologies of the future. It is crucial to point out that 62 out of 71 competitiveness clusters receive 50% of public funds devoted to this measure, which means that the public
funds dedicated to competitiveness clusters are concentrated on global competitiveness
clusters.
The next orientation to be taken is to make the competitiveness clusters more independent of the state policy and to concentrate their activity not only on R&D but on innovation outputs, as innovation commercialization, design, new business models – key
aspects that seem to be a French weakness in comparison with leading EU countries.
An important step is also to continue the evaluation efforts to assess the impact of
the competitiveness clusters policy. The implementation of evaluation results is of crucial importance taking into account that the third phase of the competitiveness clusters
policy has been launched by the French government on 9 January 2013 for the period
2013–2018. According to the main objectives of this policy the competitiveness clusters
should become “factories for the products of the future” (fr. usines à produits d’avenir).
As the competitiveness clusters are treated as decisive tools for the competitiveness of
French industry, a great ambition is assigned to them by the Government, announced as
part of the National pact for growth, competitiveness and employment.

Notes
1

An innovation platform provides an open structure to various innovative stakeholders, particularly competitiveness cluster members, in which participants have access to high-quality facilities and services. The goal
of the innovation platform is to facilitate R&D projects, testing, and the development of pre-series and prototypes. A platform can even serve as a “living lab” [Competitiveness clusters in France, p. 3].
2

The Investments for the Future Program contains two competitiveness clusters specific measures: development of structuring R&D projects (€300 million) and pooled innovation platforms (€200 million). Other
competitiveness cluster-related measures include the future technology research institutes and excellence centers for low-carbon energy sources, both created to enhance cluster established ecosystems [Competitiveness
clusters in France, p. 3].
3

According to the INSEE definitions, a SME is an enterprise that has fewer than 250 employees and has
either an annual turnover not exceeding €50m or an annual balance sheet total not exceeding €43m. A midsized company (fr. entreprise de taille intermédiaire) is an enterprise that has between 250 employees and
4999 employees and has either an annual turnover not exceeding €1,50b or an annual balance sheet total not
exceeding €2b.
4

The Single Inter-Ministerial Fund (FUI) funds projects whose total budget is at least 75,000 EUR, and
that associate at least two companies and one research laboratory or educational establishment.
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Exploring links between cooperation,
internationalization and profitability:
a study of Polish manufacturing companies
Abstract
The paper is focused on developing a predictive, statistical model depicting the relationships among companies’ involvement in internationalization, engagement in cooperation with business partners and their financial performance.
Data were collected through a CATI survey of managers of medium-sized Polish
manufacturing enterprises. The principal statistical technique employed was binary logistic regression. The regression equation model contained four statistically significant
dichotomous predictors: (1) sales abroad above 30% of total sales, (2) cooperation with
foreign suppliers, (3) cooperation with domestic distributors, and (4) Export-Only Early-Internationalized status of the company. The two former variables were correlated
positively with the profit margin, while the two latter shown negative associations.
The principal limitation of the study was a relatively small sample size of 110 units
that, while enough to detect patterns with strong and medium-strong effect sizes, might
not have provided sufficient power to identify weaker associations. Generalizations were
also constrained by the selection criteria of the sample to medium-sized Polish enterprises from traditional manufacturing B2B industries.
The study yielded a regression model that permitted isolation of the main factors linked
to the degree of sales profitability, which could assist managers in their efforts to enhance
profit margins and in competitor analysis. The originality of the approach involves using
a comprehensive list of 25 potential predictors in analysis that represented salient dimensions of cooperation and internationalization. The predictive capacities of the model were
found to be sufficient to make it useful for both scholars and practitioners. The research relied on a sample drawn from the population that has rarely been studied on similar subjects.
Keywords: cooperation, internationalization, profitability, medium enterprises, Poland
JEL: C25, C83, F23, M16
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Introduction
The factors accounting for success or failure of SMEs in their internationalization
efforts have been researched by numerous scholars. Many studies examined the antecedents of export performance of SMEs from the perspective of individual countries
[Altıntas¸ Tokol, Harcar, 2007; Brouthers, Nakos, Hadjimarcou, Brouthers, 2009; Maurel, 2009; Rundh, 2010]. Among numerous endogenous (firm-specific) and exogenous
variables that appeared to positively affect exporting outcomes were specific elements of
marketing strategies including product adaptation, price competitiveness and extent of
the distribution network [Gornez, Velanzuela, 2005], labor skills, technological innovation and exporting experience [Alvarez, 2007], export managers’ morale and job satisfaction [Coudounaris, 2011], reliance on foreign networks to enhance internationalization capacities [Mais, Amal, 2011], and hard and soft infrastructure of the country of
origin, particularly transportation and communications systems and institutional business environment [Portugal-Perez, Wilson, 2012]. On the other hand, it was established
that, among other factors, hampering effect on success of exporting activities could be
attributed to limited absorptive capacity for foreign market knowledge often linked to
the small size of the internationalizing company [Malhotra et al., 2005], lack of exporting knowledge and experience of managers [Bianchi, Wickramasekera, 2013], and cultural distance of the foreign market from the domestic center of operations [Gerpott,
Jakopin, 2007].
The central theme in the extant internationalization literature has been export as
the main mode of expansion into foreign markets with other forms of internationalization such as alliances with foreign partners, investments in subsidiaries in external
markets, and foreign sourcing of supplies investigated less frequently. Grandinetti and
Mason [2012] tried to bridge this gap by including FDI and various forms of cooperation
with diverse foreign partners in their model of export performance. With data gathered
from 147 Italian manufacturing SMEs, they found support for a hypothesis suggesting
a positive influence of internationalization modes other than exports on the companies’ performance in exporting. Apart from that work, the evidence on links between
internationalization modalities and export performance is scarce, fragmented and often
inconclusive.
Building on the cooperation perspective in internationalization literature, the aim of
our study is to address the apparently underexplored area of knowledge by determining
the major drivers of the financial performance of internationalized Polish SMEs resulting from their networking both with local and foreign partners.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the research problem of the study is outlined and broken down into two pertinent research questions. Second, a concise review
of relevant internationalization literature follows. Next, the research method is detailed
including sample characteristics and an overview of statistical techniques employed in
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data analysis. Then research findings are presented with subsequent discussion. The final
sections of the paper are concerned with managerial and theoretical implications, study
limitations and directions for further research.

Research objectives
Working on the study, we sought to establish which elements of involvement in cooperation and internationalization on the part of Polish medium manufacturing companies brought about systematic differences in sales profitability. We attempted to attain
this objective through developing a regression model with the acceptable data fit and the
highest possible predictive capacity of sales profitability.
Considering that the study was exploratory rather than confirmatory in nature, we
did not propose hypotheses but rather formulated two relatively broad research questions:
1) What aspects of involvement in cooperation are the strongest predictors of profit
margins controlling for other salient dimensions of cooperation and internationalization?
2) What facets of internationalization are the strongest predictors of profit margins allowing for other vital dimensions of cooperation and internationalization?
Taking into account that the research is grounded in internationalization and cooperation theory, the next section of the paper will focus on a review of pertinent past
works in management science to highlight the relevance of the study objectives.

Review of the literature on internationalization
and cooperation of companies
What factors account for the successful economic performance of the companies?
It seems that the majority of scholars in management and business studies more or less
explicitly attempted to address this critical question. The investigations, applying numerous methods of research, were focused on both endogenous and exogenous factors
accounting for success and failure. Theoretical considerations usually had practical implications serving as guidelines for managers looking for the best practices and strategies
to enhance their firms’ performance.
As company size was found to determine the range of relevant “right” practices and
strategies, it was only natural that the literature on the topic addressed firms of different
resource bases. The research on international corporations’ success and failure factors
and strategies, that was initially limited to large organizations, was gradually complemented by studies employing the perspectives of medium and small companies.
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The ongoing globalization of the world economy and markets focused researchers
on internationalization efforts of companies and their international performance. The
phenomenon of the early internationalized companies, i.e. so-called “born global”, was
an especially interesting topic as it contradicted traditional theories of internationalization [Pla-Barber, Escribá-Esteve, 2006].
Succeeding in the foreign, geographically and culturally distant markets was a challenge. It seemed to be particularly difficult for SMEs because of their limited resources
as well as their small risk absorption ability. Companies started to look for partners in
their efforts to compete internationally, trying to reap economies of scale and to share
costs and benefits. Globalization of markets is considered one of the key drivers forcing
companies to explore such alternative ways of gaining and maintaining the competitive
advantages as cooperation with partners [Todeva, Knoke, 2005].
The research conducted a few decades ago rarely considered cooperation an important factor influencing firms’ performance abroad. Through past literature review,White,
Griffith and Ryans Jr. selected 23 variables known to influence manufacturing export
performance [White, Griffith, Ryans Jr., 1997]. None of them included cooperation with
partners. Towards the end of the 20th century, building and strengthening the networks
of cooperating firms started to be considered an important competitive ability, necessary to cope with foreign markets’ unique requirements and possible traps. Cooperation
with business partners seemed to enable companies to combine resources and abilities
in their struggle to face new challenges. It is widely believed that effective cooperation is
at the heart of any successful international alliance [Mehta et al., 2006], which is one of
the most advanced forms of inter-company network structures.
There are a number of articles based on empirical research focused on relational
aspects of international cooperation, particularly in export-import interactions [Mehta
et al. 2001; Mehta et al. 2006; Obadia, 2008]. Cooperation is viewed there as “a quasigovernance mechanism” [Obadia, 2008], “a relational norm, which refers to the mutual
expectation that both parties … work together to resolve problems and achieve shared
goals” [Cannon, Perrault, 1999]. They explained the attitudinal antecedents of the cooperation, such as trust, and suggested that through cooperation, companies can influence
the behavior of their business partners [Kumar, Stern, Achrol, 1992]. There was an opinion “that productive resources reside in the inter-organizational relationships, rather
than within the boundaries of an individual firm” [Hammervoll, 2009 interpreting van
de Ven, 1976]. According to Hammervoll, relationship research was relatively rare and
incomplete in the past. He also maintained that the bulk of the cooperation literature
was concentrated on salient company characteristics as antecedents of networking.
Hypotheses concerning the influence of cooperation on internationalization and
performance were tested in various country and regional environments. As an example,
the results of an investigation of the Nordic SMEs showed that foreign networking had
a significant positive influence on the companies’ export performance. In contrast, do-
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mestic networking did not have a considerable impact on sales abroad [Babakus, Yavas,
Haahti, 2006]. One conclusion of the study was the advice that to further improve export
performance, managers should be more proactive in establishing ties with foreign partners. It was also suggested that the bigger firms, due to their substantial resource base,
were more capable of establishing networking relationships, while SMEs faced a size
disadvantage in networking efforts. Furthermore, the research established that a firm’s
size had a positive direct influence on export performance, as well as an indirect impact
through foreign networking, which was consistent with other past research [Dhanaraj,
Beamish, 2003]. As another example, an examination of 401 Spanish firms for direct and
indirect effects of the ability to internationalize on the propensity for cooperative internationalization revealed that the inclination for international growth through alliances
decreases as the firm’s degree of involvement abroad increases [Camisón, Villar, 2009].
The authors hypothesized that the learning process reduced the company’s need to cooperate. They positively tested the proposition, suggesting that when the firms lack the capacity for internationalization, which is usually the case for small companies, they tend
to be inclined toward cooperative internationalization. In a similar vein, Fink and Kraus
[2007, p. 676] state “SMEs are disproportionately burdened by the minimum investments necessary for internationalization; they need to expand their activities to foreign
markets via cooperation in order to obtain access to the resources of other companies”.
The statement was illustrated by the empirical case of Austrian small and medium companies that chose cooperative internationalization in the neighboring markets of Central
and Eastern Europe.
Another study inquiring into the impact of cooperation and internationalization on
economic performance considered international joint ventures in China [Chow, Yau,
2010]. The authors found evidence supporting the proposition that inter-organizational
harmony directly affects the performance of the company, which promotes cooperation
leading to additional performance gains through indirect interaction. In another article
by Chinese authors, it was demonstrated that the marketing capacity of companies was
an important factor in improving performance on the foreign markets [Zeng, Xie, Tam,
Wan, 2009]. One could assume that in such cases firms may look for collaborators to fill
in the capacity gaps. Such an assumption would be in line with the results of a research
of Japanese SMEs in which partners’ local knowledge was found to effectively overcome
the deficiencies of internationalizing firms [Lu, Beamish, 2001].
An attempt at explaining the role of internationalization as a potential mediating
factor between cooperation and economic performance of Polish companies was made
1
by Strzyżewska [Strzyżewska, Mazur, 2010] . She developed a method of quantifying
companies’ internationalization engagement level and their networking involvement in
order to relate them to their economic performance. The economic performance was
measured by foreign markets sales profitability. The internationalization engagement index was developed as a compound of such measures as:
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sales in foreign markets as a proportion of total sales
share of total fixed assets employed internationally
forms of international engagement (export vs. direct investments)
length of international engagement
The cooperation engagement index was based on:
•• functional areas of cooperation (e.g., R&D, customer services, promotion etc.)
•• number of partners
•• types of partners in the network (customers, suppliers, distributors, competitors)
•• origin of partners’ capital (domestic, foreign)
•• length of collaboration
The understanding of cooperation in this study was restricted to those joint actions
of independent businesses that were initiated to achieve mutual benefits. The construct
of cooperation explicitly left out common market transactions of buying and selling,
even those that were repetitive. Consequently, the employed definition had a distinct
relational connotation. In keeping with some other research projects, cooperation was
only defined as “similar or complementary coordinated actions taken by firms in interdependent relationships to achieve mutual outcomes or singular outcomes with expected
reciprocation over time” [Anderson, Narus, 1990]. The same definition of co-operation
was adopted for the purpose of the research reported in the present paper.
The data from 310 Polish manufacturing companies analyzed by Rószkiewicz and
Strzyżewska [2011] showed that among the companies characterized by a low level of
internationalization index, increases in cooperation engagement had no significant
impact on international sales profitability. A synergy effect of internationalization and
cooperation in their joint positive influence on foreign sales profitability was observed
in the segment of companies characterized by a relatively higher internationalization
index. Specifically, the higher values of the internationalization index were associated
with stronger positive influence of cooperation on foreign sales profitability. The authors
did not research the propensity of Polish companies for cooperative internationalization, so it was not clear how often the firms included in the sample intended to use the
opportunity for increasing performance by intensifying their cooperation ties. Other
sources indicate, however, that the Polish companies in general were not eager to cooperate [Witek-Hajduk, 2009].
Building on past research [Hsu, Boggs, 2003; Rószkiewicz, Strzyżewska, 2011], the
current study is dedicated to providing insights into the relevance of various aspects of cooperation and internationalization involvement in distinguishing between low and high
sales-profitability companies. The novelty of the employed approach consists in considering a large number of potential predictors (25 in total) that comprehensively represent salient dimensions of both constructs of cooperation and internationalization. The adopted
statistical methods are intended to isolate a limited set of independent variables that will
jointly explain the largest portion of variance in sales profitability of companies. The re-
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sultant model is apt to have both theoretical and practical uses: for the academic part, it
may lead to an increased accuracy in predictions of sales profitability from the company’s
engagement in cooperation and internationalization. On the other hand, its practical application will stem from suggesting to managers which factors are the most critical determinants of profit margins. It must be noted, though, that the use of model predictors
to provide guidance on relevant management practices is dependent on substantiating
causal relationships between predictors and the outcome variable beyond mere statistical
correlations. Another source of value lies in the geographical and industrial scope of the
study: to the authors’ best knowledge, the data set used in the study was a unique representation of medium manufacturing enterprises from traditional industries.
The findings discussed in the article are part of a more extensive study on involvement of Polish exporting companies in cooperation and internationalization [Mazur,
Witek-Hajduk, Zaborek, 2012]. The raw data file analyzed in this research is the same
as the one examined earlier by Strzyżewska and Mazur [2010], though here the analysis was conducted on a smaller but more homogenous subsample of observations. The
rationale and specific criteria that were used to select records from the original data file
are discussed next.

Sample characteristics
2

The original net sample comprised 310 medium firms mostly from B2B manufacturing industries engaged in various operations in foreign markets. The data were collected through a CATI survey of managers of the companies selected at random from
a broader database representative of the Polish companies functioning in these industries. The actual interviewing was outsourced to a research agency and completed by
professional interviewers from a dedicated CATI facility.
The preliminary exploratory analysis of the data set uncovered possible sources of
heterogeneity in the sample that could suppress patterns among variables of interest. It
transpired that a group of companies was likely influenced by unique uncontrolled extraneous factors that might have resulted in atypical external and internal characteristics
of their respective business environments. Those companies exhibited stark differences
from the other sample members on variables reflecting financial performance, engagement in cooperation and internationalization. Consequently, it was decided to exclude
them from further analyses based on the following features:
1) established prior to 1990;
2) net profit to sales ratio beyond 0.4 (such large profit margins, given typical lower
levels for studied firms, could signify an entirely different business model or measurement errors caused by imperfect recall or misunderstanding the question by respondents);
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3) specializing in computer software services (the only service industry represented in
the sample).
As a result, the initial sample was reduced in size from 310 to 110 units. The direct
consequence of such downsizing were more pronounced patterns of relationships among
studied variables, but – on the downside – it limited the scope of possible generalizations
to the Polish manufacturing B2B companies that were founded in 1991 and later, with
profitability not exceeding the threshold of 0.4. In accordance with the structure of the
general population, the most numerous in the sample were firms manufacturing metal
items, plastic and rubber products, machines, appliances and chemicals.

Statistical methods
The relationship between internationalization, cooperation and financial performance was examined with binary logistic regression. Even though the nature of both
dependent and independent variables did not preclude multiple linear regression, the
strong asymmetry evident in the distribution of the net profit margin that was to serve
as the dependent variable could result in the model with large standard errors of coefficients and inaccurate p-values. Therefore the original sales profitability measure was
dichotomized with 0 ascribed to the companies with sales profitability of less than 5%
and 1 denoting the firms whose financial performance as measured by this coefficient
was greater or equal to 5%. The cut-off point of 5% was chosen to split the sample into
two relatively equal groups, which is considered a preferable arrangement in binary logistic regression [Meyers, Gamst, Guariano, 2005, p. 222]. The structure of the resultant
binary variable is given below.
TABLE 1. Frequency distribution of dichotomized sales profitability
Frequency

Percent

Less than 5% (0)

50

45.5

Equal and more than 5% (1)

60

54.5

Total

110

100.0

S o u r c e: Own elaboration.

Considering the large number of possible predictors as suggested in past research and
implemented in the questionnaire, it was not possible to include them all in one regression equation. Even if they were all correlated with the dependent variable, it would be
risk obtaining an over-specified model, with a possible high degree of multicollinearity
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that would increase standard errors of regression parameters and, thus, make the solution unstable from sample to sample. The reasonable option was to employ a statistical
procedure to select the best predictors out of the set of 25 possible characteristics. Accordingly, the final form of the model was estimated through backward elimination of
independent variables. Backward elimination is an iterative process that starts with all
potential predictors included in the model and in each step discards the variable that is
the least statistically significant predictor until all predictors are significant and rejecting any of them would considerably diminish predictive capabilities of the solution. In
comparison with stepwise regression – which is an alternative method – the backward
elimination is considered superior as it provides control for the suppressor effect, which
takes place when certain independent variables correlate with a dependent variable only
when other (suppressor) variables are present in the equation [Field, 2009, p. 2013].
Since in backward elimination all variables are encompassed at the outset of the analysis,
this problem is adequately addressed.

Independent variables
Among 25 independent variables contemplated for the inclusion in the model, the
majority were dichotomized factors pertaining to the involvement of companies into
various forms of cooperation and internationalization. With those variables a value of
1 denoted engagement in a specific kind of practice or presence of some particular outcome and a 0, lack thereof. The other characteristics examined as possible predictors
included the year of founding the company, the year of initiating activities in foreign
markets and the number of employees.
Consistent with suggestions in the literature [Diamantopoulos, Inglis, 1988; Hsu,
Boggs, 2003] the list of plausible independent variables was complemented by three additional characteristics reflecting the status of the companies with regard to (1) relationship between the year of founding and the year of commencing internationalization, and
(2, 3) the complexity of internationalization practices. The former variable distinguished
two types of companies:
•• Early-Internationalized (hereinafter denoted as EI)
•• Late-Internationalized (LI)
The EI companies were conceptually akin to the so-called “born globals”, a label attached to businesses established to operate in international markets that launched their
international operations shortly after being incorporated. In past studies there were several definitions of EI companies or “born globals”, distinguished mostly by the maximum time gaps between founding and starting operations internationally. These time
limits were usually between two and three years, though some authors used cutoff points
as low as one year or as high as eight years [Freeman, Cavusgil, 2007].
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For the purpose of the current study it was assumed that to be considered an EI,
a company must have undertaken international operations in the same year that it was
established. This definition allowed the splitting of the sample roughly in equal halves
with 43% of firms falling within the EI category, which led to high variance of the variable that is deemed beneficial for statistical analysis.
To further distinguish the sampled companies, the category of the EI firms was broken down by taking into account the complexity of international operations. Those EI
companies that had only the most basic involvement in internationalization consisting
only of export activities were labeled as Export-Only Early-Internationalized (EOEI).
The companies that, aside from exporting, were also engaged in other forms of presence
in foreign markets (e.g., manufacturing, research activities, licensing, etc.) were designated as Advanced Operations Early-Internationalized (AOEI). In conclusion, the three
additional binary variables assumed the following levels and designations:
1. Early-Internationalized (1), the other firms (0); the sample contained 43% of companies with the EI label.
2. Export-Only Early-Internationalized (1), the other firms (0); the sample had 25.5%
of EOEI firms.
3. Advanced-Operations Early-Internationalized (1), the other firms (0); the sample
comprised 29.1% of the AOEI firms.

Binary logistic regression model of sales profitability
Logistic regression with backward elimination employed 21 iterations (each leading
to dropping a single variable from the solution) to yield a final model with four independent variables. The outcomes of the test of significance for the overall equation are
enclosed in the table.

TABLE 2. Overall test of model coefficients

21 Step Model

Chi-square

df

Significance

29.416

4

p<0.001

S o u r c e: Own elaboration.

The final regression equation was statistical significant at p-level of 0.001. It follows
that the model was substantially better at predicting the membership of companies in
the outcome categories (i.e., whether their profit margin was greater or less than 5%)
than the baseline model containing only a constant term.
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The goodness of fit of the model can also be established with the Hosmer and Lemeshow test, which compares expected probabilities with actual membership of observations after being partitioned into 10 groups ordered by the probability estimated from
the regression equation [Agresti, 2002, p. 175-176]. The H-L procedure tests the null
hypothesis that there is no difference between the observed and model predicted values,
so – contrary to the previous test – the non-significant outcome indicates a well-fitting
model. In the present study the H-L test yielded a Chi-square value of 7.860 with 9 degrees of freedom and p = 0.345, which implies that the model’s estimates fit the data at
an acceptable level.
The next display provides more information about the data fit of the model. It contains two pseudo R-square measures. These statistics are analogues of the coefficient
of determination obtained in ordinary least squares estimation3 and were devised to
provide a similar, but not identical, measure of general model quality. Both coefficients
are derived through transformation of a -2 log likelihood and the only difference lies in
an adjustment applied to Nagelkerke’s statistic to ensure its maximum value of 1, which
is not always the case for the former measure. Thus, this statistic was used to assess the
overall effect size of the regression.
TABLE 3. Pseudo R square coefficients
Step

-2 log
Likelihood

Cox and Snell R Square

Nagelkerke R Square

21

116.144

0.244

0.326

S o u r c e: Own elaboration.

The value of Nagelkerke R Square suggests that the resultant model is characterized
by approximately 32.6% error reduction relative to the baseline solution containing only
the constant without using independent variables (i.e., all regression coefficients equal
zero). The error reduction here is represented by changes in log likelihoods in predicting the class membership of observations between the outcome and baseline models
adjusted for sample size [Pampel, 2000, p. 50].
Another way to assess the quality of the model is through classification tables, which
show how well a regression equation predicts actual (i.e., observed) group membership
of cases. It is particularly useful to compare the accuracy of classification for a baseline
model, where there was only a constant and no variables, to the categorization obtained
with the final model comprising four variables. By the way of additional explanation,
the baseline model assumes that all observations will fall into the more numerous of the
two categories, which gives the most reliable predictions of group memberships in the
absence of independent variables.
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TABLE 4. Classification outcomes for the baseline model
Predicted
Observed

Step 0

Profit margin ≥5%

Profit margin ≥5%

Percent of correctly
classified

NO (0)

YES (1)

NO (0)

0

46

0.0

YES (1)

0

59

100.0
56.2

Total percent
S o u r c e: Own elaboration.

TABLE 5. Classification outcomes for the final model
Predicted
Observed

Step 21

Profit margin ≥5%

Profit margin ≥5%

Sales profitability
≥5%

NO (0)

YES (1)

NO (0)

22

24

60.0

YES (1)

6

53

79.7
71.4

Total percent
S o u r c e: Own elaboration.

TABLE 6. Predictor variables in the final logistic regression equation
B

Standard
Error

Wald
Statistic

df

Significance

Exp(B)

.837

.382

4.806

1

.028

2.309

1.728

.515

11.264

1

.001

5.627

–1.523

.584

6.802

1

.009

.218

Export-Only Early-Internationalized (EOEI)
–1.772
(No/Yes)

.538

10.837

1

.001

.170

Variables
Percent of sales abroad > 30%
(No/Yes)
Cooperation with foreign suppliers
(No/Yes)
Cooperation with domestic distributors
(No/Yes)

S o u r c e: Own elaboration.
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Table 4 shows that in the baseline model, all companies were assumed to have sales
profitability of at least 5% (it was the category with more observations) which resulted in
56.2% of cases with correct group memberships. In comparison, if the estimated logistic
regression equation was used in prediction the accuracy was 71.4%, which corresponds
to 15.2 percentage points or a 27.04 percent increase in precision level. Such improvement in the quality of classification implies that the final model might be useful in practical applications.
Having demonstrated that the resultant model offers adequate fit with empirical
data, it is appropriate to turn to the discussion of its specific parameters. In the table
below, there is a list of variables forming the regression equations together with their
coefficients and other relevant statistics.
As evidenced by the levels of significance, each included variable is considerably
adding to the model’s predictive capabilities, which is to be expected with the backward
elimination procedure. Considering that all independent variables are dichotomous, and
hence no standardization is necessary, regression coefficients can be taken to indicate
the relative strength of predictors [Orme, Combs-Orme, 2009, p. 65]. As such, the absolute values of B coefficients show that the strongest predictor was the EOEI status of
the company followed by “Cooperation with foreign suppliers”, “Cooperation with Polish distributors” and the percentage of total sales realized in foreign markets. The signs
of coefficients denote a negative or positive relationship with the dependent variable,
which in logistic regression is the natural logarithm of odds defined as the ratio of the
probability of success over the probability of failure. Considering that in this study the
“success” is for a company to fall into the category of higher profitability and failure is
to be classed in the otherwise grouping, a positive relationship indicates that a given
independent dichotomous characteristic tends to happen more often in more profitable
companies. Therefore, among the firms with higher sales profitability, it was more likely
to find those that:
•• cooperated with foreign suppliers
•• had more than 30% of total sales from operations abroad
•• did not cooperate with domestic distributors
•• were not labeled as Export-Only Early-Internationalized companies
To more precisely evaluate effect sizes of respective variables, it is convenient to use
Exp(B) scores, which are exponentiated values of B coefficients and designate odds ratios. Odds ratio is interpreted as the amount by which the probability of success (i.e.
belonging to the high profitability category) over the probability of failure (i.e., ending
up in the low profitability category) changes (i.e., grows or falls) with a one-unit increase
in a predictor variable, controlling for effects of all other independent variables (for more
extensive discussion of Exp(B) statistics refer to [Orme, Combs-Orme, 2009, p. 34-37]).
Accordingly, assuming that all other predictors are held constant, the model coefficients
can be understood as given below:
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•• Companies whose revenues abroad exceeded 30% of total sales had a 2.3 times or
130% higher chance of being categorized as highly profitable.
•• Firms that cooperated with foreign suppliers were characterized by increased odds
of being highly profitable by a factor of 5.6 or 460% than those that did not have foreign suppliers among their partners.
•• Cooperation with domestic distributors was linked to decreased odds of achieving
high sales profitability by 0.218 or 78.9%.
•• Export-Only Early-Internationalized businesses had fewer chances for higher margins of profit by a multiple of 0.170 or 83%, as compared to all other types of firms.
Additional insights into the relationship between profitability and engagement in
cooperation and internationalization can be gained through information about variables
that turned out not to be meaningful predictors of sales profitability. Below, the variables
that were excluded from the final regression equation were tabulated, complete with
relevant test statistics.

TABLE 7. Variables not included in the model as statistically significant predictors
Score

df

Significance

Presence in more than 5 markets (No/Yes)

.045

1

.832

Export as the only form of internationalization (No/Yes)

.005

1

.942

Export and other forms of internationalization (No/Yes)

.032

1

.858

Only Polish capital (No/Yes)

.695

1

.405

1.063

1

.303

More than 3 domestic partners (No/Yes)

.162

1

.687

Cooperation with foreign distributors (No/Yes)

.372

1

.542

Cooperation with foreign customers (No/Yes)

.831

1

.362

Cooperation with foreign competitors (No/Yes)

.930

1

.335

Cooperation with any kind of foreign partner (No/Yes)

.114

1

.736

Cooperation with any kind of domestic partner (No/Yes)

.102

1

.750

Cooperation with domestic suppliers (No/Yes)

.291

1

.590

Cooperation with domestic customers (No/Yes)

.745

1

.388

2.246

1

.134

Operation in foreign markets after the year 1999 (No/Yes)

.458

1

.499

Operation in foreign markets after the year 2002 (No/Yes)

.081

1

.776

Having fixed assets abroad (No/Yes)

Cooperation with domestic competitors (No/Yes)
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Score

df

Significance

Firm was established after the year 1994 (No/Yes)

.066

1

.797

Number of employees

.759

1

.384

Eearly Internationalized (No/Yes)

.212

1

.645

Advanced Operations Early Internationalized (No/Yes)

.471

1

.492

1.724

1

.189

11.514

21

.952

More than 3 foreign partners (No/Yes)
Summary statistics
S o u r c e: Own elaboration.

As can be seen from the table, the study investigated the most relevant aspects of
involvement in cooperation and internationalization by considering a relatively large set
of dichotomous variables. However, most of them turned out to be of no bearing when
predicting sales profitability. A more detailed attempt at explanation of those four variables that did matter in differentiating between more and less successful companies will
be presented in the discussion section of the article.

A closer look at the export-only early-internationalized (EOEI)
companies
One of the most interesting findings of the study was distinguishing a type of company – the EOEI – that was considerably different from the rest in terms of sales profitability. Consequently, it seems legitimate and potentially valuable to examine and explore
more thoroughly other characteristics that can be unique for these businesses.
To begin with, it is worthwhile to compare early and late internationalized companies via profit margins measured in percentages rather than represented by a dichotomous variable that was used in logistic regression. Given strong asymmetry in the distribution of profitability, the comparison of various types of firms was performed using the
median test instead of ANOVA, which can yield biased and unreliable results if applied
to a dependent variable with a strong asymmetry. The medians for the three types of
companies are tabulated next.
The median test gives the Chi-square statistic of 7.901 with df=2 and p=0.019, which
provides evidence that the sample differences in medians are statistically significant and
most likely hold for the whole population. From Table 8 it is apparent that although LI
and AOEI companies were similar to each other in profitability, the EOEI firms generated considerably less earnings per a given amount of revenues.
In respect to other possible areas of dissimilarities between the EOEI and other companies the statistical tests revealed:
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TABLE 8. Medians of profit margins for the three types of firms
Late Internationalized
Export Only Early Internationalized
Advanced Operations Early Internationalized

N

50

Median

8.00

N

28

Median

5.00

N

32

Median

8.00

S o u r c e: Own elaboration.

•• There was no considerable industry specificity to any type of firm (Chi-square=7.8;
df=8; p=0.453).
•• The groups of companies were similar in size measured by the number of employees
(Chi-square=0,698; df=1; p=0.404).
•• The EOEI tended to acquire more revenues from abroad markets (64% had more
than 30% of total revenues from foreign markets) in comparison with other compa4
nies (48%) (Chi-square=2,786; df=1; p=0.093 ),
•• The EOEI were characterized by similar patterns of cooperation with various categories of partners both domestic and foreign, with the exception of foreign distributors who were involved less often with EOEI (respectively 31.7% and 14.3%; Chisquare=3,194; df=1; p=0.0745)
•• The EOEI, more frequently than the other firms, recorded falling revenues in the
last reporting year (74.1% of the EOEI and 55.6% among the rest; Chi-square=2,898;
df=1; p=0.089).
•• The companies were alike in terms of capital structure (dominance of foreign or domestic owners) and the number of serviced foreign markets.
The finding that the EOEI relied less often on foreign distributors, coupled with the
fact that they were characterized by higher percentage of foreign sales and – by definition – they were involved only in export and did not own any assets outside of Poland,
can lead to the conclusion that these companies were inclined to take and fulfill orders
through their domestic distribution system (e.g., receiving orders and relying on local
logistics firms to deliver ordered products to customers). Lack of strong presence in
the foreign markets might have made them more susceptible to the fluctuations in the
economic cycle as evidenced by more common drops in sales among these companies
in the last reported financial year. This conclusion seems to be given more substance
since, as was reported above, the EOEI were no different in size from the other companies, so it is not valid to say that the smaller size of EOEI made them more sensitive
to economic trends or smaller scale of operations did not warrant involving foreign
distribution partners.
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Discussion
The logistic regression model specified earlier in the article may be used for creating
a profile of a company with the best odds of exhibiting high profit margins. Following
the values of regression coefficients, it is possible to conclude that those most likely to
have profit margins beyond 5% are firms that simultaneously are not Export-Only EarlyInternationalized but also have revenues from foreign operations in excess of 30% of total sales. In addition they should cooperate with foreign suppliers, but not with domestic
distributors. In interpreting those outcomes it is vital to note the definition of cooperation adopted for the study and be aware that statistical correlation is not tantamount to
causation.
The cooperation, as explained to the managers participating in the survey, should
not be confused with routine buying-selling transactions, even if they are conducted
repeatedly with the same party. To assert cooperation, the relationships in question
should involve some sort of joint effort to achieve mutual benefits and imply shared
trust and reciprocity beyond the common market transactions. Therefore, according to this perspective, it seems reasonable to assume that most business contacts
resulting in transactions do not satisfy the criteria of cooperation. True cooperation,
though less common, carries potential for beneficial, productive relationships but it
may also take a dysfunctional form by suppressing productivity and financial performance. The circumstance that could be critical for the nature of outcomes is the extent of voluntary cooperation; even though it should be voluntary by definition, some
market conditions may confront companies with both the need to find a partner and
a scarcity of alternatives. That could possibly explain the unfavorable effects of cooperation with domestic distributors and foreign suppliers, with the home distributors
probably often forced on the firms (to gain access to given market segments) by environmental conditions and lack of viable choices, while the foreign suppliers more
frequently are an effect of searching for lower-priced supplies, which may be part of
a more discretionary optimization effort. The common problem in survey research,
including this study, is that variables identified as predictors in regression model
mayor may not have remained in a cause-and-effect relationship. To claim causality,
it is not enough to demonstrate statistical association but also three other conditions
must be met [Mooi, Sarstedt, 2011, p. 17-18]. Causality requires that the pertinent
variables come in the right time order (effects never before causes), other potential
factors ought to be controlled for (the method employed in this study – though
not perfect – is statistical control), and there should be a substantive explanation
for the relationship, so the underlying mechanism is clear and plausible. Regarding the justification grounded in managerial practice, the links between the predictors and the outcome variable found through regression analysis could be explained
as follows:
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•• It seems reasonable that domestic sources of supplies are often more convenient
and easier to tap than foreign ones, which can require more organizational efforts
and more complex logistic arrangements. As such, the decision to rely on an outside-the-country source of supplies should have been conditioned by meaningful
economic benefits, such as lower prices, higher quality or both in contrast to what
domestic suppliers had to offer. Such benefits ought to have outweighed potential
hassles and inconveniences. Therefore, it seems plausible that companies that decided to draw on external sources of procurement were well-positioned to gain
from lower cost structure and higher quality, which was translated into higher profit
margins.
•• Following the resource-based view of the firm, it can be expected that cooperation
with foreign suppliers creates an occasion for knowledge absorption and learning
[Das, Teng, 2000]. The new intangible resources, such as information and knowledge, acquired due to inter-organizational relationships established on foreign markets, may increase companies’ performance, in particular their export outcomes.
•• For many companies, close cooperation with a domestic distributor instead of setting up and/or enhancing proprietary channels may have required giving up some of
the profits and transferring them to partners. Such an arrangement would have direct negative effects on profit margins.
•• Many of the firms that undertook early internationalization possibly relied on independent distribution networks as a means of delivering products to international markets. One outcome of such arrangements could be entering a profit-sharing
scheme with a distribution partner and – as a consequence – depressing own profit margins.
•• The companies with sales abroad constituting more than 30% of total sales may have
reported higher profit margins for several possible reasons. The two justifications
that seem to be most valid was intrinsic higher profitability of foreign sales and benefits from economies of scale. The rationale behind decisions by companies to enter foreign markets may typically be the consequence of the managers’ willingness
to find the outlet for surplus production that the domestic market cannot accommodate or to benefit from higher price levels in international markets. On the other hand, if the external markets did not offer higher prices and there was untapped
growth potential for a company in the domestic market, international expansion
may not provide many advantages and managers would be unlikely to pursue it. The
other factor that could spell the difference between lower and higher profit margins
was the scale of operations in foreign markets; it seems likely that those companies
that had more sales in a given geographical market were able to negotiate better contracts with their business partners in that area as well as register lower portion of
market specific fixed costs attached to each sold unit of product. Both circumstances
are apt to promote higher profit margins.
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Implications of the study
The theoretical implications of the study can be established by how well the findings address the gaps identified in the internationalization literature. Those gaps were
articulated by the two research questions set forth at the beginning of the paper. Concerning the first question, it can be said that cooperation with one kind of partner
– foreign suppliers – clearly leads to higher profit margins, probably through lower
costs of goods and services sourced abroad and additional knowledge acquired in the
process. On the other hand, some forms of cooperation (i.e., with domestic distribution partners) seem to be associated with diminished profitability. Of the two forms
of cooperation included in the model, the strongest effect on the profitability could be
ascribed to the relations with foreign suppliers, as suggested by the absolute values of
B coefficients.
Answering the second research question, there is evidence that the scope of foreign
operations could be a factor in achieving higher profitability ratios. Conversely, getting
involved only in export activities without support from other forms of internationalization may depress profits through forfeiting some of the margins to distribution
partners. The negative correlation of the EOEI companies with profit margins suggests
that there was a synergy effect between different modes of internationalization that
supported each other to foster higher profit ratios. The strongest effect, although negative, may be attributed to EOEI status, which has the greatest absolute B score in the
regression equation.
The practical dimension of the findings is linked to possible applications of the
obtained regression model and guidelines for the manager that could be drawn from
the statistical significance of certain variables as predictors of export profitability,
and lack thereof with regard to other factors. The predictive capacities of the regression equation may be of benefit in evaluating the outcomes of commitment to
certain modes of cooperation and involvement in foreign operations; it can also
provide some assistance in competitor analysis. What is implied by the analysis of 25
variables as potential predictors of export performance is that not all forms of cooperation can be expected to bring discernible financial benefits and managers would
be well advised to take a selective stance by carefully evaluating the possible consequences of each long-term business relationship they consider forging. It seems
likely that the best results could be achieved by finding foreign supply partners while
cooperation in distribution may be less productive in comparison to developing
proprietary channels, which is probably more feasible now with the wide availability
of internet and other innovative information technologies. The outcomes of regression analysis also hint at benefits afforded by the economies of scale and possible
positive synergy effects from different modes of internationalization implemented
jointly.
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Limitations of the study
Despite a relatively clear pattern of relationships identified by the regression equation
this outcome should be considered with a certain amount of skepticism due to the study
limitations. Even though cooperation with other types of stakeholders appeared to be statistically insignificant, the interpretations offered above are not intended to imply that they
were truly meaningless from the profitability standpoint. It is safe to say that the two types
of collaboration included in the model were the strongest differentiators of profitability
among the researched companies. For some relationships that from theoretical standpoint may have had a strong impact on financial performance, the incidence of cooperation was too low to be observed as a meaningful factor (e.g., only less than 10% managers
declared that their firms cooperated with either domestic or foreign competitors). The
same caveat also applies to other forms of relationships, which may have brought about
positive effects but the strength of the association was too weak to be detected with the
sample size employed in the study. A case in point was cooperation with foreign customers, with 60.7% of those declaring profit margins above 5% having reported that kind of
collaboration, as compared with 46.9% of those within lower profit margins. It seems that
there was a pattern, but with evidence from only 110 firms it was still too likely to be due
to chance (Chi-square=2,062; df=1; p=0.151) and not sufficiently probable to be found
in the general population. A more conclusive answer to this, and other similar questions,
could be provided by a more extensive sample. This emphasizes the most serious limitation of the study, which stems from the net sample size, which was large enough to detect
relatively strong effects but may not have identified weaker patterns.
The other constraint is related to the criteria used to reject some firms from the
original sample at the exploratory phase, as it restricts the scope of generalizations to
those companies that were retained, that is: medium enterprises involved in B2B manufacturing, and not business services, established after 1990 and reporting profit margins
of under 40%.
Finally, it should be noted that the cross-sectional design followed by the study allowed only a single measurement of each company and – in contrast to the alternative
longitudinal approach where each company would be studied at several points in time
– it did not permit viable analysis of how the companies evolved on their involvement in
cooperation, internationalization and how those variables affected profit margins.

Directions for further research
One suggestion for further research is to replicate the study with a more numerous
set of observations which would amount to increased power of statistical tests and could
possibly lead to discovering more subtle relationships depicting more complete picture
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of determinants of export performance. Furthermore, it would be interesting to see if the
discerned relationships were not only specific to Poland and could also be found in the
economies of other countries.
Another avenue for additional research could be offered by adopting longitudinal design, i.e. studying individual companies over several points in time. If such a study were
to be undertaken as an extension of this project, it would add considerably to the findings
presented in the paper, most notably by validating causality of identified relationships.
Follow-up studies of both cross-sectional and longitudinal type could also provide
additional level of detail by including complementary measures of profitability (e.g.
ROA, ROE) and extending the studied scope of cooperation and internationalization to
include new aspects and dimensions, e.g., perceived quality of cooperation or geographical layout of serviced foreign markets.

Notes
1

It must be noted that the database used in the cited study was also used in the current research, although
the net sample was narrowed down from 310 to 110 firms according to the criteria presented later in the paper.
2

The criterion for distinguishing medium companies was an employment level between 50 and 250 fulltime work places.
3
In logistic regression the estimation is conducted with maximum likelihood procedure which rules out
calculating coefficient of determination. To make up for that pseudo R squared statistics were computed.

4
The difference was meaningful at the significance level of α=0.1 and not at a more strict level of α=0.05.
However, given that smaller sample sizes (which was the case in the present study) are apt to diminish the power of statistical tests, it seems appropriate to report also the findings at α=0.1. The argument here is that with
not very numerous sample sizes, weaker but real effects may not be detected, but if the pattern in the sample
holds and the sample size increases the outcomes of the same statistical tests may turn out to be significant with
probabilities of making type I errors (p) of less than α=0.05. More on the influence of sample size on the power
of statistical tests can be found in [Dattalo, 2008, p. 11–37].
5

Ibidem.
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The role of knowledge absorption and innovation
capability in the technological change
and economic growth of EU regions
Abstract
The framework of the endogenous growth models and empirical evidence argue
that two dimensions determine a region’s ability to narrow its technological gap and
improve its productivity growth. The first is its absorptive capacity, e.g. its ability to
imitate foreign advanced technologies. The second is its innovative capability, namely
the extent to which it is able to produce new, advanced knowledge. Thus, the narrowing knowledge absorption and innovation gaps between regions improve a region’s
productivity level and move it up the value chain towards specialization in knowledgeintensive and high value-added activities. The following paper attempts to contribute
to the existing empirical findings and theoretical discussion on the inter-linkages between knowledge absorption, innovation capability, determined technological change,
and economic growth of EU regions. The author’s results show that despite the fact
that the EU has a long tradition in education and new knowledge generation, there is
a very modest ability to make EU regions more productive and grow them. The important role of productivity and knowledge-based sectors in improving EU regional
prosperity suggests to carefully examine which knowledge activities drive productivity and the catching-up process of the EU regions. Overall, prospects for catching up
will depend largely on how regions balance higher education and R&D priorities and
place emphasis on the above activities. These results may be regarded as supportive of
recent EU regional policy based on the Lisbon and Europe 2020 Strategies of Smart
Growth.
Key words: knowledge absorption, innovation capability, technological change, growth.
JEL: O1; O3; O4; J24; J25;
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Introduction
The framework of the endogenous growth models and empirical evidence argue that
two dimensions determine a region’s ability to narrow its technological gap and improve
its productivity growth. The first is its absorptive capacity, e.g. its ability to imitate foreign advanced technologies. The second is its innovative capability, namely the extent
to which it is able to produce new, advanced knowledge. The narrowing knowledge absorption and innovation gaps between regions induces technological change and improves a region’s productivity level and move up the value chain towards specialization
in knowledge-intensive and high value-added activities (changes in productivity have
been emphasized by growth theories as an important measure of technological change)
[Solow, 1956; Arrow, 1962; Romer, 1986].
In the reference to first capacity economic theory has argued strongly that education
and learning should be considered important factors for narrowing the knowledge absorption and innovation gaps [Lucas, 1988; Vanhoudt et al., 2000; Tondl, 2001; Badinger
and Tondl, 2003; Runiewicz-Wardyn, 2008]. In addition, a higher level of education is
considered to have a direct impact on research capacity [Romer, 1990]. Most theories,
like the “milieu innovator theory” and the “learning region” or “regional innovation systems” theory, assume a direct linkage between knowledge production, innovation and
regional economic performance. All these theories share the idea that there is a positive
relation between knowledge created in a particular region and the region’s economic
performance.
Despite the growing empirical literature on successful cases of the innovation driven
growth of regions, the capabilities to turn innovation into regional growth is different
among the regions. Very few attempts have been undertaken to empirically investigate
the role of knowledge and innovation capability in technological change and regional
growth within the European regions to date, especially by recently joined Member States
regions. Most studies in this field are carried out for single European countries, EU-15
1
regions , or other advanced economies such as the US or Canada. The following paper
attempts to contribute to the existing empirical findings and theoretical discussion on
the inter-linkages between knowledge absorption and innovation capability and determined technological change, and economic growth of EU regions. The paper analyzes
the EU-25 regions2 on NUTS2 regional level3, with a few exceptions: Ireland, Denmark,
and Germany, for which data was available only on the national and NUTS1 level. The
period of analysis covers the years 1998–2009.
The paper proceeds as follows. First section aims to outline some theoretical frameworks for the concept of knowledge and innovation, and its role in technological change
and economic growth of regions. Section two provides some useful facts and figures that
highlight the heterogeneity of the European regional landscape regarding wealth and
knowledge-creation capabilities. Different kinds of indicators are examined. Firstly, the
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positioning of European regions in terms of GDP per capita is realized. Secondly, the
respective knowledge absorption, transfer, and diffusion capacities of the EU regions by
looking at patent data, R&D expenditures, and human qualification levels are identified.
In sum, this section aims to provide a clear picture of the current innovative potential and
technological capabilities of European regions. Finally, third section analyzes the role of
knowledge creation and innovation capability in the technological change and economic
growth of EU. The paper ends with a number of conclusions and policy implications.

Knowledge absorption, innovativeness, and catching up
of regions in empirical studies
With reference to knowledge absorption capability only a few empirical studies have
addressed the role of education for economic growth. Most of them concern issues of the
experience of the US [Gottlieb and Fogarty, 2003; Glaeser et al., 1995], and, to lesser extent, the EU regions [Badinger and Tondl, 2003; Tondl and Vuksic, 2003]. For instance,
Gottlieb and Fogarty [2003] studied 75 large US metropolitan areas and concluded that
higher number of residents with at least a bachelor’s degree in 1980 was associated with
higher per capita income and employment levels 17 years later. Because of knowledge
spillovers, the most educated metropolitan areas in the US had their per capita incomes
20 percent above the average, whereas the least educated had incomes 12 percent below the average. The authors defined “education attainment” as the proportion of adults
aged 25 and older with four or more years of college. Similarly, Glaeser et al. [1995]
found evidence that human capital is significant to explain the growth of cities. Specifically, education levels are closely related to subsequent income and population growth.
However, in the other studies mainly in [Fuente and Domenech, 2006; Vandenbussche,
Aghion, and Meghir, 2006] the relationship between human capital and productivity is
not unambiguous.
Furthermore, empirical studies have found that education and technological progress
are of much higher importance than factor accumulation, based on the experience of EU15 regions [Vanhoudt et al., 2000; Badinger and Tondl 2002], investigated EU regions in
the 1990s and linked human capital explanations to the catching-up theory. Their results
indicate that regional income growth is positively linked to labor participation and its
educational attainment, whereas Wintjes and Hollanders [2010] showed that the impact
of knowledge and technology factors on GDP per capita varies across different types of
regions. For lagging types of regions (Southern and Eastern European) business R&D has
a positive impact on GDP per capita while for other, wealthier EU regions, education and
training have a positive impact on GDP per capita. Higher education is also an important
prerequisite for lagging regions for technological catching up. However, the studies provide slightly mixed evidence for growth regressions of EU-10 countries.
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The empirical analysis on UK enterprises carried out by the Abreu et al. [2008]
showed that absorptive capacity at the firm-level were the major determinants of regional variations in innovation performance. The presence of a larger share of R&D employees is positively associated with innovation, particularly for manufactured goods. Tondl
and Vuksic [2003] suggest that the rate of secondary school attainment in the population
plays an important role in regional growth. This should not be surprising, since the EU10 shows a fairly high level of educational attainment. Fidrmuc [2000] also proposes that
secondary education has a positive impact on growth, whereas Campos [2002] argues
that it has a negative impact. Campos suggests that in many Central and Eastern European countries, despite the high level of educational attainment of the average worker,
the composition of the stock of human capital (in terms of their work occupations) has
proved to be inadequate in addressing the needs of a modern market economy (see also
Okoń-Horodyńska [2008]).
With reference to innovative capability – according to the new growth theory
– productivity growth specifically links the performance of regional innovation systems [RIS]. An obvious difficulty lies in the simultaneity of productivity and innovation performance at regional level, together with the lack of comprehensive data.
Usually, studies focus on firm-level analyses, where data is available on different
types of innovation (product and process) introduced by firms. The available empirical evidence generally suggests that the direct effect of research activity or innovative capability on productivity growth – frequently measured by the ratio of R&D
expenditures to output – is positive and substantial [Jakobsen and Onsager, 2008].
An early example is the firm- and industry-level work of Griliches [1980] and Jaffe
[1989] for the United States. In his research framework, Jaffe [1989] observes significant positive effects of R&D spillovers on the firm’s position in the technological
space. The results of Coe and Helpman [1995] and Guellec and van Pottelsberghe de
la Potterie [2004] reveal the important relationship between R&D expenditures and
productivity growth for the OECD countries. Griffith, Redding, and Van Reenen
[2004], and Cameron, Proudman, and Redding [2005] find indirect and direct effects of R&D on total factor productivity by facilitating technology transfer. Vogel
[2012] investigated two channels through which R&D and human capital may affect
regional total factor productivity growth in the manufacturing sector, using panel
data on 159 EU-15 regions from 1992 to 2005. Relying on endogenous growth model
assumptions, she allowed R&D and human capital to influence productivity. Furthermore, the model allows for conditional convergence to a long-run level of total factor
productivity relative to the frontier. Her results suggest that total factor productivity
convergence takes place over the selected sample period and that geographic distance from the technology frontier matters. Similar findings, based on patents as an
imperfect measure for innovation, were achieved by Bosco and Brugnoli [2010]. The
authors tested the relationship between RIS and the productivity-based knowledge
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production function approach, covering 29 OECD countries, with 323 regions for
1995–2008. They found that innovation inputs and outputs are positively related to
productivity.
Summing up, although the importance of absorptive capacity and innovative capability for the growth process is widely acknowledged in modeling exercises, the empirical literature has not yet achieved a systematic understanding of how these two dimensions evolve and influence the technological catching-up process in the enlarged EU-25
regions. Sections three of the following paper will take further steps in an attempt to
explore how regions’ absorptive capacities and innovative activities relate to changes in
the productivity level and GDP growth in the EU-25 regions.

GDP performance in the EU regions
GDP per capita is the most frequently used indicator to evaluate and compare the
economic performance of regions in terms of wealth creation. This indicator, expressed
in purchasing power standards (PPS), has also been used to assess the heterogeneity of
the European regional landscape and the average economic situation in each of the EU
Member States regions. The Map 1 shows the GDP per capita level in EU regions on
NUTS2 regional level, with a few exceptions: Ireland, Denmark, and Germany, for which
data was available only on the national and NUTS1 level.
Map 1 clearly illustrates an unequal distribution of wealth creation across the EU.
Firstly, it reflects a high concentration of wealth creation (above the European average
GDP per capita for 2009) only in a limited number of regions, extending from the North
EU regions to the Benelux, western Germany, western Austria, France, capital region
of Spain and the northern part of Italy. Secondly, the three regions with the highest
GDP per capita over the past years have been Inner London, Brussels, and Luxembourg,
followed by Hamburg, Île de France, Wien, Uusimaa, Stockholm, and Madrid. Inner
London and Brussels are the wealthiest regions of Europe with a GDP per capita of
more than twice that of the European average. Thirdly, most regions belonging to the
new Member States as well as the southern European periphery, such as the Portuguese,
Spanish, southern Italian, and Greek regions, are characterized by relatively low levels
of GDP per capita.
From the dynamic perspective, all regions performed well. Based on the most recent
estimates released by Eurostat (April 13, 2011) the gap between the richest and poorest
EU regions has narrowed since 2000. In 2009, only 65 regions had a GDP per capita below 75% of the EU average, in comparison to 69 regions in 2000. This represents that 119
million people stayed below 75% of the EU average GDP per capita, compared with 131
million people in 2000. As a result, the gap between the richest and poorest EU regions
has narrowed since 2000.
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Eurostat-based regional data reveals that the catch-up process of EU-10 countries
with the EU average was of the order of 1.7 percentage points per year between 2000 and
2009. This fast process of catching up was driven by economic integration and restructuring of national economies. GDP per capita in the EU-10 Member States rose from
50% of the EU-25 average in 2000 to over 60% in 2009. In 2008, performance was particularly strong, above 3 percentage points. It is also important to mention that the fast
catching up in the second half of the period under analysis can be explained partly by
the fact that the economic and financial crisis struck first in the EU-15 Member States,
some of which, like Ireland, Italy, and Denmark, were already in recession in 2008. On
the other hand, among the EU-10, only Estonia and Latvia already had negative volume
growth rates in 2008, and the full effects of the crisis became apparent only in 2009. EU
average of GDP per capita (in PPS) dropped by 6% between 2008 and 2009 [Eurostat.
Statistics In Focus, 41/2012]. Regional GDP per capita dropped sharply in 2009 as compared with 2008 in all EU Member States except for Poland (11 out of 16 Polish regions
achieved absolute increases in 2008–2009).

Knowledge absorption capacities of EU regions
In the spirit of technological gap theories, it is argued that technological differences
between regions open up the possibility for countries or regions to catch up by imitating the most productive technologies (“advantage in backwardness”). However, the successful imitation of foreign technologies, especially in high-technology fields, requires
certain level of human capital (their qualifications), especially in S&T fields. Therefore,
absorptive capacity can be proxied by the regional share of S&T human capital and
level of tertiary education ratio. Table 1 gives an overview of the current absorption
capacities of the EU regions. In general, absorption capacity is particularly strong in the
north of Europe and in the EU-15 regions (with the exception of the capital regions of
Slovakia (Bratislavsky kraj), Poland (Mazowieckie region), the Czech Republic (Praha
region), and Estonia). The Swedish, Finnish, and Dutch regions, followed by a few Spanish, French, German, and Austrian capital regions (Madrid, Ile de France, Berlin, and
Wien) have the highest share of S&T human capital and level of tertiary education ratio.
Moreover, compared to the French case, all Austrian regions have higher participation
rates in tertiary education in comparison with S&T schooling. The German and Belgian
regions are in a high position both in terms of participation in tertiary education and
S&T human capital.
The majority, however, of French, Austrian, Spanish, and a few Italian regions has
only moderate absorption capacities. The absorption capacity of most South Mediterranean regions (Italian, Greek, and Portuguese regions) is generally low.

y

NU S&T by TS2 [2008] as % of totally economic active population

X

Rhône-Alpes
KözépMagyarország
Zuid-Holland
Wien
Mazowieckie
Manner-Suomi
Etelä-Suomi
East of England
London
South East
South

Latvia
Lithuania
Śląskie
Pomorskie
Lisboa
Slovenia
North West
Yorkshire&H
East Midlands
West Midlands
Emilia-Romagna
Lazio

Vlaams Gewest
Région wallonne
Praha
Denmark
Baden-Württemberg
Bayern
Berlin
Sachsen
Ireland
Com. Madrid
Île de France

Niedersachsen
NordrheinWestfalen
Cataluña
Comunidad
Valenciana
Andalucía
Nord - Pas-deCalais
Prov.Alpes-Côte
d’Azur
Lombardia

High [S>111877.67]

Jihovýchod
Moravskoslezsko
SchleswigHolstein
Galicia
Castilla y León
Región de Murcia
Picardie
Haute-Normandie
Lorrain

Région de
Bruxelles
Brandenburg
Hamburg
Mecklen.Vorpommern
Sachsen-Anhalt
Thüringen
Estonia
País Vasco
Aragón
Alsace
Midi-Pyrénées
Pays de la Loire
Bretagne
Poitou-Charentes
Aquitaine
Languedoc-Roussillon
Steiermark
North East [UK]
Wales
Northern Ireland [UK]

Auvergne
Gelderland
Utrecht
Noord-Holland
Noord-Brabant
Bratislavský kraj
Länsi-Suom
Stockholm
Östra Mellansverige
Sydsverige

Medium [41513.67<S<111877.67]

Students in tertiary education by NUTS2 (2008)

TABLE 1. “Social capability” and knowledge absorption capacities of the EU regions (2008)

High (H>30.13)

Medium (22.9 0<A<30.13)

Strední Cechy
Jihozápad
Severovýchod
Bremen
Saarland
La Rioja
Basse-Normandie
Bourgogne
Franche-Comté
Limousin
Liguria

Prov. Trento
Niederösterreich
Kärnten
Oberösterreich
Salzburg
Tirol
Vorarlberg
Itä-Suomi
Småland med öarna
Norra Mellansverige

Principado de Asturias
Com F. de Navarra
Cyprus
Groningen
Friesland
Drenthe
Overijssel
Flevoland
Zeeland
Limburg
Pohjois-Suomi
Åland
Mellersta Norrland

Low [S<41513.67]
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Low (A<22.90)

Human resources as

Canarias [ES
Piemonte
Marche
Abruzzo
Calabria
Sardegna
Észak-Alföld
Dél-Alföld
Podkarpackie
Świętokrzyskie
Podlaskie
Zachodniopomorskie
Opolskie
Kujawsko-Pomorskie
Warmińsko-Mazurskie
Centro [PT
Západné Slovensko
Stredné Slovensko
Východné Slovensko

S o u r c e: Runiewicz-Wardyn [2012].

Note: The indicator is indexed by the EU-25 average, and the respective values are given in parenthesis.

Veneto
Toscana
Campania
Puglia
Isole
Sicilia
Łódzkie
Małopolskie
Lubelskie
Wielkopolskie
Dolnośląskie
Continente

Severozápad
Strední Morava
Castilla-la Mancha
Extremadura
Illes Balears
ChampagneArdenne
Corse
Valle d’Aosta
Pr.Bolzano
Friuli-Venezia
Giulia

Basilicata
Közép-Dunántúl
Nyugat-Dunántúl
Dél-Dunántúl
Észak-Magyarország
Malta
Burgenland
Lubuskie
Algarve
Alentejo
Reg Açores
Reg Madeira
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A common feature of all Polish regions is their low S&T human capital and the high
number of tertiary education students. A similar situation is applicable to several other
EU-10 regions, e.g. Hungarian and Slovakian regions, along with Latvia and Lithuania,
for which the general weakness is low S&T capital.

Innovation capabilities of EU regions
Globally, the regions of EU-15 Member States are performing much better in terms
of total R&D investments. The regions of Finland, Sweden, Germany, Austria, and France
belong to the group of leading regional economies in terms of R&D intensities (with share
of total R&D expenditure ranging from 2-3.5% for 2007 [Eurostat, 2011]). Swedish regions
are clearly Europe’s best performing regions, with R&D intensity about twice that of the
European average. For the regions of the recent Member States ( EU-10) , R&D intensities are still relatively low, despite strong positive tendencies during the considered period
[Eurostat, 2011]. The latter, and smaller states such as Estonia and Slovenia, have caught
up significantly. Currently, Slovenia and the Czech Republic outperform some of the EU15 regions (mainly Spanish, Portugal, and Italian regions) in terms of R&D intensity.
In general, Map 2 shows that R&D intensities tend to concentrate geographically
around capital cities or in big metropolitan areas, where they can benefit from the economies of agglomeration and urbanization. The Swedish and Finnish regions are clearly the
best performing ones, with Västsverige spending almost 5% on average between 2000
and 2008, followed by Sydsverige (4.3%), Pohjois-Suomi (4.2%), Stockholm (4.2%), and
Södra Sverige (4.1%). Similarly, the German regions of Baden-Württemberg (4.2%) and
Berlin (3.7%), followed by the Austrian regions of Wien (3.4%) and Steiermark (3.4%),
performed very well in terms of average share of R&D expenditure during the considered
period. On average, the potential for innovative capabilities of the southern periphery of
the EU is relatively weak. This is especially true for the Greek, Portuguese, and Spanish regions. With the exception of the two capital regions, Madrid and Lisbon, the average levels of R&D intensities for the Greek, Portuguese, and Spanish regions are low and range
from 0.3–0.5% on average for the period 2000–2008. The only region performing relatively well in business R&D is the Cataluña region in Spain [with the number above 1%].
Among the EU-10’s best performing regions are the Czech regions of Střední Čechy
(2.5%) and Praha (2.1%), followed by Slovenia (1.30%) and the capital regions of Hungary and Poland − Közép-Magyarország (1.2%) and Mazowieckie (1%). The rest of the
EU-10 regions spent well below 1% of their GDP on R&D activities. This is also a common trend for most of the southern regions of the EU-15: Portugal, Spain, Italy, and
Greece, with some exceptions for Province Trento in Italy. For many of the EU-10 regions structural funds and public R&S sources have become a significant, if not the main
source, of R&D funding.
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MAP 2. Average intramural R&D expenditure as % of GDP in EU regions (2000–2008)

S o u r c e: Eurostat – REGIO
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Knowledge absorption, innovation capability, productivity
and growth of EU regions
The aforementioned literature has inspired the author to test what the level is of
the spatial autocorrelation of human capital, innovation, and productivity growth in the
case of the EU regions. Following theories created by Solow [1956], Arrow [1962], and
Romer [1986], in which changes in productivity have been emphasized as an important
measure of technological change, there should be a positive correlation between knowledge absorption and innovation propensity and productivity growth of the EU regions.
The following section aims to review the average dynamics of the EU regions by using
the linear regression measure (linear relationship between the independent (x) and dependent (y) variables; y was built directly from the mathematical equation y = mx + b;
linear regression tells the researcher the extent to which x predicts y). Figure 1 shows
that a labor force with tertiary education contributes to increased productivity in the EU
Member States NUTS2 regions. However, the correlation trend between the average dynamics of the two variables is less optimistic than one should expect. This, perhaps, can
be easily explained by the logic that education itself does not affect workers’ abilities and
productivity. They obviously learn certain valuable skills at school (engineering, comFIGURE 1. Average dynamics of human capital (labor with tertiary qualifications)

and productivity (the rate of regional gross value added (GVA)) at basic prices
in the EU regions (1998–2008)

S o u r c e: own calculations.
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puter science, signaling models); however, their productivity will depend on the use of
these skills and the ability to learn from experience as well as on whether local universities and educational institutions can provide them. The other causes of these results
could be differences in sample selection, model specifications, time frames of the analyses, measurement problems and knowledge stock variables used.
Nevertheless, this trend in Figure 1 opens a discussion concerning which skills are
needed and whether local universities and educational institutions can provide them.
Furthermore, the presumption that R&D and innovation are the key drivers of
economic growth is equally difficult to reconcile with the empirical evidence for the
EU regions. Figure 2 shows that productivity growth may not apparently be correlated
with innovation propensity growth (as it is proxied by total intramural and extramural
R&D expenditures on EU NUTS2 levels). One reason for this negative relationship is
that R&D intensity is assumed to have the largest impact on productivity in high-tech
industries and services. In particular, basic research is regarded as an essential component for a firm operating in a high-tech industry. Besides, if high-tech companies
are characterized by investing a larger share of their budgets into R&D activities, they
may also be expected to generate greater value added than firms active in low-tech
sectors.
FIGURE 2. Average dynamics of innovation propensity (total R&D expenditure)

and productivity growth (rate of regional gross value added (GVA)) at basic prices
in EU regions (1998-2008)

S o u r c e: own calculations.
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Another explanation may be that in many EU regions with a dominant share of public
research institutions, R&D has been slowly incorporated in new technology areas, especially ICT, which has spurred productivity growth in recent years [Lichtenberg, 1993;
Guellec and van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie, 2004]. Much of the public R&D addresses
the problems of health, environment, and defence and, therefore, has no direct impact
on productivity, whereas university R&D is more concerned with basic research and may
eventually have an impact on technological innovation at a later stage [Guellec and van
Pottelsberghe de la Potterie, 2004]. This lack of flexibility of publicly funded R&D has
contributed, at least partially, to the negative impact of R&D expenditure on productivity.
Business R&D is very important for a company’s productivity growth. Nevertheless, at
the EU aggregate level, the business R&D expenditure level has remained almost unchanged since 2000 and is below 1 percent of GDP in barely three quarters of NUTS2
regions [Eurostat, 2010]. The low return on R&D may also explain the small potential of
R&D investments to increase productivity.
Moreover, the process of implementation of R&D-based technological innovations,
aiming to improve the productivity of each worker, should be accompanied by organizational and learning processes. Some industries have higher rates of innovation and/
or involve more complex technologies; therefore, they may require greater investment
in learning in addition to R&D activity. The negative relationship between innovation
propensity and productivity growth in the EU regions may also stem from inadequate
investments in the learning and traineeship process.
The last two charts in this section discuss the relationship between the growth of
GDP per capita, productivity, and employment in knowledge-intensive sectors. Figure 3
shows that productivity is one of the key factors that determine economic growth and
prosperity in the EU regions. If productivity reflects all the technologies available at the
time and is driven by innovations, then changes in productivity can proxy technological change. One could conclude that technological change leads to an increase in wages
and per capita growth of GDP. It also enables the government to collect more income tax
revenue and, therefore, it maintains the growth in living standards over the long term.
Furthermore, acceleration of technological advancement and an increase in global
competition has generated the process of inter-sectoral reallocation in many EU Member States regions, from low- to high-productivity sectors. Firms reduce their activities
in sectors with low technological sophistication and move their resources to sectors with
higher technology levels, so overall productivity and income increase. Accordingly, there
should be a positive relationship between the share of knowledge-intensive sectors and
the dynamics of income. Figure 4 displays the log-correlation between average share of
high-tech and knowledge-intensive services and GDP per capita measured by PPP in
the EU Member States regions in 1998–2008. There is a positive but still low correlation
between the variables, which can also be explained by the fact that regions with similar
levels of GDP per capita may have distinct knowledge bases and specialize in different
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FIGURE 3. Average dynamics of GDP per capita and rate of productivity (regional gross value

added (GVA)) at basic prices in the EU regions (1998–2008)

S o u r c e: own calculations

FIGURE 4. Average dynamics of GDP per capita and share of high-tech and knowledge-inten-

sive services for the EU regions (1998–2008)

S o u r c e: own calculations
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high-tech industries. Since productivity gains are not equally distributed across industry
level, this relationship should bring different results across the chart for each industry
considered. For example, there is rich literary evidence that occupations related to the
ICT industry and services generated the highest growth rate of GDP per capita.
To conclude, despite the fact that the EU has a long tradition of education and new
knowledge generation, it shows a very modest ability to make EU countries more productive and grow them. The important role of productivity and knowledge-based sectors
in improving EU regional prosperity suggests to carefully examine which knowledge
activities drive productivity and the catching-up process of the EU regions, as well as if
there are any spatial externalities between them. Altogether, figures 1–4 show that the
process of technological catching up across EU regions is likely to be slow and uncertain,
and requires substantial learning and knowledge spillover efforts.

Conclusions and policy implications
In sum, three decades after the accession of the southern Member States to the EU
and almost a decade after the accession of the Central and East European countries to
the EU, there are still big wealth disparities within and across its Member States, with the
former growing faster than the latter ones. Regions with GDP per capita largely above
the European average extend from the UK South of England to the Benelux, western
Germany, and western Austria, and end in the northern part of Italy. A common feature
of regions with high GDP per capita is their high technological and innovative potential. The opposite trend in turn was observed in the poorer regions. The latter shows
that the technology gap provides a fundamental potentiality for lagging behind regions
to catch up. Yet, factual catch up is only possible if the regions lagging behind develop
sufficient technological infrastructure to improve knowledge absorption, transfer, and
diffusion capacities. In some regions, such as EU-10 countries’ regions, RISs are not
in place yet. These regions are generally characterized by relatively low business R&D
intensities. For these regions, absorption capacity is embodied mainly in university labs
and government-led research centers. Capital regions and larger agglomerations have
greater potentials for knowledge diffusion because of the relatively better communication infrastructure and population density. It is therefore not surprising that the Bratislava, Közép-Magyarország, Praha, and Mazowieckie regions are among the technological,
innovative, and economic leaders amongst the EU-10 group of regions.
From a dynamic point of view, all the EU regions performed well. As a result, the
gap between the richest and poorest EU regions has, in fact, narrowed since 2000. In
the context of the “technological gap” and endogenous growth theory, it is important to
understand what role knowledge spillovers and technological change played during the
past decade in the growth and catching up of the EU regions.
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Broadly, the results show that technological change in the EU regions depends on
social capital and knowledge transfer, and the accumulation of embodied technology
capital. Based on these findings, the primary aim of regional economic policy in an
enlarged EU should be the promotion of tertiary education and lifelong learning, especially when it comes to mastering science-intensive technology education (natural
science, mathematics, information technology, and engineering) as well as innovation
management and organization training upon which depend the successful participation of regions in global production networks. Moreover, the results show that employment in high and medium high-tech industries is positively and significantly dependent on the presence of high-tech knowledge-intensive services. The latter implies that
governments should be more active in promoting the participation of local universities
and companies in global innovation and production networks (via outsourcing and
offshoring activities). The latter can be viewed as an opportunity for the EU regions
to upgrade their local productive and innovation systems and move towards higher
added-value activities. Overall, prospects for catching up will depend largely on how
regions balance higher education and R&D priorities and place emphasis on the above
strategic scientific fields. These results may be regarded as supportive of recent EU
regional policy based on the Lisbon and Europe 2020 Strategies of Smart Growth. In
particular, they emphasize the importance of targeted interventions to regional innovation processes, matching the support of knowledge excellence, R&D, and technological innovation with the local industrial dimension and the evolutionary path
dependence of each technological field.

Notes
1

EU-15 Member States include – Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Sweden, Finland, and the United Kingdom. They joined prior
to 2004.
2
3

All EU current member states except for Bulgaria and Romania.

The NUTS (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics) is based on the existing national administrative subdivisions of the EU geographical landscape for statistical purposes. The NUTS regulation lays down
a minimum population size of 3 million and a maximum size of 7 million for the average NUTS-1 region, and
a minimum of 800,000 and a maximum of 3 million for NUTS-2 regions, http://www.europa.eu/.
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Do investor preferences drive corporate dividend
policy?
Abstract
This research paper aims at assessing whether managers adapt their dividend policies to the changing preferences of investors, as predicted by the catering theory of dividends. To answer this question, we used an modified approach based on the method
proposed by Baker and Wurgler [2004a] in their studies on dividend catering.
We noted a systematic decline in percentage of companies that paid out dividends
in a sample of American publicly-traded companies, excluding companies of low capitalization and low profitability. Next, we observed a parallel declining tendency in
dividend premiums in our sample. The decrease in the readiness to pay out dividends
among companies on the American market can be linked to the fact that investors have
assigned less weight to dividends over the years, and so in turn they were less willing
to reward dividend-paying companies with higher valuations. Periodic fluctuations in
investor mood with regard to dividend-paying companies, and the resulting changes
in their relative valuation, influence the propensity of managers to pay out dividends.
We showed a statistically significant relationship between changes in dividend premiums in one year, and the proportion of companies that paid out dividends in the
following year. Additionally, it looks like companies try to compensate shareholders
by paying out dividends in years of worse performing market and are less likely to distribute their earnings when shareholders gain on rising stock price. We found a negative correlation between the change in proportion of companies paying out dividends
and changes in the S&P500 index. However, this does not seem to reflect investor
preferences and taste for dividends. We found no statistically significant correlations
between the change of the dividend premium and changes in the S&P500 index and,
surprisingly, we observed relatively worse valuation of dividend-paying firms in years
of market downturn.
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In terms of originality, our work contributes to the ongoing dividend puzzle discussion in a number of ways. First, we use a sample of American companies after excluding
small capitalization stocks. Second, we assume a time lag between a shift in investor
preferences and a change in corporate payout policy. Finally, our studies also account for
the impact of general market conditions on dividend decisions.
Keywords: dividend policy, catering theory of dividends, behavioral corporate finance
JEL: G35, G02

Introduction
Fama and French [2001] observe that the number of companies paying out dividends from among publicly traded companies in the United States has been systematically decreasing since 1960. Baker and Wurgler [2004a, 2004b, 2012] suggest that managers decide about payments of dividends based on adaptations to periodic shifts in
investor preferences. Their catering theory of dividends, inspired by Long [1978], posits
that rational company managers adapt their dividend policy to the changing preferences
of investors, who are not necessarily rational. Fluctuations in the preferences of market
players are evidenced by periodic changes in the relative valuations of dividend-paying
and non-dividend-paying companies. In other words, investors’ moods, and the demand
for dividend stocks in turn are changing over time, what causes differences in the relative valuation of companies that pay and do not pay dividends. Baker and Wurgler use
a measure they term the dividend premium to determine the relative valuation of these
companies. This measure is defined as the difference between the mean value of the
market capitalization index and the book value of equity (MV/BV) for companies that
do and do not pay out dividends. Baker and Wurgler concluded that managers initiate
dividend payments when stocks of dividend-paying companies are valued at a high premium in comparison to stocks of non-dividend-paying companies. Baker and Wurgler
suggest that the fact that this premium has been steadily decreasing over the last few
decades is the reason for the systematically diminishing proportion of dividend-paying
companies on the American market.
Ali and Urcan [2006], Hsieh and Wang [2006], Twu and Shen [2006], Kale, Kini,
and Payne [2012], as well as Neves, Pindado and De La Torre [2006] have all confirmed
that the diminishing tendency to pay out dividends by publicly-traded companies on
the American market can be traced to triggers derived from catering theory that are
observed among managers. However, on the other hand, Julio and Ikenberry [2004] and
Hoberg and Prabhala [2009] did not find support for these triggers among managers.
Our work fits into this ongoing discussion and contributes original elements in
a number of ways. First, based on Fama and French’s [2001] argumentation that the
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American market is made up of an increasing proportion of small companies and therefore the percentage of dividend payers in the total population of firms is decreasing, we
exclude from our studies companies with market capitalization of less than 100 million
dollars as well as those generating net profits of less than 10 million dollars. We are convinced that such small companies have a limited ability to conduct an active dividend
policy that is directed at periodic shifts in investor preferences. At the same time, they
are more susceptible to various other factors that affect their listings. Because small companies constitute an ever-larger proportion of listed companies, their inclusion in studies
on the catering theory of dividends likely distorts the view we have of reality. We focus
on the population of larger companies that hypothetically have the potential to conduct
an active dividend policy.
Secondly, we assumed that managers of non-dividend-paying companies need time
to observe and react to differences in the valuations of dividend-paying and non-paying
companies and to initiate dividend payments in their companies. Thus, we assumed that
the value of the premium for dividends in a given year would not influence dividendpayment decisions of other companies before the following year.
Third, our studies also account for the impact of general market conditions on dividend policy. We treat the dividend premium as defined by Baker and Wurgler as a kind
of measure of investors’ attitudes to risky non-dividend-paying companies when the
speculative bubble is growing, and to safe dividend companies in times of crisis. We
check whether the proportion of dividend payers and the dividend premium are correlated to market conditions as measured by the S&P500 index.
The rest of this article is organized into the following sections. First, we present the
methodology of our study with a detailed description of our sample. Then, we offer the
results and discuss them. Finally, we conclude with a summary of the main findings,
identification of the limitations of our studies, and suggestions for future research.

Hypothesis and Methodology
Based on the postulates of the catering theory of dividends, our main research hypothesis was as follows:
H0: Managers of publicly-traded companies will adapt their decisions about paying
dividends to the current preferences of investors and market conditions.
Furthermore, we formulated specific partial hypotheses that will allow a more precise analysis of the assumptions outlined in the main hypothesis. The first partial hypothesis is as follows:
H0A: When dividend-paying companies are valuated relatively higher by the market
than are non-dividend-paying companies, this will signal to non-dividend-paying
companies that they should initiate dividend payments.
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In this hypothesis, we included inferences directly derived from the catering theory
of dividends. The second partial hypothesis was formulated as follows:
H0B: The dividend premium is dependent on market conditions.
The second partial hypothesis treats the dividend premium, as defined by Baker and
Wurgler, as a kind of reflection of investor mood and investor attitudes toward risky
non-dividend-paying companies when the speculative bubble is growing, and preferences for safe dividend companies in times of crisis. The third partial hypothesis is formulated as follows:
H0C: The proportion of dividend-paying companies is dependent on market conditions.
The last hypothesis results from the potential reaction of rational managers to market changes, particularly if the second partial hypothesis holds true.
In our study, we reviewed investment policies of companies publicly listed on the
American markets between 1983 and 2011. We selected our sample from among the
population of publicly-listed companies on the AMEX, NASDAQ or NYSE markets. We
selected those publicly-traded companies with market capitalization of over 100 million
dollars at the end of each year within our studied period, as well as a net profit of over 10
million dollars for the given year. The table below presents the sample size in each year
of the analysis.
The sample was divided in each year of the studied time period into two portfolios:
1. a portfolio of companies that paid out dividends in the given year,
2. a portfolio of companies that did not pay out dividends in the given year.
Dividing companies based on dividend policy allows us to determine the proportion
of dividend-paying vs. non-paying companies in a given time period.
Taking into consideration earlier studies on dividend catering (e.g. [Baker & Wurgler, 2004a]), we calculated the value of the MV/BV ratio for every company within each
portfolio. In order to avoid the calendar effect, we used mid-year data to calculate the
MV/BV ratio. Next, we calculated the arithmetic means of the MV/BV ratios for the two
portfolios for each year of the studied period.
We tested the first partial hypothesis using the method initially developed by Baker
and Wurgler [2004a]. To test the hypothesis, we set a time series of dividend premiums. We calculated the relative change in dividend premiums as the difference between
a given year’s premium and the premium of the previous year. We assumed that managers of non-dividend-paying companies needed a year’s time to observe and react to the
difference in valuation of dividend-paying and non-paying companies and to initiate
dividend payout by their companies. We tested the statistical correlation between the
change in dividend premiums in a given year and the relative change in the proportion
of companies that paid out dividends in the following year.
We tested the second partial hypotheses by conducting a statistical test to verify the
correlation between the change in the dividend premium and the rate of return from the
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TABLE 1. The sample size of companies listed on the AMEX, NASDAQ, and NYSE stock

exchanges with capitalization of over 100 million dollars and net profits of above
10 million dollars in 1983–2011.

Years

Number of companies

Years

Number of companies

1983

181

1998

1 108

1984

215

1999

1 214

1985

221

2000

1 256

1986

236

2001

1 167

1987

260

2002

1 223

1988

289

2003

1 440

1989

292

2004

1 485

1990

312

2005

1 821

1991

315

2006

1 998

1992

361

2007

2 060

1993

448

2008

1 652

1994

555

2009

1 691

1995

620

2010

2 140

1996

960

2011

2 226

1997

1 066

S o u r c e: Own elaboration based on data from Compustat.

S&P500 index. Additionally, we looked if in years of market downturns (defined as years
with negative change of S&P500) the average dividend premium was statistically different from the average in other years.
Similarly, we tested the third partial hypotheses seeking correlation between the
change in the proportion of dividend-paying firms and the change of the S&P500 index.
We also looked if in years of market downturns the proportion of dividend-payers was
increasing comparing to the previous year.
Financial data from publicly-traded companies listed on the AMEX, NASDAQ and
NYSE markets, and the value of the S&P500 stock market index came from the Compustat financial database.
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Results and discussion
Fama and French [2001] conducted research on dividend policy of publicly-traded
companies and observed that the proportion of companies that paid out dividends has
been decreasing in the United States since 1960. They partially explained this tendency
through the changing nature of the population of publicly-traded companies in the United
States. They concluded that the lower proportion of dividend-paying companies is driven
by the increasing number of listings of small companies that have low profitability and
large growth potential, which are not likely to pay out dividends to their shareholders.
After removing all publicly-traded companies of low capitalization and profitability,
we also observed a decreasing proportion of companies paying out dividends between
1983 and 2011. Our results support studies run by Fama and French as well as other
researchers. Nonetheless, removing the smallest and least profitable companies from our
sample means that the proportion of dividend-paying companies is noticeably higher
than in Fama and French’s studies. The decreasing tendency over time is still visible,
however. This might suggest that the declining proportion of dividend-paying companies is also the result of factors other than the structure of the population of publiclytraded companies, which is another argument for the catering hypothesis of dividends.
In Figure 1, we present the proportion of dividend-paying companies in the sample
over time.
FIGURE 1. Percentage of companies paying dividends, from a sample of companies listed on

the AMEX, NASDAQ, and NYSE stock exchanges with capitalization of over 100
million dollars and net profits of above 10 million dollars in 1983–2011.

S o u r c e: Own calculation based on data from Compustat.
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Within our sample, the proportion of dividend-paying companies was 98% in 1983
and only 55% in 2011. Even so, dividend-paying companies accounted for 74% of the
market capitalization of the entire sample in 2011.
Table 2 shows the proportion of dividend-paying companies in our sample from
2011, divided into sector. The greatest proportion of these companies constitute public
utility companies (95% from this sector) and companies from the financial sector (83%
from this sector). The sectors least represented among dividend-paying companies are
the information technology and health care sectors.
TABLE 2. The proportion of dividend-paying companies in the sample of 2226 American

stock companies according to sector in 2011
Sector

Percentage of payers

Average beta

Consumer Discretionary

42%

1.48

Consumer Staples

58%

0.82

Energy

60%

1.15

Financials

83%

1.11

Healthcare

28%

0.97

Industrials

55%

1.37

Information Technology

27%

1.34

Materials

65%

1.52

Telecommunication Services

50%

0.97

Utilities

95%

0.54

S o u r c e: Own calculation based on data from Compustat.

Table 2 also presents the average leveraged beta coefficients for the year 2011 for
portfolios of dividend-paying companies by sector. The portfolio of dividend-paying
companies in the public utility sector had the lowest average beta coefficient in the sample, with a value of 0.54. Companies in the information technology sector had one of the
highest average beta coefficients amounting to 1.34. The mean value of the beta coefficient for the portfolio of dividend-paying companies during the entire studied period
was 1.07. For the portfolio of non-dividend-paying companies, the coefficient was 1.33.
The portfolios dividend-paying companies in our sample had a mean logarithmic
rate of return (accounting for dividend payouts) in 1983–2011 of 15.1%. The portfolio
of non-dividend-paying companies had a mean logarithmic rate of return of 18.2%. The
cumulative logarithmic rate of return for the portfolio of dividend-paying companies
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TABLE 3. Proportion of dividend-paying companies and dividend premium in our sample of

American stock companies and annualized returns of the S&P 500 in 1983–2011
Annualized returns
of the S&P 500

Proportion of payers

Dividend premium

1983

15.9%

98%

2.77

1984

1.4%

93%

1.69

1985

23.4%

89%

2.00

1986

13.6%

92%

2.58

1987

2.0%

93%

2.71

1988

11.7%

91%

2.20

1989

24.1%

90%

2.19

1990

-6.8%

90%

2.40

1991

23.4%

88%

2.13

1992

4.4%

85%

1.96

1993

6.8%

84%

2.60

1994

1.3%

79%

1.73

1995

37.6%

78%

1.40

1996

23.0%

71%

0.67

1997

33.4%

67%

1.00

1998

28.6%

67%

1.70

1999

21.0%

65%

0.86

2000

-9.1%

63%

0.41

2001

-11.9%

64%

0.93

2002

-22.1%

63%

0.94

2003

28.7%

63%

1.17

2004

10.9%

63%

0.88

2005

4.9%

62%

1.22

2006

15.8%

61%

0.70

2007

5.5%

59%

3.33

2008

-37.0%

61%

0.97

2009

26.5%

58%

0.85

2010

15.1%

55%

0.34

2011

2.1%

55%

-0.25

Years

Note: The dividend premium means the difference between the mean value of the MV/BV ratios for dividend-paying and
non-paying companies.
S o u r c e: Own calculation based on data from Compustat.
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(accounting for dividend payouts) for 1983–2011 was 452%. For the non-dividend-paying companies, the portfolio’s logarithmic rate of return for 1983–2011 was 547%. After
accounting for the difference in the beta coefficient values, the portfolio of dividendpaying companies fared���������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������
slightly better than the portfolio of non-dividend-paying companies, in terms of generated rates of return.
The capitalization of the portfolio of dividend-paying companies, its mean beta, and
its rate of return confirms that the concept of “dividend-paying companies” typically
includes large entities in good financial situations, operating in a low-risk industry, but
at the same time achieving lower rates of return. Non-dividend-paying companies can
be seen as companies that are small and medium-sized and that function in higher-risk
environments with higher rates of return.
The value of the MV/BV ratio���������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������
for dividend-paying companies over the studied period was 3.7. For non-dividend-paying companies, the mean value of the MV/BV ratio
was 2.2. The mean value of the dividend premium for this time period was 1.5. In Table 3, we present the dividend premiums for our sample of companies over time. In the
studied period, between 1983 and 2011, we observed substantial fluctuations in the level
of these premiums, from -0.25 to 3.33. Nonetheless, over the past three decades we can
observe a downward trend in dividend premiums. It is worth noting that we observed
a negative dividend premium in our sample of companies for the first time in 2011. In
this year, dividend-paying companies were on average valuated relatively worse than
were non-dividend-paying companies.
According to Baker and Wurgler [2004a, 2004b], a drop in dividend premiums is
what leads to a consistently decreasing proportion of dividend-paying companies on the
stock market in the United States. Fluctuations in the level of the premium dividends in
turn reflect the changing moods of investors. In other words, although investors prefer
dividend-paying companies to varying degrees in different years, over time they assign
less and less weight to dividends, and so are less and less willing to assign a premium to
dividend-paying companies in their valuations. In response to such changes in investor
preferences, fewer and fewer companies decide to pay out dividends.
In verifying the partial hypotheses, we tested the following relationships:
a) hypothesis H0A – the correlation between the relative change in dividend premium
in a given year and the change in the proportion of dividend-paying companies in
the following year;
b) hypothesis H0B – the correlation between the relative change in dividend premium
and the rate of return of the S&P500 index;
c) hypothesis H0C – the correlation between the relative change in the proportion of
dividend-paying companies and the rate of return of the S&P500 index.
In Table 4, for each partial hypothesis we present the correlation coefficient r, the
value of the t statistic, and the p probability, indicating the statistical significance at the
0.10 and 0.05 levels.
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TABLE 4. Verification of the established hypotheses
Correlation coefficient

t-statistic

r–value

H0A*

0.44

2.44

0.02

H0B**

0.26

1.37

0.18

H0C***

-0.36

-1.96

0.06

Hypothesis

* The hypothesis HOA concerns the correlation between the relative change in dividend premium in a given year and the relative change in the proportion of dividend-paying companies in the following year. We proved a statistical significance of the
correlation at a significance level a = 0.05;
** The hypothesis HOB concerns the correlation between the relative change in dividend premium and the rate of return of the
S&P500 index. We proved a lack of statistical significance of the established correlation.
*** The hypothesis HOC concerns the correlation between the relative change in the proportion of dividend-paying companies
and the rate of return of the S&P500 index. We proved a statistical significance of this correlation at significance level a = 0.1.
S o u r c e: Own calculation.

As shown in Table 4, the correlation between��������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������
the����������������������������������������
variables used to verify the first partial hypothesis is 0.44 and it is statistically significant at the 0.05 level. This confirms the
hypothesis that managers adapt their dividend policies in accordance with the changing
preferences of investors, as predicted by Baker and Wurgler’s catering theory of dividends. Managers of non-paying companies, who observe that dividend-paying companies are temporarily more highly valuated by the market, adapt their dividend policy to
the current preferences of investors and initiate dividend payouts.
In the case of the hypothesis H0B, the correlation between the relative change in dividend premium and the rate of return of the S&P500 index is not statistically significant.
Therefore, we are unable to confirm that the dividend premium, in other words investor
taste for dividends, depends on market conditions. The positive sign of the correlation
coefficient, although statistically insignificant, is quite surprising. Additionally, when we
looked separately at years of market downturn (years with negative S&P500 change) we
found that the average dividend premium for these years amounted to 1.13 and it was
significantly smaller than the general average in other years, which amounted to 1.47.
The average change of the dividend premium in years of market downturn relative to the
previous year amounted to -0.40 and it was significantly higher in absolute terms than
the average for the whole sample, which amounted to -0.11. This means that in years of
market downturns dividend paying firms suffer more in terms of valuation than nonpayers, what is rather a puzzling result. For example, it is inconsistent with suggestions
made by Fuller and Goldstein [2011], who argued that dividend-paying companies have
higher relative valuations particularly in bad times. It is also surprising in the context of
the Kahneman and Tversky’s [1979] prospect theory. According to this theory, one could
expect that a dividend that allows a shareholder to diminish the perception of losses
incurred in bad market conditions has a higher subjective value for him than would
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a dividend of the same amount paid out in times when the share listings are profitable.
In other words, according to prospect theory investors should value dividend-paying
firms more in bad times than in good times. However, this is not confirmed in our study.
Despite surprising results indicating investors’ lack of appetite for dividends in bad
times, corporate managers seem to act as if investors actually preferred dividends when
stock prices preformed relatively poorer. Our study confirmed (though at a relatively weak statistical significance level 0.1) the negative correlation between the relative
change in the proportion of dividend-paying companies and the rate of return of the
S&P500 index. The worse the results observed on the S&P500 index in a given year, the
more companies decided to pay out dividends. Additionally, when we looked separately
at years of market downturn, we found that on average the proportion of dividend-paying firms in a year of the market downturn is higher relatively to the previous year.

Conclusion
In this paper first we demonstrated a systematic decline in the proportion of dividend-paying companies in our sample of American market companies, which did not
include companies of the lowest capitalization or profitability. Next, we showed a parallel declining tendency of dividend premiums in the studied sample. In accordance
with the catering theory of dividends, as proposed by Baker and Wurgler, a decline in
the tendency to pay out dividends can be linked to the fact that over time investors
have ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
assigned����������������������������������������������������������������������������
lower and lower weight to dividends, and, in turn, were less and less willing to reward dividend-paying companies with high valuations. Periodic fluctuations in
the level of investor mood with regard to the perception of dividend-paying companies,
which resulted in varying levels of dividend premiums, influenced managers to initiate
dividend payouts. A statistically significant relationship was shown between the change
in the dividend premiums in a given year and the proportion of companies paying out
dividends in the following year.
However, in years of market downturn corporate managers seem cater to what they
imagine the taste of investors is rather than to true preferences of investors. On one
hand, we showed that the change in the proportion of companies paying out dividends
in negatively correlated to S&P500 changes. This suggests that managers are likely to
compensate shareholders poorer stock price performance with more dividend payments. On the other hand, we found some surprising indications that investors do not
particularly like dividends in times of bad market conditions.
A basic limitation of our research is the fact that the tendency of managers to pay
out dividends is equated with the proportion of companies that pay out dividends. Similarly, we calculate the dividend premium by comparing the parameters of portfolios of
dividend-paying and non-paying companies. We do not examine whether investors as-
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cribe a higher valuation to companies that pay a higher dividend. Finally, the measures
of relative change in the valuation of companies, based on mean values of price to book
value (MV/BV) might be imperfect due to the probability that they also include the influence of other factors and characteristics of companies than just the dividend policy.
These limitations delineate possible avenues for future research.
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Subjective and objective health of the population
aged 50+ and the welfare state regimes
in 16 European countries
Abstract
Health at 50+ issues are particularly important now, when the inevitable increase in
the old-age dependency ratio calls for governmental involvement in measures that are
aimed at mitigating the negative effects of population aging in Europe. The investigations
of differences between the subjective and objective health measures in a welfare state regime perspective have not been conducted before although it can be assumed that such
analyses might provide valuable information about the impact of welfare regime on health
as well as about the interchangeability between the self-reported and measured health.
The main objective of this study was to determine whether the type of welfare regime
influences the subjective and objective health of the population aged 50+. Hierarchical
logistic regression models were applied to examine this subject. Analyses were conducted
for 16 European countries (N=57236) classified into four different types of welfare regimes: social democratic, post-socialist, conservative-corporatist and Mediterranean. The
empirical results suggest that the type of welfare regime helps to explain the variations in
the subjective health between countries as well as the differences between individuals.
However, it does not explain the differences in objective health when analyzing all socioeconomic groups collectively. Analyzes performed within defined socioeconomic groups
showed that the types of welfare regimes differentiated between both subjective and objective health in the majority of defined groups, however, the health of those least well-off
in all of the analyzed welfare regimes was found to be similar. The different results obtained for both subjective and objective health in post-socialist and Mediterranean countries suggest that these two types of measurement should not be used interchangeably.
Keywords: subjective health, objective health, welfare state regime, aging, logistic regression, multilevel analysis, SHARE
JEL: I10, I14, I18
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Introduction
The importance of health is universally accepted. Yet, ill health is not only of a huge
discomfort for the individual but will often impact on the labor market or affect the
decision to take early retirement. Therefore, it is not surprising that health is not only of
interest in its own right, but is also one of the key focal points for policy makers [Morris, Devlin, Parkin 2011]. For this reason the health of the population as well as health
determinants demand the attention of economists. As Europe has to deal with an evergrowing aging population, health issues have raised new and important concerns. According to the report “The 2012 Ageing Report: Underlying Assumptions and Projection
Methodologies” issued by the European Commission and Economic Policy Committee
(2011), in the European Union the number of people aged 65+ is predicted to grow from
87,5 million in 2010 to 150,2 million in 2050 and 152,6 million in 2060. Old-age dependency ratio (65+/(15-64)) for the European Union is forecasted to double from 26% in
2010 to 52,5% in 2060. In Poland the number of people aged 65+ is expected to increase
from 5,2 million in 2010 to 10,6 in 2050 and 11,3 in 2060. Old-age dependency ratio
(65+/(15-64)) in Poland is predicted to increase from 19,0% in 2010 to 53,8% in 2050
and 64,8% in 2060. Demographic total age-dependency ratio (0-14 plus 65+/(15-64)) in
Poland is forecasted to grow from 40,2% in 2010 to 75,9% in 2050 and 87,3% in 2060.
Since people are tending to live longer it is crucial to increase a healthy life expectancy
in order to mitigate the negative consequences of population aging. Yet any increase in
life expectancy that is unaccompanied by improvements in health might have serious
consequences for a country’s economy. If life expectancy is increasing but people still
tend to fall ill at the same age, this means that the old age borderline is invariable. Such
demographic changes may lead to longer life in poor health and, as a consequence, an
increase in public spending on such things as health care and social benefits. For that
reason European states should be aware of the economic importance of health, especially
in the current situation, and introduce policies aimed at improving the health of their
citizens. The experiences of different European countries show that one of the ways to
deal with the increasing number of retired people was through raising the age of retirements. However, it seems obvious that the changes in retirement age alone are not
sufficient to counteract the negative effects of population aging and policies aimed at increasing a healthy life expectancy are needed, especially when one bears in mind the fact
that, nowadays, people tend to have fewer children and are less willing to get married or
live with older generations, what implies a decreasing level of a support within families
and the need for greater support from society . Therefore, a better understanding of the
health determinants as well as the sources of health inequalities are needed, and crosscountry comparisons of health and health determinants operating at both micro and
macro levels might provide valuable information about the mitigation of health inequalities, the maintenance of good health as well as the potential areas of state intervention.
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Thus the understanding of health inequalities and health determinants among people
aged 50+ are now more important than ever.
In this article a multilevel comparative analysis of subjective and objective health of
people aged 50+ in selected European countries representing different welfare regimes is
conducted. Population health is analyzed at both micro- (demographic, socioeconomic,
characteristics) and macro-levels (country, welfare state regime). The introduction of
a welfare regime perspective results from the existence of empirical evidence for the relationship between the welfare state regime and health [Navarro et al. 2006, Eikemo et al.
2008a, Bambra et al. 2009, Rostila 2007, Richter et al. 2012]. What is more, although the
population health, as well as the health inequalities, between the welfare state regimes
in Europe has already been empirically researched, there are no studies investigating
differences between the subjective and objective health measures in a welfare state regime perspective. The analyzes are performed for both subjective and objective health
measurements in order to determine whether the type of welfare state regime impact
on health depends on the type of health measurement. This problem seems to be very
important as the cross-country comparisons of health are usually conducted as a result
of self-reported health surveys, however, it is not clear whether the subjective and objective health measurements can be used interchangeably. So, the main goal of this study is
to determine whether the types of welfare regimes influence the subjective and objective
health of the population aged 50+. The research thesis states that both subjective and objective health depends on the type of welfare regime. Additionally, it is assumed that the
type of welfare regime differentiates between subjective and objective health in the same
socioeconomic groups and between different countries representing different regimes.

Theoretical framework
a) Cross-country health comparisons
Yang, Eldridge and Merlo [2009] claimed that in health analyzes, often the macrolevel effects such as the public health system or residing geographical areas are neglected,
but the understanding about the influence of macro-level effects on health might provide additional information for policy-makers. Therefore, taking into consideration the
micro-level and macro-level influences on health, they have suggested multilevel analyzes of health. Such multilevel analyzes have already been performed by these authors
[Yang et al. 2009] but only as regards the life expectancy, which is not an ideal indicator
of health status. Still the distinction has to be made between living with good health and
living with poor health, as whilst people may live long lives it does not always follow that
they are healthy individuals [Murray and Lopez 1997]. In addition to the shortcoming
of life expectancy usage, previous studies often used self reported health measures [Espelt et al. 2008; Hebert et al. 2001; Wróblewska 2010]. However, there might be differ-
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ences in the way which individuals from different groups (socioeconomic, educational,
national) assess their health [Dowd and Zajacova 2007; Desesquelles et al. 2009] and,
therefore, the use of both subjective and objective health measurements is recommended. A study in which both these aspects were analyzed was a research on cross-country
health comparisons performed by Ploubidis and Grundy [2010] using a second wave
of SHARE data (Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe) for 13 European
countries for respondents aged 50+. As a result of having based their research on subjective and objective health indicators, the authors were able to pay greater attention to the
identification of the determinants of health status that work on both a micro-level and
macro-level (gender, age, living arrangements, years of education as individual level predictors and categorical indicator of obesity, the GINI coefficient, GDP per capita, social
trust and a binary regime typology as country level predictors). The results obtained
showed that 21 percent of variations in health was explained by the differences between
the countries analyzed and the most significant national characteristic was the level of
egalitarism – the lower the social inequalities the better the physical health. According
to the authors, the results they obtained indicated the existence of systemic differences
in physical health between European countries; therefore, domestic policies aimed at
reducing the income inequalities as well as the promotion of health have the potential for
improving the population’s health. It is worth highlighting the fact that in their research,
Ploubidis and Grundy (2010) combined the subjective and objective health measurements into a latent variable; therefore, they did not investigate the differences between
subjective and objective health. The authors identified a negligible effect of regime typology on health, however, in their statistical model they applied the binary variable for the
type of welfare regime type, thus this analysis did not allow for comparisons between
different types of welfare regime. For these reasons the disparities between the subjective
and objective health measurements, particularly from the perspective of welfare state
regime are still worthy of research.
b) Welfare state regimes and health
According to Esping-Andersen [1990, 1999] there are three worlds of welfare capitalism and all of them are characterized by different forms of social security. These three
worlds are the liberal, the conservative-corporatist and the social democratic. In the liberal regime the state provides only modest benefits, which implies the citizens’ dependence on their family in crisis situations. This regime type entails high income inequality
as compared to the conservative-corporatist or social democratic regimes. Representatives of the liberal regime are the United Kingdom and Ireland. The conservative-corporatist type is characterized by a strong church influence and the predominance of the
traditional family unit. The state guarantees social benefits based on one’s status in society and previous earnings, leading, as a result, to moderate class inequalities. The conservative-corporatist regime is characterized by Luxemburg, Switzerland, the Netherlands,
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Austria, Germany, France and Belgium. The social democratic regime is represented by
Denmark, Norway and Sweden and Finland. In this regime type social security levels
are the highest. The state cares for children, the dependent and the aged, resulting in low
inequality levels and solidarity. According to Ferrera [1996] and Bonoli [1997], a fourth
type of welfare state regimes exists – the Mediterranean type represented by Spain, Italy,
Greece and Portugal. In this regime the social security system is underdeveloped which
implies greater individual dependence on the family. Additionally, researchers suggest
the existence of a fifth type of welfare state regimes including Central and Eastern Europe post-socialist countries represented by Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary. In
this type of regime social benefits are very low and, as a consequence, lead to high levels
of poverty and income inequalities [Standing, 1996; Esping-Andersen, 1999; Kovacs,
2002; Fenger, 2007; Rostila, 2007].
Apart from the welfare state typologies based on the decommodification, privatepublic mix and social stratification different typologies referring to the health care and
elderly care were suggested by researchers. Basing on the studies performed by Alber
and Köhler [2004], Anttonen and Sipila [1996], Kautto [2002], Rostgaard [2002] – the
following European care regimes were distinguished by Knipscheer [2007] (based on
the following key factors: family care roles, care expenditure, public-private mix, female
employment, share of home, residential and monetary care provision): Scandinavian
(remarkable public investments in residential care, a residual role of family, high rates
of female employment; representative: Sweden), Subsidiarity (primary responsibility allocated to families, availability of care insurance schemes funding care services rendered
by nongovernmental organizations; representative: Germany), Liberal (the populations
more dependent economically are provided with the public care, private care providers
for other users; representative: United Kingdom), Family based (limited public responsibilities, limited formal service provision, a central role of kinship networks, low female employment; representatives: Italy, Greece) and Transition (similar to family-based
countries, but with more severe financial constraints; representative: Poland). Lamura
[2007] suggested different welfare regime typlogy based on the focus on elderly care (demand for care, provision of informal care, provision of formal care) and distinguished
the following welfare state regimes: Public-Nordic (demand for care: medium, provision
of informal care: low, provision of formal care: high; representatives: Denmark, Sweden,
Netherlands), Standard Care Mix (demand for care: medium/high, provision of informal care: medium/low, provision of formal care: medium; representatives: Germany,
Austria, France, Italy, UK), Family based (demand for care: high, provision of informal
care: medium, provision of formal care: low; representatives: Spain, Portugal, Greece,
Ireland), Transition (demand for care: low, provision of informal care: high, provision
of formal care: medium/low; representatives: Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic), Baltic
(demand for care: low, provision of informal care: high, provision of formal care: very
low; representatives: Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia).
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Many empirical studies provided evidence for the relationship between welfare state
regime and health [Navarro et al., 2006; Eikemo et al., 2008a; Bambra et al., 2009; Richter at al., 2012]. What is more, in the majority of performed studies it was proved that
populations of countries representing the social democratic welfare regime type were
better off in terms of health as compared to countries representing other welfare state
regime types. The research conducted by Eikemo et al. [2008a] proved that a type of welfare regime accounted for about 50% of the country-level variation in the self-assessed
health between European countries; what is more, populations in countries representing social democratic (Scandinavian) and liberal (Anglo-Saxon) welfare regimes were
identified as having better self-assessed general health as compared to Mediterranean
(Southern) and post-socialist (East European) welfare regimes. However, according
to Eikemo et al. [2008b], although the best results concerning self-reported health are
identified in the social democratic regime, the income-related health inequalities are
the lowest in the Bismarckian (conservative-corporatist) welfare regime and not in the
social democratic one.
Moreover, empirical evidence for the relationship between social capital and health
exists [Hyppä et al, 2001; Kawachi et al., 1999; Rostila 2007]. There are theories saying
that social capital can influence health on both an individual level as well as a contextual level (societies, communities, countries, welfare state regimes). According to Rostila [2007], contextual social trust may explain the health inequalities between welfare
regimes in Europe. The author analyzed the relation between welfare regimes, social
trust and self-rated health and found a large variation in social trust between welfare
regimes in Europe, as well as an association between social trust and self-reported health
(at the population level). The findings suggested that a relationship existed between the
post-socialist type of regime and individual self-reported health and also that contexts
characterized by the lower levels of social trust (for instance post-socialist) were more
damaging to the health of people with low social trust at the individual level. Rostila
[2007] also identified that the population of post-socialist welfare regime had a high
relative risk of poor self-rated health, as compared to the social democratic regime.
c) Subjective and objective health measures
In the Preamble to the Constitution of the World Health Organization, health was
defined as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely
the absence of disease or infirmity” [WHO, 1948]. This definition is very broad and
does not provide information about how health should be operationalized. Since numerous concepts of health measurements have been developed by researchers, the selection of the most appropriate in the given setting is not always straightforward. The
aim of this section is to present and discuss the features as well as the advantages and
disadvantages of self-reported and objective health measurements which are described
in current literature.
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In the most general terms health measurements can be divided into subjective and
objective [Thomas and Frankenberg, 2000]. Objective measurements are those unaffected by the individual’s subjectivity and perception. Existing beyond the individual,
they are independent of the respondent’s believes and moods. Conversely, subjective
measures reflect the individual’s personal opinions and are inextricably bound up with
the life of the aforementioned individual. Subjective health measurements reflect the
individuals’ opinions about their health, while objective health measurements are derived from medical examinations (and use precise clinical measurements). Subjective
measurements come from surveys and often concern health in general (e.g. a typical
survey question could be: What is your health in general?) or refer to specific illnesses –
self-reported chronic health conditions (e.g. a typical survey question could be: Do you
suffer from hypertension?). On the other hand, objective health measurements are the
results of medical examinations (e.g. systolic and diastolic blood pressure). Objective
health measurements seem to be more reliable than self-reported measurements as the
latter can suffer from errors in reporting. There are many reasons for such errors [Murray and Chen, 1992]. Respondents might vary greatly in reporting on their health differently depending on their differing conceptions of “health”, expectations of health, as
well as their comprehension of the survey questions [Bago d’Uva et al., 2008]. Moreover,
health might be misreported by individuals as an excuse for non-participation in the
labor market or the basis for claiming sickness or disability benefits. Even self-reported
chronic health conditions are not free from these reporting errors as many people may
not be aware of particular medical conditions, for instance, hypertension, cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, cancer [Baker et al., 2004].
Because of the bias in reported health as a result of these errors, measured health
seems to be more accurate; however, it is not clear whether these two indicators are
interchangeable. A few studies in the past have provided evidence of the high correlation between subjective and objective health measurements [Idler and Benyamini, 1997;
LaRue et. al., 1979; Ferraro, 1980]. However, more up-to-date studies have found remarkable disparities between reported and measured health. One example is the study
of Johnston, Propper and Shields [2007, pp. 10–12] who analyzed the income/health
gradient based on data coming from a Health Survey conducted in England. The income/health gradient was firstly examined for self-reported hypertension and then for
diagnosed hypertension (the result of an examination performed by a qualified nurse).
Researchers found that in case of hypertension the analyses based on a self-reported
ailment did not lead to the same results as the analyses performed for the measured systolic and diastolic blood pressure (objective health measures). The discrepancy between
the subjective and objective measures resulted from the reporting errors – both false
negatives (respondents claiming no hypertension whilst, in fact, being hypertensive)
and false positives (respondents claiming to be hypertensive whilst having systolic and
diastolic blood pressure within normal ranges). The results obtained showed that 7,1%
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of respondents reported being hypertensive, while in fact 34,7% had high blood pressure. The level of false negatives and false positives was equal to nearly 87%, and 4%
respectively. These findings provide evidence for the disparity between the subjective
and objective health indicators. Even though the self-reported health measurements
referring to chronic health conditions such as hypertension or obesity appear to be
more valid and precise than self-reported general health status, the findings of Johnston, Propper and Shields [2007] reveal the shortcomings of such indicators. Gupta,
McDade and Adam [2011, pp. 26–28] while performing analyses of data collected from
American respondents have also identified disparities between objective and subjective
hypertension (self reported high blood pressure as against measured systolic and diastolic blood pressure) as well as obesity measurements (self reported obesity as against
measured BMI) and found that individual characteristics such as age, gender, mental
health and race are significant predictors of these disparities. The differences between
self-reported and objective measures were higher for hypertension than for obesity and
this can be attributed to the fact that obesity is more visible and easily identified as compared to hypertension.
The problem of reporting errors connected with self-reported health is very worrying, the more so as these errors tend to differ systematically with the socioeconomic
and demographic characteristics commonly used as explanatory variables in models
predicting health or assessing health inequalities. According to Lindeboom and van
Doorslaer [2004] there is an evidence for such a reporting bias based on gender and
age. One of the methods of reducing the reporting errors from subjective health measurements is offered by health-related ‘vignettes’ [Salomon et al., 2004]. In this method
respondents are provided with a short description of the health of a hypothetical individual and their task is to rate the health status of this person using a predefined numerical rating scale (usually a five point scale of general health status: poor, fair, good,
very good, excellent). This concept relies on the assumption, which does not necessarily hold true, that individuals assess their own health in much the same way as one
another.
Subjective health indicators might also pose problems when comparing health in
different countries. Firstly, the health surveys conducted there often contain slightly
different questions that are not necessarily comparable. Secondly, even if the surveys
contain the same questions, the response to them may vary greatly from country to
country because of cultural differences [Groot, 2000; Jürges, 2007]. Finally, the problem of language is of crucial importance as it is hardly possible to formulate the exact
same question from language to language as some meaning is always lost or changed
in translation. The philosophers Edward Sapir [1929] and Benjamin Lee Whorf [1940]
actually believed that language shapes man’s perception of reality and that language
and grammar are components of the mental process. Thus, they shape the way people view and interpret the world around them. Sapir and Whorf also assumed that
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languages were never entirely translatable. From this point of view it seems impossible to reliably compare the self-reported health measurements between countries
as language may actually influence our perception of health. Consequently, we may
conclude that there are not only cultural differences that may have a profound influence upon the concept of health, but also the languages themselves may prevent
the questions from having an equivalent meaning from country to country with an
adverse consequence on the comparability of the results. This skeptical perspective
cannot, however, prevent researchers from a cross-country comparative study of subjective health measurements as they are able to provide a remarkable insight into the
impact of a country’s policies and characteristics on the health of the population as
well as help to identify opportunities for the reduction of inequalities in health. They
may also reflect non-measurable chronic health conditions. What is more, the collection of self-reported health measurements is relatively cheaper as compared to the
collection of clinical measurements that usually require qualified staff or specialized
equipment devices. Fortunately, “vignettes” seem to provide at least some solution to
the problems connected with self-reported health measurements, as the assessments
of the health of a hypothetical person performed by respondents in different countries might be used to define benchmark scales. The distributions of responses from
different groups (e.g. countries) can then be reinterpreted on such benchmark scales
[Kapteyn et al., 2007].
The differences between subjective and objective health measurements imply a noninterchangeability between them. The selection of health measurements depends greatly
on the research context. The examination results seem to depict the health of the individual with greater validity. However, there are many claims that these objective measurements cannot fully identify all health-related conditions, such as mental health problems
or chronic pain, which, whilst often difficult to measure, may have an adverse impact on
labor market participation possibilities [Bound, 1991].
In addition to all problems connected with the self-reported health measurements
and clinical outcomes, a further problem is raised, namely that of distinguishing between subjective and objective health measurements. According to Rothstein [1989]
an instrument-obtained measurement is not always objective whilst that obtained by
an individual is not inherently subjective. The distinction has to be made between the
objectivity/subjectivity of the measurement process and objectivity/subjectivity of the
phenomenon being measured. Yet there are objective phenomena that can be assessed
subjectively (for instance, rotary forces produced by muscle contractions measured in
a way with unreliable results) and on the other hand, there are subjective conditions
that are assessed objectively (for instance, pain can be measured objectively despite
being a subjective phenomenon). Therefore, although the differences between selfreported and medically-examined health appear to be straightforward this is not always the case.
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Data and methods
The analyzed data comes from the fourth wave of the Survey of Health, Ageing and
Retirement in Europe (50+ in Europe)1 made available in 2012. The SHARE survey
was conducted using data from more than 50,000 men and women across 16 European
countries. The respondents were representative of a European population aged 50+ in
Denmark, Sweden, Austria, France, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Spain, Italy, Portugal, the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, Estonia and Slovenia. For
the purpose of this analysis these countries were classified into four different types of
welfare regime: the social democratic (Denmark, Sweden); the conservative-corporatist
(Austria, France, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, the Netherlands); the Mediterranean
(Spain, Italy, Portugal), the post-socialist (the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, Estonia, Slovenia). The actual number of participants comprised 57,236 subjects. The definition of SHARE Wave 4 study population was: “persons born in 1960 or earlier, and persons who are a spouse/partner of a person born in 1960 or earlier, who speak the official
language(s) of the country and who are residents within private households, regardless
of nationality and citizenship” [Malter et al., 2013]. In order to achieve representation of
this population, a sample design was employed which involved baseline samples of the
household population aged 50+ in each country and refreshment samples of the population of people who have become 50 since the baseline sample selection. The details of
sample designs differed across countries, however all the designs used were based on the
principles of probability-based selection as well as maximal population coverage [Malter
et al., 2013]. Detailed description of a sample design in SHARE Wave 4 is included in the
report “SHARE Wave 4: Innovations & Methodology” [Malter et al., 2013].
The health outcome measurements selected for study are self-reported health status
(assessed by respondents as poor, fair, good, very good, excellent) and handgrip strength
(the mean of two measurements for the dominant hand). For the purpose of analysis
these health measurements were transformed into binary response variables (for selfreported health: “1” for good, very good and excellent health status, “0” for the poor and
fair health status; for handgrip strength: the average values of two measurements were
classified as weak, normal and strong handgrip strength based on the respondent’s gender and age. These were then transformed into a binary variable, taking the value of “1”
for normal and strong handgrip strength and “0” for weak handgrip strength).
The predictors of subjective and objective health included the following: gender
(“males” as reference); age group (50-59; 60-69; 70-79; “80+” as reference); years in education (below 8; 9-13; “above 14” as reference); the frequency of experiencing financial difficulties (often; sometimes; rarely; “never” as reference); marital status (married
and living together with spouse; registered partnership; married, living separated from
spouse; divorced; widowed; “never married” as reference); employment status (employed or self-employed (including working for a family business); retired; homemaker;
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permanently sick or disabled; other (rentier, living off own property, student, employed
in voluntary work); “unemployed” as reference); country; welfare regime (conservativecorporatist; Mediterranean; post-socialist; “social democratic” as reference).
In order to determine the impact of the welfare state regime typology on both subjective and objective health measurements two-level hierarchical logistic regression models
were estimated [Richter et al., 2012, Dai et al., 2008]. �����������������������������������
Two-level hierarchical logistic regression model can be written in the following form:
logit(pij) = a + uj + bxij,
and it is decomposed into:
•• the level 1 part of the hierarchical logistic regression model:
logit (pij) = aj + bxij ,
•• the level 2 part of the model:
aj = a + uj,
where:
i = 1, …, Ij is the subject indicator,
j = 1, …, J is the country indicator,
pij is the probability of having good, very good, excellent self-rated health or normal,
strong handgrip strength for subject i in country j.
In this hierarchical logistic regression model each country j had intercept aj. Country intercepts were treated as a random variable and they measured country effects. Random intercept for each country was a linear combination of an overall mean calculated
for all countries (a) and a deviation (uj) from the overall mean. The random effect (uj)
of country j on the mean was assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and
a variance (t0) to be estimated.
In this study the level 1 units in these models were respondents and the level 2 units
were the 16 analyzed countries. For each of the health measurements five models were
conducted. Model 1 included no explanatory variables (intercept-only) and was used
to break down the intercept variance into two levels (variance between individuals and
variance between countries). Model 2 included all predictors listed above except from
the type of welfare regime and its purpose was to identify the impact of determinants
other than welfare state regime on the subjective as well as objective health. Model 3 was
estimated for age group, gender and type of welfare regime in order to determine the differences in self-assessed and measured health between defined welfare regimes. Model 4
was an extended model 2 with all the predictors listed above and it was used to identify
the impact of welfare regime on health while accounting for various subject-level characteristics. Finally, Model 5 was estimated by the group experiencing financial difficulties
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and included the following predictors: age group, gender and type of welfare regime. The
aim of Model 5 was to determine whether the type of welfare regime differentiates between subjective and objective health in the same socioeconomic groups that are defined
basing on the frequency of financial difficulties. In all of these models country effect was
modeled as the level 2 unit.
The proportion of variance that was caused by the differences between countries
was measured with the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The ICC was calculated
with the use of a logistic models formula [Richter et al., 2012]:

try level;

for coun-

for individual level. All calculations were performed with the use

of the SAS® system (v9.3.1). The assumed significance level was equal to 0.05. The results
obtained were generalized for the entire population based on the sample weights resulting from the sampling frame.

Results
The aim of the results presented in this section is to verify if both subjective and
objective health depend on the type of welfare regime as well as whether the type of
welfare regime differentiates between subjective and objective health in the same socioeconomic groups and between different countries representing different regimes.
Results are broken down into two sections: descriptive analysis and model application.
Descriptive analysis section contains the cross-country comparisons of prevalence rates
(PR) for poor, fair self-reported health, and weak handgrip strength by country and type
of welfare regime. The aim of this section is to identify the major differences between
European countries and welfare states as regards the self-rated and measured health conditions. In model application section the results of five hierarchical logistic regression
models applied to SHARE data are presented and discussed.
a) Descriptive analysis
In the cross-country comparisons of health many different indicators might be applied. Frequently used are prevalence rates that reflect the proportion of subjects in
a population who have a disease or characteristic. Prevalence rates can describe both
self-assessed health status as well as the measured health status.
Table 1 presents the prevalence rates (PR) for poor, fair self-reported health, and
weak handgrip strength by country and type of welfare regime.
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TABLE 1. Prevalence rates (PR) for poor/fair self-reported health and weak handgrip

strength by country and type of welfare regime
Poor, Fair self-rated health

Weak handgrip strength

PR Total

PR Males

PR Females

PR Total

PR Males

PR Females

Social democratic

27,96

24,63

30,98

5,29

3,68

6,79

Denmark

22,69

21,17

24,06

5,26

3,18

7,2

Sweden

30,97

26,6

34,94

5,31

3,96

6,56

Conservative-corporatist

38,67

38,14

39,11

6,95

5,57

8,16

Belgium

29,18

25,69

32,15

7,61

5,93

9,12

France

36,15

33,86

38

9,18

6,84

11,18

Germany

44,75

46,01

43,68

5,44

4,73

6,05

The Netherlands

30,17

28,55

31,62

5,86

4,45

7,19

Switzerland

18,96

17,52

20,22

7,32

5,67

8,81

Mediterranean

44,62

37,49

50,47

13,39

9,57

16,82

Italy

40,97

32,91

47,58

9,22

6,85

11,43

Portugal

60,72

50,05

69,31

12,62

7,93

16,66

Spain

46,13

41,07

50,3

18,87

13,53

23,44

Post-socialist

54,94

52,02

57,16

8,8

6,01

10,9

The Czech Republic

41,79

38,71

44,31

6,69

6,15

7,15

Estonia

69,84

67,61

71,22

9,58

7,51

10,82

Hungary

61,45

56,8

64,73

13,41

9,24

16,4

Poland

55,96

54

57,46

7,62

4,75

9,77

Slovenia

43,4

41,03

45,37

9,79

5,59

13,35

Total

42,46

39,4

44,99

9,03

6,74

11

S o u r c e: own calculation based on SHARE data.

Poor, fair self-rated health was reported by 27,96% of respondents in a social democratic welfare state regime, 38,67% in conservative-corporatist, 44,62% in Mediterranean
and 54,94% in post-socialist welfare state regime. In the case of the objective health measurements (the weak handgrip strength) the lowest prevalence rates concerned social
democratic and conservative-corporatist regimes (5,29% and 6,95% respectively), however, the highest prevalence rates were identified in the Mediterranean regime (13,39%).
This ranking is valid for both genders. Prevalence rates calculated for self-rated health
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are much higher than those computed for objective health measurements. This rule applies to all the analyzed countries. The difference between prevalence rates for subjective
and objective health measurements is the lowest for Denmark and Sweden and the highest for post-socialist countries.
b) Model application
In order to identify the impact of welfare regime on both subjective and objective
health as well as to determine if welfare regime differentiates between subjective and
objective health in the same socioeconomic groups, five hierarchical logistic regression
models were estimated. The results of these models are presented and described in this
section below.
Table 2 contains the results of Model 1 and Model 2. The intraclass correlation coefficient calculated for Model 1 indicates that 4,7 percent of the variation for good, very
good and excellent health status results from the differences between countries. With
regard to the normal and strong handgrip strength the 0,8 percent of the within-subject
variation is attributable to national characteristics. Model 2 shows that for both subjective and objective health measures being a female and having less or equal to 14 years of
education is negatively correlated with “good” health (good, very good, excellent health
in case of self-reported health; normal, strong handgrip strength for objective measure). Additionally, both subjective and objective health deteriorates with age, however,
in the case of self-reported health the deterioration is greater. With regard to the frequency of experiencing financial difficulties for both outcomes when compared to the
reference category (“never”), the odds ratios are less than 1 in the case of the “often” and
“sometimes” responses. However, they are greater than 1 for the “rarely” response. The
different effects of some categories of the marital and employment status between the
two health measurements were also observed. Compared to the never married group
the odds ratios for “good” subjective health are less than 1. With regard to the normal
or strong handgrip strength the odds ratios are above 1 for respondents married and
living together with the spouse, in registered partnerships, and divorced. The influence
of employment status on health also varies for some categories for the two analyzed
health measurements. The “good” subjective health category is only negatively correlated with being permanently sick or disabled as compared to being unemployed.
However, the “good” objective health category is negatively correlated with being permanently sick or disabled, being a homemaker or belonging to another employment
status category as compared to the unemployed. The intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) computed for Model 2 equals 4,4% and 1,7% for subjective and objective health,
respectively.
Model 3 and Model 4 results are presented in Table 3. In case of Model 3 the intraclass correlation coefficient decreased to 1,3% for self-reported health and to 0,2% for
handgrip strength as compared to Model 1. This means that the unexplained variation
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between countries was reduced after the inclusion of welfare regime type in the model,
therefore the regime type explains some part of the variation in both subjective and
objective health between countries. With regard to the reported health, significant association was identified for post-socialist and Mediterranean regimes as compared to the
social democratic regime and it was negative. The post-socialist regime had the lowest
odds ratio for good, very good and excellent health status (OR: 0,270). Concerning the
normal and strong handgrip strength, again a significant association was displayed for
the post-socialist and Mediterranean regime, but in this case the Mediterranean regime
had the lowest odds ratio (OR: 0,350).
Concerning Model 4 with all predictors (including type of welfare regime), as compared to Model 2 (all predictors without the type of welfare regime) the ICC decreased
from 4,4% to 2,7% for self-reported health and increased from 1,7% to 2,2% for objective
health, which means that in the model with all predictors, after controlling for the type
of welfare regime, the unexplained variance was reduced in the case of reported health
and increased for the handgrip strength, showing that the type of regime explains in
some part the variation in subjective health, but not in objective health from country to
country. Compared to Model 3 after the introduction of predictors such as marital status, frequency of experiencing financial difficulties, years of education and employment
status the effects for the post-socialist and Mediterranean regimes became insignificant
for the handgrip strength. However, the effect for the post-socialist regime was still significant in the case of self-reported health, but the association between this regime type
and subjective health was reduced (OR: 0,358).
Tables 4 and 5 present the Model 5 results. With regard to good, very good and excellent reported health (Table 4) no significant differences between types of regime (as
compared to the social democratic regime) were displayed for the group of people who
often experience financial difficulties. In the socioeconomic group of people who sometimes experienced these difficulties significant differences between the social democratic
and other welfare regime types were identified for the post-socialist type (OR: 0,345)
and Mediterranean type (OR: 0,406). Significant associations were, however, found in
the groups of those rarely and never affected by the financial difficulties, but only for
the post-socialist regime (rarely – OR: 0,283; never – OR: 0,348). In terms of the normal
and strong handgrip strength significant differences between the welfare regime types
were displayed, similarly with the results for subjective health, but only for the groups
of people who sometimes, rarely or never suffered from financial difficulties. In the former (“sometimes”) the odds ratios were significant for the post-socialist (OR: 0,531) and
Mediterranean (OR: 0,328) regimes. Compared to the social democratic welfare regime
all other regimes were significantly worse off in terms of the objective health amongst
those rarely affected by financial difficulties and the Mediterranean regime had the lowest odds ratio (OR: 0,288). In the group of people who never experienced financial difficulties a significant association was displayed for the Mediterranean regime (OR: 0,465).

1,481 (1,478-1,484)

70-79

0,770 (0,769-0,771)

9-13

0,734 (0,732-0,735)
1,051 (1,049-1,053)

Sometimes

Rarely

0,856 (0,854-0,858)
0,905 (0,899-0,910)
0,565 (0,562-0,568)

Married and living together with spouse

Registered partnership

Married, living separated from spouse

Marital status (“Never married” as reference)

0,354 (0,354-0,355)

Often

Financial Difficulties (“Never” as reference)

0,511 (0,51-0,512)

Below 8

Years of education (“Above 14” as reference)

3,238 (3,231-3,244)

60-69

0,832 (0,831-0,833)

OR (95% CI)

Model 2

3,805 (3,795-3,814)

OR (95% CI)

Model 1

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

P-value

Good, Very Good, Excellent self-rated health

50-59

Age group (“80+” as reference)

Females

Females (“Males” as reference)

Fixed Effects

Model 1 and Model 2

OR (95% CI)

Model 1

0,979 (0,971-0,987)

1,453 (1,439-1,468)

1,315 (1,311-1,320)

1,198 (1,194-1,201)

0,943 (0,941-0,946)

0,949 (0,946-0,951)

0,766 (0,764-0,769)

0,453 (0,452-0,455)

2,631 (2,624-2,639)

2,855 (2,847-2,863)

2,873 (2,863-2,883)

0,738 (0,737-0,740)

OR (95% CI)

Model 2

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

P-value

Normal, Strong handgrip strength

TABLE 2. Good, Very Good, Excellent self rated health and Normal, Strong handgrip strength – multilevel logistic regression
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0,680 (0,678-0,682)

Widowed

1,114 (1,111-1,118)
0,149 (0,149-0,150)
1,263 (1,256-1,270)

Homemaker

Permanently sick or disabled

Other (Rentier, Living off own property,
Student, Doing voluntary work)

0,047
0,4049
154590000
16

ICC

Between-country variation

-2log likelihood

Country N

S o u r c e: own calculation based on SHARE data.

0,3705

Intercept

16

65389729

0,3892

0,044

0,2841

1,120 (1,116-1,123)

Retired

Random effects

1,790 (1,785-1,795)

Employed or self-employed (including
working for family business)

Employment status (“Unemployed” as reference)

0,882 (0,879-0,884)

Divorced

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

16

136170000

0,1589

0,008

2,3947

16

59145051

0,2417

0,017

1,9907

0,975 (0,967-0,983)

0,302 (0,300-0,303)

0,863 (0,859-0,867)

1,151 (1,146-1,157)

1,501 (1,494-1,508)

0,802 (0,799-0,805)

1,189 (1,184-1,195)

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001

<,0001
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P-value

OR (95% CI)

Model 4
P-value

OR (95% CI)

Model 3
P-value

OR (95% CI)

Model 4

Normal, Strong handgrip strength

P-value

0,881 (0,880-0,882) <,0001 0,832 (0,831-0,833) <,0001 0,631 (0,630-0,632) <,0001 0,738 (0,737-0,740) <,0001

2,010 (2,008-2,013) <,0001 1,481 (1,478-1,484) <,0001 3,467 (3,461-3,473) <,0001 2,631 (2,624-2,639) <,0001

70-79

0,770 (0,769-0,771) <,0001

9-13

0,734 (0,732-0,735) <,0001
1,051 (1,049-1,053) <,0001

Sometimes

Rarely

0,856 (0,854-0,858) <,0001
0,905 (0,899-0,910) <,0001
0,565 (0,562-0,568) <,0001
0,882 (0,879-0,884) <,0001

Married and living
together with spouse

Registered partnership

Married, living
separated from spouse

Divorced

Marital status (“Never married” as reference)

0,354 (0,354-0,355) <,0001

Often

Financial Difficulties (“Never” as reference)

0,511 (0,510-0,512) <,0001

Below 8

1,189 (1,184-1,195) <,0001

0,979 (0,971-0,987) <,0001

1,453 (1,439-1,468) <,0001

1,315 (1,311-1,320) <,0001

1,198 (1,194-1,201) <,0001

0,943 (0,941-0,946) <,0001

0,949 (0,946-0,951) <,0001

0,766 (0,764-0,769) <,0001

0,453 (0,452-0,455) <,0001

3,889 (3,884-3,893) <,0001 3,238 (3,231-3,244) <,0001 4,111 (4,104-4,119) <,0001 2,855 (2,847-2,863) <,0001

60-69

Years of education (“Above 14” as reference)

4,779 (4,773-4,784) <,0001 3,805 (3,795-3,814) <,0001 4,884 (4,875-4,892) <,0001 2,873 (2,863-2,883) <,0001

50-59

Age group (“80+” as reference)

Females

Model 3

OR (95% CI)

Females (“Males” as reference)

Fixed Effects

Good, Very Good, Excellent self-rated health

Model 3 and Model 4

TABLE 3. Good, Very Good, Excellent self rated health and Normal, Strong handgrip strength – multilevel logistic regression
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1,114 (1,111-1,118) <,0001
0,149 (0,149-0,150) <,0001

Homemaker

Permanently sick or
disabled

0,799 (0,356-1,789)

0,361 (0,147-0,891)

Conservativecorporatist

Mediterranean

0,2057

154780000

Between-country
variation

-2log likelihood

S o u r c e: own calculation based on SHARE data.

16

0,013

ICC

Country N

0,03543

Intercept

Random effects

0,270 (0,118-0,616)

Post-socialist

0,0302

0,5547

0,0048

Welfare regime (“Social democratic” as reference)

16

65389739

0,302

0,027

0,8145

0,560 (0,188-1,669)

0,765 (0,288-2,033)

0,358 (0,132-0,975)

0,2697

0,5609

0,0454

1,263 (1,256-1,270) <,0001

1,120 (1,116-1,123) <,0001

Other (Rentier, Living
off own property,
Student, Doing
voluntary work)

1,790 (1,785-1,795) <,0001

Retired

0,680 (0,678-0,682) <,0001

Employed or selfemployed (including
working for family
business)

Employment status (“Unemployed” as reference)

Widowed

16

139500000

0,08396

0,002

2,0239

0,350 (0,197-0,623)

0,724 (0,432-1,212)

0,524 (0,309-0,889)

0,0019

0,1974

0,0206

16

59145071

0,2743

0,022

2,0174

0,722 (0,255-2,047)

1,045 (0,411-2,653)

1,059 (0,407-2,751)

0,5089

0,92

0,8984

0,975 (0,967-0,983) <,0001

0,302 (0,300-0,303) <,0001

0,863 (0,859-0,867) <,0001

1,151 (1,146-1,157) <,0001

1,501 (1,494-1,508) <,0001

0,802 (0,799-0,805) <,0001
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P-value

OR (95% CI)

Sometimes
P-value

Rarely
OR (95% CI)

Shortage of money

P-value

OR (95% CI)

Never
P-value

0,873 (0,872-0,875) <,0001 0,809 (0,808-0,811) <,0001 0,854 (0,853-0,856) <,0001 1,004 (1,002-1,005) <,0001

0,904 (0,379-2,156)

0,607 (0,230-1,604)

Conservativecorporatist

Mediterranean

0,2389

34715619

Between-country
variation

-2log likelihood

S o u r c e: own calculation based on SHARE data.

16

0,017

ICC

Country N

-1,4112

Intercept

Random effects

0,510 (0,209-1,243)

Post-socialist

0,2847

0,8043

0,1254

16

40913938

0,1416

0,006

0,09239

0,406 (0,192-0,859)

0,792 (0,405-1,547)
0,0223

0,4622

0,0055

16

31361153

0,2547

0,019

-0,04029

0,444 (0,163-1,211)

0,808 (0,329-1,983)

0,283 (0,113-0,711)

0,1034

0,6142

0,0114

16

43929673

0,1904

0,011

0.06948

0,515 (0,216-1,226)

0,898 (0,413-1,951)

0,348 (0,157-0,771)

0,1213

0,7671

0,0135

2,799 (2,788-2,809) <,0001 1,684 (1,680-1,688) <,0001 2,614 (2,607-2,621) <,0001 2,125 (2,121-2,128) <,0001

70-79
0,345 (0,174-0,686)

5,370 (5,351-5,389) <,0001 3,396 (3,388-3,404) <,0001 5,613 (5,598-5,628) <,0001 4,292 (4,284-4,300) <,0001

60-69

Welfare regime (“Social democratic” as reference)

6,428 (6,406-6,451) <,0001 5,251 (5,238-5,264) <,0001 8,435 (8,411-8,459) <,0001 5,370 (5,358-5,381) <,0001

50-59

Age group (“80+” as reference)

Females

Often

OR (95% CI)

Females (“Males” as reference)

Fixed Effects

Model 5

Good, Very Good, Excellent self-rated health

TABLE 4. Good, Very Good, Excellent self rated health – multilevel logistic regression Model 5
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P-value

0,620 (0,618-0,621) <,0001

3,420 (3,407-3,433) <,0001

2,571 (2,561-2,581) <,0001

60-69

70-79

P-value

0,002

0,09033

31097327

16

ICC

Between-country
variation

-2log likelihood

Country N

S o u r c e: own calculation based on SHARE data.

1,3139

Intercept

16

36395236

0,1559

0,007

1,9208

0,328 (0,149-0,719) 0,0093

Mediterranean

Random effects

0,749 (0,371-1,513) 0,3882

Conservative-corporatist 1,094 (0,641-1,868) 0,7197

0,746 (0,410-1,357) 0,3071

0,531 (0,259-1,091) 0,0796

3,666 (3,652-3,679) <,0001

4,527 (4,511-4,542) <,0001

6,796 (6,771-6,821) <,0001

0,662 (0,660-0,663) <,0001

OR (95% CI)

Sometimes

Rarely
P-value

16

30088228

0,1541

0,007

2,3334

0,288 (0,132-0,628) 0,0046

0,515 (0,256-1,035) 0,0607

0,438 (0,214-0,896) 0,0273

4,037 (4,018-4,055) <,0001

4,179 (4,162-4,196) <,0001

7,531 (7,496-7,567) <,0001

0,677 (0,675-0,679) <,0001

OR (95% CI)

Shortage of money

0,929 (0,537-1,608) 0,7761

Post-socialist

Welfare regime (“Social democratic” as reference)

4,037 (4,021-4,052) <,0001

50-59

Age group (“80+” as reference)

Females

Often

OR (95% CI)

Females (“Males” as reference)

Fixed Effects

Model 5

Normal, Strong handgrip strength

TABLE 5. Normal, Strong handgrip strength – multilevel logistic regression Model 5

P-value

16

40476372

0,08855

0,002

2,0158

0,465 (0,257-0,840) 0,0154

0,873 (0,514-1,483) 0,5869

0,864 (0,502-1,487) 0,5689

3,840 (3,828-3,853) <,0001

4,582 (4,567-4,597) <,0001

3,366 (3,355-3,377) <,0001

0,574 (0,572-0,575) <,0001

OR (95% CI)

Never
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Conclusions
The main objective of this study was to determine whether the type of welfare regime
influences the subjective and objective health of the population aged 50+. The research
thesis stated that both subjective and objective health depended on the type of welfare
regime. Additionally, it was assumed that the type of welfare regime differentiated between subjective and objective health in the same socioeconomic groups from country
to country, representing different regimes.
The results obtained in Models 3 and 4 (Table 3) showed that the type of welfare regime partly explained the variation in subjective health between countries and between
individuals. However, it did not explain the differences in objective health when analyzing all of the combined socioeconomic groups. Regarding self-reported health, significant differences between the post-socialist regime and social democratic regime were
identified (OR: 0,358). The population of post-socialist countries was worse off in terms
of self-reported health as compared to the population of a social democratic regime.
These findings are in line with the conclusions of Rostila [2007] who identified that the
population of post-socialist welfare regime had a high relative risk of poor self-rated
health as compared to the social democratic regime as well as partly in accordance with
the conclusions of Eikemo et al., [2008a] who proved that populations in countries representing social democratic (Scandinavian) and liberal (Anglo-Saxon) welfare regimes
had better self-assessed general health as compared to Mediterranean (Southern) and
post-socialist (East European) welfare regimes.
Model 5 allowed for more exploratory analyses of the relationship between the
type of welfare regime and health within socioeconomic groups. With regard to both
self-reported and objective health no significant differences were observed between
the types of welfare state regime within that group often experiencing financial difficulties, however, significant differences were observed for other socioeconomic
groups. In the socioeconomic group of people who sometimes experienced financial difficulties those who were living in countries representing the post-socialist or
Mediterranean regime types were worse off in terms of both self-rated health and
handgrip strength. Significant associations were also identified in the group of rarely
affected by financial difficulties: for the post-socialist regime in the case of subjective
health and for the post-socialist, Mediterranean and conservative-corporatist regimes
in terms of objective health. In the group of those never affected by financial difficulties significant differences between the regime type and health were observed for the
post-socialist regime in the case of reported health and for the Mediterranean regime
in terms of objective health. In all cases where the odds ratios were significant, the
populations of post-socialist and Mediterranean regimes were worse off than the population of the social democratic regime with respect to both reported and measured
health. What is more, in the analyzes of subjective health, lower odds ratios were
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displayed for the post-socialist regime as compared to the odds ratio calculated for
the Mediterranean welfare regime. However, in terms of objective health the odds ratios calculated for the post-socialist regime were greater than those displayed for the
Mediterranean regime. This indicates that people living in post-socialist welfare state
regimes were characterized by a worse subjective health, but better objective health
as compared to Mediterranean countries. Differences between the results obtained
for subjective and objective health are in accordance with the results obtained by
Johnston, Propper and Shields [2007] as well as by Gupta, McDade and Adam [2011]
who proved that self-reported health measures were not equivalent to the results of
clinical evaluations.
The results obtained showed that the type of welfare regime differentiated between
both the subjective and objective health in different socioeconomic groups, however,
it had no impact on the health outcomes in population who often experienced financial difficulties; therefore, the health of the underprivileged in all the analyzed welfare
regimes was similar. These results partially confirm the conclusions of Eikemo et al.,
[2008b] who claimed that although the best results concerning self-reported health
were identified in the social democratic regime, the income-related health inequalities were not the lowest in this regime type. The conducted analyzes confirm that the
type of welfare state regime is of key importance when it comes to health which is
in accordance with the results obtained by Richter at al., [2012]. What is more, the
different results obtained for subjective and objective health for post-socialist and
Mediterranean countries suggest that these two types of measures should not be used
interchangeably.

Notes
1

This paper uses data from SHARE wave 4 release 1, as of November 30th 2012 or SHARE wave 1
and 2 release 2.5.0, as of May 24th 2011 or SHARELIFE release 1, as of November 24th 2010. The SHARE
data collection has been primarily funded by the European Commission through the 5th Framework
Programme (project QLK6-CT-2001-00360 in the thematic programme Quality of Life), through the 6th
Framework Programme (projects SHARE-I3, RII-CT-2006-062193, COMPARE, CIT5- CT-2005-028857,
and SHARELIFE, CIT4-CT-2006-028812) and through the 7th Framework Programme (SHARE-PREP,
N° 211909, SHARE-LEAP, N° 227822 and SHARE M4, N° 261982). Additional funding from the U.S. National Institute on Aging (U01 AG09740-13S2, P01 AG005842, P01 AG08291, P30 AG12815, R21 AG025169,
Y1-AG-4553-01, IAG BSR06-11 and OGHA 04-064) and the German Ministry of Education and Research
as well as from various national sources is gratefully acknowledged (see www.share-project.org for a full list
of funding institutions).
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The investigation into motivations, success factors
and barriers among women small business owners:
An overview of extant literature
Abstract
Women entrepreneurship, as an object of scientific inquiries, has elicited suitable
recognition among researchers during the early 1980s. However, female business owners
have attracted far less attention from the academic community than their male counterparts despite their reported increasing contribution towards the economic growth of
both developed and emerging nations. This article attempts to bridge this gap in knowledge by providing readers with an overview of influential international research papers
that investigate some of the key issues presented in the literature about women small
business management and entrepreneurship.
The studies discussed herein examine the motivation of women to establish firms;
a variety of definitions of favorable performance applied in studies; the most important
determinants of success in business, and the barriers encountered by businesswomen
in the process of setting up as well as running their respective companies. In the final
section, the author provides some future directions of research in areas touched upon
in this paper that could be explored by scholars. Finally, the paper highlights key policy
recommendations for decision-makers that are aimed at encouraging women to enter
into entrepreneurship and fostering the growth of existing female-owned firms.
Keywords: barriers, motivation, small business owners, success factors, women entrepreneurship

Introduction
We are living in a very dynamic world environment. Since the early 1970s, the global
economy has undergone overwhelming and irreversible changes. Various political, so-
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cial and economic transformations taking place during the 21st century contributed towards the emergence of a more volatile business climate, in which small companies have
to compete in order to survive. These developments and challenges have also created
new opportunities for aspiring female entrepreneurs to establish their own firms. Recently more women than ever before have chosen small business ownership as a career
path. Since most females have to balance professional work with family responsibilities,
the prospect of establishing their own company has become an attractive alternative to
full-time paid employment. Therefore, we are witnessing a significant increase in the
number of firms set up by women business owners all over the world. These enterprises
make a substantial contribution to the growth of advanced market economies, developing nations and the world economy as a whole.
Women entrepreneurship as a research phenomenon was recognized by the business
and academic community during the 1980s. Many respected scientific publications encouraged researchers to investigate various aspects of female business ownership. Moreover, the advances in this field of study have been supported by global institutions such
as the United Nations or the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), which generated reports and detailed statistics covering entrepreneurship
broken down by gender. Since that time, most studies on various aspects pertaining to
women small business management have been carried out and published mainly within
developed economies[Valencia, 2007, p. 14].
However, at present more research on female self-employment is being conducted
in developing countries and reported in reputable academic journals, which proffers
university scholars with a much broader perspective on this phenomenon to direct future investigations. These endeavors have been supported by international organizations
(e.g. UN, OECD, etc.) by persuading their member countries to support gender-specific
studies on entrepreneurship [Valencia, 2007, p. 14]. Despite an increasing number of
establishments owned by women small business entrepreneurs and their positive impact
on national economies, they have attracted far less attention from the academic community in comparison with the businesses owned by their male counterparts [McGrath
Cohoon et al., 2010, p. 3].
This article covers a selection of some of the most influential research papers on
women business owners and entrepreneurs by investigating key issues discussed in
extant literature with regard to this phenomenon. Firstly, it defines the notion of motivation in the business context and provides readers with an overview of key factors
that drive females into self-employment. Secondly, it discusses how researchers operationalize and analyze business success outcomes in their studies and proceeds with the
identification of the most important variables that attempt to explain the divergent performance of female-owned enterprises. Thirdly, the paper presents the main obstacles
encountered by women business owners in the process of establishing and managing
their firms. Fourthly, it indicates future directions of research with respect to the dimen-
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sions discussed that could be explored by other scholars with interest in gender studies.
Finally, it also provides key recommendations, advocated by the academic community
and aimed at policy-makers, to support the creation of new female-run companies as
well as to foster the development of existing businesses.

Motivations of women to establish own businesses
The notion of motivation has been defined as “the process that initiates, guides
and maintains goal-oriented behaviors.” Therefore, this term can be understood as that
which influences human beings to take specific action, whether it is making a decision
to get a new job or buying a textbook to obtain more knowledge. Motivation requires the
activation of biological, emotional, social and cognitive abilities within us to exert some
effort in order to cause a distinct behavior [Cherry, 2012]. In plain everyday language,
this expression is often employed to depict why a person acts in a specific way.
The studies carried out during the 1970s, 1980s and early 1990s indicated that females established their own firms in order to gain autonomy and independence, escape
the “glass ceiling” effect of the organizational environment, and to achieve greater flexibility in order to balance work with family responsibilities [Lisowska, 1995, pp. 52–57;
Buttner and Moore, 1997, pp. 35–43]. The research conducted during the second half of
1990s concluded that women entrepreneurs were motivated to “make a difference” by
striving for social goals like: “providing good client service”, “making a contribution to
the community”, aspiring to become a “good corporate citizen” and focusing on service
quality [Still, 2005, pp. 55–57]. These specific objectives were pursued by females in addition to traditional economic business aims [Cliff, 1998, pp. 525–528].
An investigation undertaken by the Center for Women’s Business Research in the
late 1990s determined that women’s decisions to enter into entrepreneurship were influenced by a number of age-related factors. Specifically, the investigation showed that
females over 40 years of age became self-employed to escape the “glass ceiling” effect of
the corporate world, while women under 40 want to run their business in order to create personal wealth and to have an influence on their business strategy [Still, 2005, pp.
55–57]. Many women experience the work environment in large corporations as more
hostile in contrast with their male counterparts when it comes to being promoted, especially into senior managerial positions. Within this context, Orhan [2005, p. 14] explains
the “glass ceiling” concept as “the seemingly impenetrable barrier that prevents female
mid-managers from moving up to the executive suite.”
In developed countries, the bulk of research into women motivations to become selfemployed has concentrated on four distinct aspects. The first one is associated with the
“push” and “pull” motivational factors classification, which was derived by the scholars
from extant studies on the entrepreneurship phenomenon. The second facet involves
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the investigation of the similarities or differences between the motivations of males and
females in becoming business owners. The third direction of research examines the existence of any relationships between declared motivations and business performance. The
last aspect focuses on the impact of family and social environment on women’s decisionmaking processes to enter into entrepreneurship [Orhan, 2005, pp. 4–8].
In the “pull” and “push” motivational factors’ classification, we can identify four key
drivers that influence women to enter into small business ownership. The first one is
associated with the “desire for independence” (e.g. gaining more autonomy, obtaining
greater control, etc.), which is regarded as a “pull” type motivator both for men and
women. The second driver relates to the “monetary conditions” of the prospective entrepreneur, which is also usually viewed as a “pull” factor. However, many females who
historically earn lower wages in many countries than males are often “pushed” into entrepreneurship because of their inferior economic situation. The third type is associated with an adverse work environment (e.g. unemployment, redundancy, lack of career
perspectives or job prospects). It is regarded by the scholars as a “push” motivator and
men, as well as women differ little with regard to this driver. Finally, the last motivator
type relates to family-related variables that were found to be significant in influencing
the decision of individuals to become entrepreneurs. Some examples of factors within
this group are: “desire for work-family balance”, “family obligations” or “fit with domestic
commitments.” These variables are more prevalent among females than males [Kariv,
2013, pp. 103–107].
The “push” category variables, as highlighted earlier, drive females to establish own
business out of necessity and are associated primarily with job dissatisfaction, difficulty
in finding employment, or low family income. Duchéneaut [1987] extends this grouping
with a “desire for a flexible schedule”, which enables women to balance their business activity with family life [Orhan, 2005, pp. 4–5]. Thus, in the case of “push” factors, females
are motivated to start up their own firms because of the dissatisfaction with their current
positions.
On the other hand, the pull factors are those that draw women into self-employment
because they envision a “potential in the business concept” and the “prospective future
value” that it may bring them. These anticipated benefits are associated with such variables as: “independence”, “self-fulfillment”, “entrepreneurial drive”, and “desire for wealth,
social status and power” [Orhan, 2005, pp. 4–5]. In turn, Solymossy [1997, pp. 204–217]
adds to this list the goal of realizing a social mission, such as providing employment in
a community. Thus, in the case of “pull” factors, women are motivated to establish their
own business because they rely on their own capabilities and resources. Moreover, they
are willing to take advantage of arising opportunities in order to achieve set business
objectives, or pursue some personal goals. Thus, women driven by “pull” motivational
factors want to change their current situation even though they may already have a wellpaid professional job or lead a comfortable lifestyle.
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The investigation into the similarities and differences between the motivations of
male and female small business owners has not been, thus far, conclusively resolved
[Orhan, 2005, pp. 5–6]. For instance, Fischer et al. [1993, pp. 151–168] were not able
to provide sufficient empirical evidence that significant differences between the genders exist in their drive to establish their own companies with regard to primary motivational factors such as the desire to gain independence or self-achievement. On
the other hand, research indicates that scholars have managed to identify meaningful
differences between males and females when it comes to secondary motivational variables like achieving a higher position in society or gaining more status and prestige,
which are valued more by men than women entrepreneurs [Orhan and Scott, 2001,
pp. 232–241].
Researchers Buttner and Moore [1997, pp. 37–43], as well as Lisowska [2004, pp.
54–56] found out in their studies that push factors may have a greater influence on
women entrepreneurs than on their male counterparts in establishing own companies.
This is because self-employment enables female small business owners to obtain more
flexibility in balancing their work and family responsibilities. Moreover, for women,
the establishment of their own company can be a way to overcome the “glass ceiling”
effect, discussed previously, which often deprives them of promotional opportunities
into senior managerial positions within large organizations [Stokes et al., 1995, pp.
533–549]. Females in contrast to males also reported economic necessity as an important push factor that drove them to self-employment [Hisrich et al, 1997, pp. 238–239].
Most studies in developed countries that examined the existence of any relationships
between declared motivations by entrepreneurs (i.e. within the “push” or “pull” categories) and their impact on the business performance have failed to provide convincing
empirical evidence of any direct links. Only a few investigations found satisfactory proof
that such associations existed [Orhan, 2005, pp. 6–7]. For example, Amit and Muller
[1995, pp. 68–78] found out that business owners who were motivated by the “pull”
factors to enter into entrepreneurship were more successful in business and in their personal life in contrast with those who were influenced by the “push” factors.
The last direction of research concerning the motivation of women to establish
their own firms involves an analysis of variables related to their family and the social environment. Within this context, apart from a combination of “pull” and “push”
factors, females may also be influenced to become small business owners by taking
advantage of an arising opportunity associated with a new idea, detecting a market
niche or identifying a customer need [Orhan, 2005, pp. 7–8]. For instance, Mathiews
and Moser [1996, pp. 29–43] in their research detected a correlation between the presence of role models in the family and interest in the establishment of their own small
company by prospective women entrepreneurs. Their empirical data led the authors to
conclude that the parental model influenced more men than women in starting their
business.
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The analysis of the impact of social environment on the motivation of women to
enter into entrepreneurship should take into account the different societal expectations
regarding the roles of men and women. Males are expected to be more career-oriented
whereas females are supposed to be responsible for taking care of direct family needs,
whether they are working or not. These social pressures impacting female career patterns may explain the findings revealed by extant studies. Moreover, they could also
influence the type of business opportunities women experience which, in turn, motivate
them to set up their own firms [Orhan, 2005, pp. 7–8]. For example, Hisrich and Brush
[1984, pp. 32–37] in their study determined that most of the women business owners
they investigated had professional or technical spouses who created a supportive family environment, which significantly influenced their decision to become self-employed.
Past research presented herein that examined female small business owners’ undertakings pointed out that women were influenced to enter into entrepreneurship by
a combination of “pull” and “push” motivational factors. However, “the ability to conceive of the possibility of becoming an entrepreneur may be grounded in [the] family
background and household environment” [Orhan, 2005, p. 8].

Definitions of success and the examination
of business success factors
In order to determine whether a small firm is successful in its operations, readers
should be aware of how researchers and business owners understand this concept. Moreover, we ought to take into account the existing complexities in measuring this term.
A straightforward dictionary definition of success can be rendered as accomplishing
a “favorable or desired outcome” [Merriam-Webster, 2012]. The measurement of this notion is predominantly concentrated around economic accomplishments of firms rather
than other non-monetary objectives a business owner may have had in mind while establishing their company. The non-financial measures of success in business, when compared with the financial indicators, are much more difficult to quantify by researchers.
This is because these variables are more subjective and personal in nature.
However, some scholars argue that the focus on only financial indicators of success in
studies of women entrepreneurs is regarded as an insufficient approach in gauging their
performance [Fielden and Davidson, 2010, pp. 4–5]. For instance, Jennings and Beaver
[1997, pp. 63–75] found out in their research that the economic benefits obtained by entrepreneurs were not as significant in running their business as such factors as “the desire
for independence”, “personal involvement”, “responsibility” or achieving a “quality in life.”
These findings were supported by other studies conducted in developed countries. Fielden et al. [2000, p. 299–302] noted that while 88% of their respondents mentioned making
money as a key motivating factor of owning a business, 71% reported other non-financial
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reasons for becoming entrepreneurs. The most frequently cited non-financial variables
were “higher levels of perceived job satisfaction”, “greater independence”, “increased flexibility”, “pursuing one’s own interest”, “creating opportunities” and “encountering new
challenges”. These non-financial success factors are often reported in literature as lifestyle
choices and comprise such items as “job satisfaction”, “autonomy” and “flexibility to balance work with family responsibilities” [Parasuraman et al., 1996, pp. 275–283].
The analysis of extant studies on entrepreneurship indicates that most scholars are
not unanimous in their understanding of success in business while selecting adequate
economic measures that attempt to quantify company performance in order to distinguish more accomplished firms from those with less favourable results. Moreover, many
different indicators are applied in studies to examine and evaluate this concept [Van
Praag, 2005, p. 6]. As a result, researchers have been using a variety of terms to describe
success in business, such as performance, growth, profitability, excellence or survival
[Robichaud et al., 2010, p. 40].
A meta-analysis by Van der Sluis et al. [2003] determined that 47% of studies that investigated business performance as a success measure defined this term with reference to
the self-employment earnings of the entrepreneurs calculated on an annual, monthly, or
hourly basis. The amount of income is usually expressed in local currency and presented
as either a pre-tax or post-tax figure. This value is then introduced into statistical packages in a logarithmic or linear form. Moreover, Van der Sluis et al. [2003] found that 16%
of scholars investigated inputs like employment level as an indicator of the size of the
business or its growth, while another 15% looked at exit options or the survival of firms.
Lastly, 14% of researchers examined other measures of success such as self-employment
income as a share of total household income, a private benefit-cost ratio, the growth rate
of profits, or a business diversification index [Van Praag, 2005, pp. 6–10]. The discussion
presented in this paper shows that the academic community applies various approaches
to define and quantify the success achieved by companies, and thus it is a daunting task
to make reliable comparisons of the results presented by different researchers who study
small business entrepreneurs across the world.
Some examples of indicators of success that are widely applied in scientific research
on entrepreneurship have been provided by Van Praag [2005]. The scholar described
four types of such measures, namely the number of personnel, business survival, the level
of profits, and self-employment earnings. The variety of measurements used in extant
studies shows the complexity and broadness of understanding by researchers of what
constitutes success in business and how this concept could be operationalized in research
designs [Van Praag, 2005, p. 6]. It should be also emphasized that the researchers have not
yet reached a consensus with respect to the main factors (i.e. independent variables) that
influence a selected business success outcome (i.e. performance, profitability, growth, or
survival) in a study. However, several determinants have been identified and are empirically tested more often than others [Chu et al., 2010, p. 88].
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Most scholars agree about the broad categories of variables that distinguish better
performing firms from those ones that were less successful. However, past studies indicate that researchers are not unanimous on what combination of factors distinguishes
a superior organization from an average one. The classification comprises of four broad
categories of variables: demographic descriptors of entrepreneurs, their psychological
characteristics, the skills of business owners, and contextual as well as environmental
factors combined. All these general groupings of success determinants are applicable to
both nascent companies and firms that have been in operation for many years [Robichaud et al., 2010, p. 40].
Within the first identified category, researchers list such variables as age of entrepreneur, educational achievements, prior managerial and business experience, family history relevant to self-employment, marital status of business owner, gender, and even rank
in terms of birth among brothers and sisters [Robichaud et al., 2010, p. 40]. This set of
determinants is by no means exhaustive but merely identifies factors that are cited most
often in studies conducted within developed countries. We should also point out that
some inquiries revealed associations between specific demographic variables and overall business success defined by scholars adopting a variety of designs (e.g. performance,
growth, survival, etc.). For example, firm performance was found to be associated with
self-employment experience [Dyke et al., 1992, pp. 79–81] and has been correlated with
age of the entrepreneur [Zapalska et al., 2005, p. 37]. However, despite identification
of relationships between some demographic variables and the business success of researched firms, scholars within the field are generally in agreement that these factors are
not able to explain the complexity of entrepreneurship, and women self-employment in
particular, as a scientific research phenomenon [Fielden and Davidson, 2010, pp. 4–7].
The psychological characteristics associated with small business owners refer to their
personality traits, which concern the range of activities carried out within the firm during its normal operations. These factors are developed and applied within the company
by entrepreneurs through the process of socialization and include family experiences,
education, and work experience. As the different personality traits are acquired over time
by the self-employed individual, they establish the business owner’s behavioural intentions regarding the manner, in which the firm is being managed. Scholars in the field of
entrepreneurship have identified several psychological characteristics of entrepreneurs.
The most frequently reported personality traits in literature are “creativity and innovation”, “the need for autonomy and independence”, “the achievement need”, “a tendency
to take moderate or calculated risks”, and “an internal locus of control” [Robichaud et al.,
2010, p. 41]. On the other hand, other academic researchers such as Gartner [1989, pp.
63–64] suggested that the investigations into the psychological traits of business owners
should be abandoned because they do not have such a significant explanatory power
of business success in contrast with other category variables like entrepreneurial skills,
described herein.
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However, some scholars of entrepreneurship have managed to identify meaningful
associations between specific personality traits of small business owners and a defined
business success outcome. The study carried out by Box et al. [1993, pp. 34–41] is an
example of such an investigation, in which the researchers found a link between an internal locus of control (i.e. the independent factor) and business performance (i.e. the dependent variable). This specific psychological characteristic of business success was also
found by the academic community to be connected with an inclination to seek advice
from other persons such as associates or employees [Licata et al., 1986, pp. 113–116], or
with a more frequent, and intense use of formalized management practices within the
company [McGraw and Robichaud, 1995, pp. 79–97].
The third category of business success determinants, which has been investigated by
the researchers since the early 1990s, concerns the skills of entrepreneurs. These variables are regarded by the scholars as very dynamic and experiential by nature because
they can be learned before or during the course of self-employment. Moreover, these
success factors are discerned from the two previously presented categories (i.e. psychological and demographic variables) because they can be modified by the individual when
required to improve the effectiveness of the management of specific activities within the
firm [Robichaud et al., 2010, pp. 41–42].
In their study of Israeli women entrepreneurs, Lerner et al. [1997, pp. 327–335]
established that apart from the demographic category variables (e.g. level of education, previous business and occupational experience), the determinants comprising
the skills of the entrepreneurs group are one of the most significant factors that impact firm performance of female-owned companies. The scholars determined that in
order to perform well in business female entrepreneurs should “gain related industry
experience”, “develop business skills” and “seek to achieve success.” Moreover, the researchers identified five theoretical categories of variables that influence business performance, which are: “individual motivations and goals”, “social learning”, “network
affiliation”, “human capital” and “environmental influences.” In their classification,
the factors that describe the entrepreneurial skills were included within the human
capital group.
Several studies that investigated the skills category of factors have identified the existence of some gender-related differences, especially with regard to financial skills and
human resources management. For instance, Hisrich and Brush [1984, pp. 32–37] found
that, compared with male entrepreneurs, female business-owners lacked sufficient business training and displayed lower abilities related to financing issues of the firm. However, women applied more interpersonal skills in the management of their own companies
than men.
The fourth category of business success variables includes contextual and environmental factors, which can be divided into two sub-types: the immediate environment
and the external environment. The first sub-category comprises such factors as “business
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networks”, “work-family balance” and “access to capital”. The second sub-category includes the following variables: “competitiveness”, “structure”, “technology” and “support
from government” [Robichaud et al., 2010, p. 42].
The studies conducted by McGregor and Tweed [2001, pp. 425–436] enabled scholars
to identify a relationship between performance as a success outcome and the use of business networks by women entrepreneurs. Subsequently, Langowitz and Minniti [2007, pp.
349–357] determined in their investigation of female-run firms that women who knew
other entrepreneurs were influenced by them to that extent that they were more inclined
to establish and operate their own companies. In a more recent research, Robichaud et
al. [2010, pp. 49–50] showed that the most important business success factors reported
by Canadian businesswomen were “reputation for honesty” (i.e. the perceived quality of
the firm and its offering), “good customer service”, “hard work” (i.e. the dedication of the
owners in their undertaking), and “friendliness and charisma” (i.e. concerning customer
service). To the surprise of the scholars, the variable “access to capital” was not regarded
by the respondents as an important determinant of business success. This was explained
that most women entrepreneurs relied on internal sources of funding instead of external
financing (e.g. bank loans, outside investors, etc.).

Barriers and constraints faced by women small business owners
The establishment and successful management of a new company requires incurring
significant risk and the exertion of a considerable amount of effort on the part of an entrepreneur, irrespective of whether they are experienced in such an undertaking or are
a novice. The prospective business owner launches the firm from its very foundations
by developing creative ideas or seizing upon emerging opportunities. This often occurs
without much advance preparation or the achievement of a competitive advantage in
the market. In this process, the entrepreneur assumes all the managerial responsibilities
in order to grow the company into a mature and prosperous establishment, reaping the
rewards of ownership, but also at the same time assuming all the risks of failure if something goes wrong. The risk of starting and operating a new venture can even be higher in
the case of female small business owners who must bear all the obstacles encountered by
men but also face additional problems arising from functioning in a traditionally maledominated environment.
Women entrepreneurs must face many challenges during the time they are making
a decision to establish their own company and while they are managing an already existing firm at different stages of the company life cycle. An examination of past studies
into various barriers with which females must deal in developed countries revealed
that many researchers highlighted a small number of key factors that either led to failure or hindered the growth of a business. The most frequently cited constraints by the
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scholars were as follows: difficulties in access to funds or capital, the lack of business
experience or professional training to manage the company, as well as the need for
ongoing mentoring and counsel on different aspects of running the enterprise [Still,
2005, pp. 57–62].
For example, Hisrich and Brush [1984, p. 36], in their research of American women entrepreneurs, classified these problems into those experienced at company startup and those encountered while operating the business. The first category constituted
such variables as “lack of business training”, “obtaining lines of credit”, “lack of financial planning experience”, “lack of guidance and counsel”, “weak collateral position”
and “lack of management experience”. The main second type factors affecting femalerun businesses were identified as “lack of experience in financial planning”, “attracting
business”, “cash flow”, “hiring and organization” and “demands of company affecting
personal relationships”.
Some scholars from developed countries indicated that in addition to the barriers
encountered by all entrepreneurs, self-employed women must also deal with various
obstacles that do not usually affect males. For instance, Belcourt et al. [1991], who investigated Canadian female business owners, have identified a lengthy list of such hurdles,
which businesswomen must face in managing their firms. The researchers reported such
obstacles as discrimination by suppliers, lenders and customers; operation in sectors
with low profitability; inadequate professional experience and management training;
shortage of support networks; limited time; lack of time and money to attend specialist
training courses; business management and family responsibilities conflicts; insufficient
support from husbands, and weak financial return on invested capital in the company
[Robichaud et al., 2010, p. 42]. A more recently published research report in Canada by
the Prime Minister’s Task Force on Women Entrepreneurs [2003] revealed that many
similar obstacles still prevailed among entrepreneurs despite an increased growth in
numbers of these firms and a more sophisticated use of technology by women-run enterprises [Canada, 2003, pp. 7–24].
The findings presented by scholars from developed countries often mention that financing problems are listed at the top of constraints reported by female entrepreneurs
[Gundry et al., 2002, pp. 72–73]. An example of such an investigation is a study conducted by Morris et al. [2006, p. 233] who determined that some of the most important
barriers in starting their own company, as reported by business women, were associated
with funding the venture. They listed such key factors as attracting potential investors,
obtaining a commercial credit facility or acquiring a personal bank loan.
In a more recent study, Robichaud et al. [2010, pp. 50–53], who examined Canadian female business owners, identified several important barriers, which self-employed
women faced in managing their firms in the aftermath of the world financial crisis. The
respondents reported such obstacles as: “weak economy”, “high business tax”, “unavailability of skilled labour”, as well as “too much government regulation [and] bureaucracy.”
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Moreover, the scholars reported that obtaining financing (i.e. securing short and longterm funding for the company) was also mentioned by the respondents as a major obstacle in managing own companies.
The authors who investigated women small business owners within emerging and
developing nations indicated that the problems faced by these entrepreneurs could
be described as structural or contextual in nature. An example of such investigations
has been provided by Lisowska [1996] and Agarwala [2010] who classified the major
barriers encountered by self-employed females into three broad categories: socio-cultural, economic, and educational. The first group of obstacles relates to such variables
as balancing full-time work with household responsibilities, confronting family opposition to women entrepreneurship, as well as dealing with public prejudice and gender bias. The second category of factors involves securing financing for the business,
provision of suitable collateral means for loans, and lack of access to financing from
banks resulting from gender discrimination. The last class of variables includes the
following barriers: lower literacy rates among female business owners; limited access
to educational programs and professional training; scarce availability of information
about markets and innovative technology; no previous managerial experience, and
restricted access to various assistance schemes [Lisowska, 1996, pp. 64–67; Agarwala,
2010, pp. 90–91].
Some interesting findings concerning the obstacles faced by small business owners
were described by Chu et al. [2010] in their study of Chinese firms. The authors emphasized that entrepreneurs operating in emerging economies face additional barriers in
comparison with those running their companies in developed countries. The authors
mention three main groups of factors that adversely affect business owners in China.
The first one deals with the issue that business owners must cope with more unstable and
highly bureaucratic business environments. The second group relates to the laws which
govern the operation of private businesses. Within this category, the authors mention
the company registration issues and various aspects of the taxation system that tend to
be complex and very difficult to understand for small business entrepreneurs, especially
those without a business background such as females who are running their firms for
the first time. The third group of factors that unfavorably impacts entrepreneurs concerns contract and property laws. They are often written in an incomprehensible legal
language or inappropriately enforced. Apart from these main categories, the researchers
also listed other constraints that usually affect business owners in developing countries.
These barriers include undeveloped infrastructure, inadequate macroeconomic policies,
limited access to capital, corruption, and a lack of managerial experience of business
owners [Chu et al., 2010, pp. 89–90].
To help overcome the many obstacles mentioned here, experienced academic researchers provide relevant policy recommendations or legislative propositions to their
governments aimed at encouraging entrepreneurs to establish new businesses, and
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fostering the development of existing firms. An interesting initiative in this regard
has been presented by the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor in a publication entitled:
“2010 Women’s report” [2011]. This report was specifically dedicated to research on
female entrepreneurial undertakings in the world. Several policy recommendations
were proposed to serve as general guidelines for decision makers in their respective
countries. Firstly, effective policies designated for the economic development of female-run firms must promote the creation of suitable business environments, in which
women perceive self-employment as a viable career path that is attractive. Secondly,
the decision-makers should encourage positive societal attitudes towards women’s engagement in entrepreneurial endeavors. These programs must be structured to shape
favorable perceptions about female managerial capabilities and their involvement in
business. Thirdly, national authorities should provide adequate assistance to start-ups
established by women through the supply of business opportunities and resources (e.g.
easy access to various sources of funding, the possibility of networking, availability
of new technology, etc.). Fourthly, the policy-makers should foster women-run companies by providing required technical assistance and suitable educational programs.
Lastly, these policies must also take into account the existing diversity among various
groups of businesses, including gender differences, with regard to such issues as motivations; attitudes and approaches to establishment of own firms; impact on regional
social communities; the prospects for growth, and internationalization [Kelly et al.,
2011, p. 44].

Conclusion and recommendations
Women entrepreneurship may be considered as a recent development that gained
recognition within the scientific community during the 1980s, initially within developed
countries. This article attempts to provide the readers with an overview of some of the
most influential research papers on female business owners by examining the motivations to set up own firms; factors associated with the success of the venture; the barriers
encountered during the establishment of the company, as well as in the process of managing the firm.
It has been demonstrated that there is no one complete list of motivational factors
that encourage women to establish their own business. Thus, females are influenced by
a combination of variables to enter into entrepreneurship. These factors depend on the
profile of a particular person and differ across countries, as well as cultures. Moreover,
the readers were exposed to a rather complex nature of the interactions associated with
the motivation-related factors that drive women into self-employment and business performance, as well as the various approaches adopted by researchers in their studies of
this notion.
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The article revealed that researchers in the field classified the majority of motivational variables into a dualistic system of “push” and “pull” broad categories. Women
motivated by “push” factors were driven to self-employment out of necessity because of
job dissatisfaction, difficulty in finding employment, low family income, or the necessity
to balance work obligations with family responsibilities. In turn, females drawn into selfemployment by the “pull” factors are those who seek independence in being ones’ own
boss or desire for self-achievement, anticipating prospective financial rewards as a result
of running successful business ventures.
However, it should be emphasized that the extant research of motivational factors
influencing female self-employment suffers from several limitations. For instance, mostly quantitative instruments were used in the literature that was investigated, and many
questionnaires were developed drawing from earlier studies, which examined firms
owned by male entrepreneurs. Moreover, the researchers were unable to provide convincing empirical evidence in their findings between “push” and “pull” motivational factors and their link with performance of women-owned firms. Another limitation cited
by Orhan [2005, pp. 8–9] notes that researchers usually asked the respondents in surveys
“to describe their own perceptions of reality”. As a result, the reported over-confidence
or excessive optimism could lead to bias in the evaluation of firm performance. Therefore, it is recommended that future studies deploy in their research designs qualitative
methods (e.g. in-depth interviews, direct observation, case studies, focus groups, etc.),
which could provide more insights and uncover new issues, or linkages to the motivational variables of female-run small enterprises. These investigations should lead to
the enrichment of existing research concerning female entrepreneurial undertakings, or
even the development of novel theories.
The differentiation between more accomplished female-run firms and those achieving less favorable results is described by the researchers by adopting mainly monetary
measures of success in business. Non-financial indicators are much more difficult to
quantify and provide more subjective findings. As a result, scholars have been predominantly using various economic measurements in their studies to evaluate the overall
success in business of women entrepreneurs, such as performance, growth, profitability,
survival, or excellence. However, it could be argued that application of only financial
measures in the evaluation of this dimension is an insufficient approach to gauging the
accomplishments of female-run enterprises. This is because these economic indicators
cannot fully capture all the complexities of the research phenomenon. Although selfemployed women are not a homogeneous group, recent studies show that they tend to
define and perceive business success differently than their male counterparts. Therefore,
future investigations into this area could adopt qualitative or mixed designs to uncover
what non-financial success outcome variables are important for female business-owners
in the context of specific geographical regions, or cultures in which these enterprises
operate.
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The article also reveals that most researchers generally agree on the broad categories
of determinants (i.e. the influencing variables), which distinguish more successful female-run firms from those less accomplished. This classification comprises demographic descriptors, psychological characteristics, managerial skills, as well as environmental
and contextual factors. However, extant studies indicate that scholars are not unanimous
on the combination of variables, which contribute towards the success in business of
women-owned enterprises as evaluated by various financial indicators.
In order to more fully understand what specific factors influence the favorable performance of female-run firms, Fielden and Davidson [2010, pp. 5–7] recommend that
researchers should attempt to identify and examine variables at individual, managerial
team, group, local community, and societal levels of analysis in future investigations
of this phenomenon. These studies could deploy qualitative methods and research designs to discover new perspectives of female self-employment within the global context,
considering cultural, religious and legal barriers that hinder women entrepreneurship
development in various countries. Moreover, scholars may explore the impact of the
entrepreneurial ethics dimension on organizational behavior and its performance. Such
investigations could demonstrate whether there are any dissimilar approaches deployed
by male and female business owners, within specific cultural settings, pertaining to the
application of ethical standards in managing their firms.
In this article, it has been demonstrated that female small business owners around
the world face many similar obstacles in the process of setting up and successful operation of their respective firms even though the context, as well as the external business environment in which these women manage their companies may differ. The main barriers
to self-employment may be broadly grouped into social-cultural traditions and values;
financial factors; managerial skills and business experience; participation in professional
networks; conflicts between home and work responsibilities; macro-economic and legal
context, as well as government support variables. Some scholars even argue that women
entrepreneurs face more challenges in setting up new firms and managing existing businesses. This is because they enter the domain of a traditionally and historically maledominated environment.
As a result, future research projects in this area may adopt qualitative methods in
research designs (e.g. in-depth interviews, direct observation, case studies, focus groups,
etc.), which could identify novel categories of factors that inhibit the establishment of
women-run firms and the growth of existing enterprises within specific contexts, or various geographical regions. Moreover, prospective studies on barriers in business could
focus on the comparison of male and female-owned small companies and investigate
whether there are any statistically significant differences.
In order to overcome the barriers experienced by women in entering self-employment and management of existing enterprises, scholars provide many policy recommendations addressed to decision-makers at country or international level. These are aimed
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at creation of a favorable business environment and the supply of adequate government
support to encourage females in establishment of new firms and fostering the development of mature enterprises.
To accomplish the stated objectives, policy-makers need to bring about and implement laws that emphasize the building of positive societal attitudes towards entrepreneurship in general, and specifically promote women self-employment, in both developed as well as emerging economies. Moreover, governments should provide the
necessary support to women business start-ups by creating favorable opportunities and
business environment. They should also assist these enterprises in making the required
resources available when needed (e.g. stability of funding programs, access to professional networks, accessibility to new technology, etc.). Finally, authorities can foster the
growth of women small business enterprises by supplying these entrepreneurs with technical assistance and professional education that meet their long-term needs. Thus, the
countries that more pro-actively support the establishment of new businesses and promote the growth of mature firms within their societies usually experience higher growth
rates and lower unemployment rates in the long run as these businesses develop and
create more jobs in the economy [Kelly et al., 2011, pp. 8–9].
In conclusion, readers should also bear in mind that the reported growth in the
numbers of female small business owners and entrepreneurs around the world since the
early 1970s should be viewed as a dynamic social and economic phenomenon that contributes towards the development of individual nations as well as the whole world economy. Therefore, women self-employment as an object of scientific enquiries requires the
revision of existing theories and propositions, presented in extant literature, in the light
of novel findings discovered by the academic community within the more globalized
world economy. This can be achieved by seeking new directions in future investigations
of female-run firms, which more fully capture its rather complex nature, emerging dimensions and perspectives.
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Fostering innovation and competitiveness
in the EU at national and regional level:
Report from the conference
This year’s conference took place on 6th and 7th June 2013 at the Warsaw School of
Economics. It was organized by the World Economy Institute. The keynote speech of
the first conference day was given by Slavo Radosevic from the School of Slavonic and
East European Studies at the University College London, who discussed the innovation
policy in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). This presentation explored the extent to
which current innovation policies in CEE economies can be considered conducive to
their industrial and technology upgrading. CEE was presented in the context of the taxonomy of EU-27 innovation policies. Afterwards, the key features of ongoing upgrading
processes in the CEE countries were highlighted. Based on the presented information,
it was argued that the current successes as well as policy inadequacies are largely due to
mismatches between reality of upgrading processes and orientation of innovation policies. Finally major arguments on the example of science-industry linkages were illustrated.
The key topic of the first day agenda was the presentation of the statutory research
project published in its newest edition titled Poland: Competitiveness Report. This assessment of Poland’s competitive position in the European Union has been carried out by
the Institute’s research team for more than twenty years. This year’s edition of the Report
seeks to evaluate changes in the competitiveness of the Polish economy in 2012, both at
the macroeconomic and regional levels. This assessment was the basis for a further indepth analysis of factors influencing the competitive position of Poland and its regions
in years between 2005 and 2012.
A wide range of quantitative and qualitative measures were used to compare the Polish economy with other European Union economies, in particular with those in Central
and Eastern Europe (EU-10). The planes of comparison included gross domestic product (GDP) growth, GDP per capita, income inequality and the poverty levels, as well as
the growth and structure of foreign trade, revealed comparative advantages in trade and
their changes over the time, the size and growth of foreign direct investment, and the
balance of payments. On the basis of these analyses, forecasts have been presented for
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changes in the competitiveness of the Polish economy in the oncoming years. Moreover,
priorities have been indicated for pro-competitive economic policies.
The second session of the first day was devoted to the topics related to the comparison of different countries’ experience in the area of innovation, performance and
policies. Speakers presented examples from Northwest England, Hungary, Czech Republic, Russia and Romania. Professor Martin Lynn, Director of Enterprise at MMU
School of Business and Law, presented how universities in Northwest England are
engaging in the process to support further innovations and to encourage business creation and business growth. The research paper authored by Laszlo Csonka, Research
Fellow at IKU Innovation Research Centre, concentrated on the main internationalization patterns of Hungarian SMEs in a high tech (IT) and a traditional (engineering services) industries related to their research, development and innovation (RDI)
activities. Anna Kaderabkova from the Centre for Innovation Studies, University of
Economics and Management, in the Czech Republic presented the outcomes of her
research, commissioned by Technology Agency of the Czech Republic (government
body for applied research) concerning factors and outcomes of large-scale programs
supporting development of science-industry linkages between key knowledge and innovation actors in the country. Marina Fedotova and Igor Lukasevich from the Financial University under Government of Russian Federation presented the results of the
innovation potential analyses of various Russian regions. Finally, Horatiu Dragomirescu from Bucharest University of Economic Studies in Romania, presented innovation
paradoxes and, based on examples drawn from the recent literature, discussed boldest
facets of its phenomenological complexity that challenges the conventional wisdom of
innovation management.
Sessions held on 7th June was focused on government policies as well as other forms
of support that foster innovation and competitiveness at national and regional levels.
The keynote speaker for the second conference day was Ken Guy, the head of Science
and Policy Division at the OECD. He shared the key issues regarding science, technology
and innovation policy seen from the OECD perspective.
The key agenda topic of the first session on the second conference day was panel
discussion on the project “Stimulating Learning for Idea-to-Market (SLIM)”. This project
was coordinated by the Manchester Metropolitan University (the United Kingdom) with
Project Partners: World Economy Research Institute in the Warsaw School of Economics
(Poland), the University of Rijeka, and the Faculty of Economics and Business, University of Zagreb (both from Croatia) and EFMD (Belgium) and Associate Partners: BTM
Mazovsze Ltd. (Poland), The Federation of Small Businesses (the United Kingdom), as
well as Science and Technology Park of the University of Rijeka, and Arenda (both from
Croatia). The rationale for panel discussion on this project was to focus on fostering entrepreneurship as a condition for economic development in a knowledge-based economy.
Several studies underlined the gap between the supply and demand of knowledge, both in
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quantity and relevance, often resulting in a deficit of business skills and competences. This
challenge is taken on by the SLIM project, which has been developed to bridge this gap.
During the session, the most important characteristics of SLIM project were presented. In particular, two key elements of it: The first one was an online self-assessment
management tool, created by the Manchester Metropolitan University Business School.
The tool enables SMEs to gain an instant snapshot of their business proposal and identify which areas require increased focus. The second component consists of the results
of an innovative program on Intellectual Property Management developed by the World
Economy Research Institute at the Warsaw School of Economics. The main challenge of
innovation transfer in the framework of SLIM project was to adapt these two elements
and in order to make them accessible to SMEs. Questions discussed during the session
focused on the most efficient forms of commercialization of ideas, key needs of firms in
the context of innovative activity, the most useful methods of teaching entrepreneurs on
commercialization of their ideas and the role of government support for commercialization of knowledge and implementing innovations.
In the second session of the second conference day the speakers discussed their
research outcomes on pro-innovative and pro-competitive policies implemented by
governments to boost innovation and competitiveness. Bendreff Desilus from the Universidad La Salle de México confronts two perspectives on the role of government in
supporting competitiveness. The first relates to the contribution of M. Porter who argues that nations choose whether or not to be successful as prosperity is no longer subject to factors inherent to the nations. The second one perspective presented by Robert
Gilpin, shares the ideas of P. Krugman and believes that new economic theories and
their implications will lead to the conclusions that governments and their policies are,
and will be, important for the proper functioning of the international economy. Tomasz
Napiórkowski from the Warsaw School of Economics compared the US National Innovation System with the one in China and selected European countries, proving that
well-developed NISs are keystones in the process of commercialization of R&D results
that lead to an increased efficiency of such initiatives. Paweł Pietrasiński, Warsaw School
of Economics and Minister Counselor, Trade and Investment Section Embassy of The
Republic of Poland in the USA, analyzed how to effectively build a governmental “bridge
organization”, linking young Polish companies with the innovative Silicon Valley’s ecosystem, as well as how to design the advanced support programs for the competitively
selected enterprises, based on a multi-phases approach, starting from the “technology
boot-camp” in Poland and finishing with its business acceleration stage on the US market. The final contribution of the second session was delivered by David López-Sanchez,
Antonio Mihi-Ramírez, Katarzyna Dziuda from the University of Granada in Spain. The
presenters concentrated on the use of macroeconomics policies that cause changes in
economic cycles with the aim of examining if the application of policies to stimulate an
economy helps reduce hardness and duration of a recession.
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At the last session of the conference innovation and competitiveness from the regional and sectoral perspectives were discussed. Christopher Kummer, Director of
Graduate Business Programs at Webster University in Vienna, presented his paper “The
Impact of Competitiveness on Mergers & Acquisitions”, in which his research questions
concentrated on the extent how M&A is influenced by competitiveness factors. Matthias Mrożewski from the Berlin Institute of Technology presented research on “The
Determinants of Entrepreneurship across Regions in Europe.” Based on the findings that
there is little empirical literature investigating the actual determinants of entrepreneurship on a cross-regional level, he provided empirical evidence on the determinants of
entrepreneurship in Europe. By leveraging Eurostat data on core European cities, the
researcher has shown that the regional demographic structure, the unemployment rate,
the education level as well as social ties in the region play a major role in explaining entrepreneurial activity in Europe. The second conference day was closed by presentation
of two researchers from the Poznań University of Economics. Dorota Czyżewska discussed “The Empirical Evidence and First Assessment of the Competitiveness Clusters
Policy in France” and Marlena Dzikowska provided results of her study on “The Value
Chain Module Relocations and the Competitive Position of a Relocating Company.” Her
study focused on the perspective of Polish companies from the clothing and automotive
industries.
This year’s conference was an excellent occasion for the presentation of the current
status of the newest international research papers in the area of innovation and competitiveness, as well as formulation of practical implications for development of regional and
national policies to foster innovativeness and innovations dissemination. Additionally, it
created an opportunity for networking among international researchers who focus their
activities around topics related to innovation.

